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The Software Measurement European Forum 2011 is the eighth edition of a successful
event for the software measurement community. SMEF will be located in Rome, Italy. SMEF
has become a leading worldwide event for experience interchange and knowledge improving
on a subject that is critical for the ICT governance.
The Software Measurement European Forum will provide an opportunity for the
publication and presentation of the latest researches, industrial experiences, case studies,
tutorials, best practices on software measurement and estimation. This includes measurement
education, methods, tools, processes, standards and the practical application of measures for
project and service management, risk management, contractual and improvement purposes.
Practitioners from different countries will share their experience and discuss current
problems and solutions related to the ICT Governance based on software metrics.
2011 Event focus:
Is it possible to measure accurately an immaterial and floating product like software?
If the answer is “Yes”, is it meaningful to do so?
Software Measurement, sometimes, seems to be an arena for highly abstract mathematical
and statistical dissertations. The question is: is it possible to define methods to measure in a
very accurate way an immaterial product which has not well defined properties which are
often rapidly changing during the life cycle of production? What are the probabilities that the
artifacts on which we take the measures will not be manipulated by the production teams in
order to show a better performance or to adapt “the numbers” to the management goals?
Given that it is possible to accurately measure some software product attributes, is it useful to
do that? Wouldn’t be possible to use some approximate figures in a more effective and
efficient way? What will be the impact in parametric (cost engineering) models?
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Submissions of papers addressing these issues were encouraged.
•

Core Area : Accurate vs. Approximate measurement: SWOT analysis

•
•
•

How to integrate Software Measurement into Software Production Processes
Measurement-driven decision making processes
Data Reporting and dashboards

•
•
•
•

Software Measurement and Balanced Scorecard approaches
Service Measurement Methods (SLA and KPI)
Software Measurement in contractual agreements
Software Measurement and standard process models (ITIL, ASL, ...)

•
•
•

Software Measurement and Software Maturity Models (CMM-I, SPICE, Six Sigma,
...)
Software Measurement in a SOA environment
Functional Size Measurement Methods (IFPUG and COSMIC tracks)

•
•
•

(Software) Measurement to control risks
(Software ) Measurement in parametric models
Software Reuse metrics

Cristina Ferrarotti
Roberto Meli
Ton Dekkers
June 2011
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Estimate faster, cheaper... and better!
Harold van Heeringen

Abstract
Nowadays, Sogeti Nederland gets more and more questions from clients like: “What is
your productivity rate for Java projects?”, “What is your duration for building an
application of 1000 function points?” and “What is your price per function point for a .Net
project?” Literature shows us however, that there is no good answer to these kinds of
questions. Putnam [1] is one of the people that show us that the amount of effort needed for a
project highly depends on the duration chosen. Other factors that influence the answer to
these questions might be: size, complexity and the amount of work that is being carried out
on an offshore location (like India). It is therefore necessary to consider all the relevant
factors when preparing a project estimation. However, if this has to be done on an ad hoc
basis (whenever a client asks, or whenever a Request for Proposal comes in), it will take a lot
of time to analyze the right projects. To make things faster and easier, Sogeti has developed a
tool to estimate projects and to answer questions like the questions mentioned above. In the
paper the tool and its underlying principles are introduced and the preliminary results are
given.

1. Introduction
Thousands and thousands of requests for proposal (RFPs) for fixed-price software
development projects are sent out every day all over the globe. These RFPs serve the purpose
to select the most appropriate supplier for the deal. However, a lot of these RFPs prove to be
counterproductive. Little knowledge about software project estimation lead to RFPs with
questions that are not easily answerable for more mature suppliers of software projects.
Sogeti Nederland BV is an ICT supplier in the Netherlands with more than 3,000
employees in the Netherlands and more than 20,000 employees worldwide. Sogeti wishes to
contribute to the simplicity, reliability and availability through ICT craftsmanship in order to
turn ICT into a commodity [2]. We believe that software will become a service that
organisations can use at their will. Our vision statement is: Results through passionate ICT
craftsmanship.
Sogeti develops, among others, fixed-price fixed-date projects for a large number of
clients. These projects are developed in a number of onshore and offshore delivery centres.
But before a project is even a project in the delivery centres, first we have to win the bidding
competition from our competitors. The basis for the bidding process most often is an
incoming RFP.
1
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Unfortunately, almost every RFP is quite different in nature, which makes it necessary to
do a great deal of analysis work to come up with a good estimation. Furthermore, the
required RFP answering time is almost always very short, sometimes even shorter than two
weeks. Next to this handicap, there is also the issue of the documentation. Many RFPs are
based on either high level requirements or on (often incomplete) high level designs. It is
usually quite hard to do a solid size estimation on this documentation. Often, the accuracy
level in the cone of uncertainty [3] is not lower than 50%. The challenge for suppliers of
software ICT projects, and therefore for us as well, is to come up with a good proposal,
within a short time-limit, with enough accuracy to be able to judge the profitability.
In Sogeti the Netherlands, there is a separate entity that is responsible for the estimation of
fixed-price projects and the metrics part in RFP’s with the name of Sizing, Estimating &
Control (SEC). SEC uses the QSM SLIM [10] tooling to estimate the projects but it turns out
that the results are not well comparable to the Sogeti way of conducting business. For
instance it was not possible to estimate the part of the work can be done in an offshore
location (with a different cost and productivity level).
Internally the question was raised how to build an estimation instrument that would gain
us some time and effort in the bidding process, while being accurate enough to rely on.
Furthermore, the instrument should be flexible enough to be able to calculate offshore
influences, test strategies and complexity. Another important requirement is that the tool also
had to implement the Deming cycle, also known as the PDCA (Plan, Do, Check, Act) cycle,
meaning that it should be easy to tune the tool with experience data from projects completed.
In the remainder of this paper it is described how the this tool (with the name Estimating
Wizard) has been designed and build. Furthermore the results of estimates with the wizard
are compared to expert estimates. This paper is an update of an earlier paper on this topic
[12].

2. A systems view of the value of software development
Software ICT service suppliers face the same problem every time an RFP is received from
a (potential) client. Based on the enclosed documentation, it has to come up with a proposal
that:
• Delivers the required functionality;
• Suits the clients quality and technical requirements;
•
•
•

At a lower price than competitors;
But with a price that guarantees some profit;
Supported by proof that we can deliver what we say.
2
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Most of the times, RFPs consist of a large number of questions. A number of these
questions are about the project organisation, but nowadays the trend is to ask for metrics as
well. Recurring questions are questions like:
• What is your duration to build a 1000 function points software system?
• What is your productivity to build an application of 500 function points in Java?
• What is your price per function point to build an application of 500 function points in
Java?
These are questions that are not easy to answer if your organisation is not mature enough
to use functional size measurement or to collect experience data from projects completed.
However, these less mature organisations can still guess their productivity, for instance based
on benchmarking data derived from the ISBSG database [4]. For more mature organisations,
the questions are sometimes even harder to answer. Users of the SLIM toolset [10] know that
there is a strong, non-linear relationship between the chosen duration of the project and the
amount of effort that has to be spent. However, the duration variable is almost never asked in
RFPs, so one has to guess. For instance, the answer to the question: “What is your
productivity to build an application of 500 function points in Java?” can be anything between
4 hours per function point and 13 hours per function points, depending on only the chosen
duration of the project, all other variables remaining constant. The reason for this has been
made clear by Larry Putnam [1] a long time ago. According to him, the level of effort needed
varies with duration in the following way:

Figure 1: PDR/Duration trade-off according to Putnam [1].

3
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Although Plan A has a shorter duration compared to plan B, the extra amount of people
needed to do the work in that timeframe leads to a lot of extra coordination and overhead, a
less efficient process and an increase of project chaos, which all make the project extra
expensive.
So, what are we going to answer to this RFP question? The easy choice is to go for the
lowest possible PDR. Although this may lead to the winning of the contract, there might be a
mismatch with the expectations of the client with regard to duration. This will lead to heavy
negotiations and may lead to a disturbed relationship. Of course, answering the question with
one of the highest PDRs is also not commendable, so what is it we have to do? Sogeti
decided it would be best if we determine the optimal duration for a project and communicate
the associated PDR.
In the meantime, we want to calculate the scenario’s with a duration of x, y and z weeks
shorter and x, y and z weeks longer. Although this may sometimes be outside of the RFP
scope, this may be an extra service to the client, who then can choose the scenario that fits
best for his needs.

3. The Estimating Wizard
The Estimating Wizard combines some of the well-known metrics models from literature
with the experience data of Sogeti. The Estimating Wizard is used to estimate new
development projects for software that resides in the business application software domain.
Projects from this domain are used to calibrate the wizard. The Wizard is tuned periodically
with new project data and it delivers a work breakdown structure that is very helpful for the
project manager to plan his project into detail.
How does it work? The Estimating Wizard is built in MS-EXCEL and started out as a
reference card with product size ranges and Project Delivery Rates (PDR = hours per
function point) per product size range, like this:
Hour/FP: Average Complexity
Duration in months
3½
0-250 FP
250-500 FP
500-750 FP
750-1000 FP
1000 -1250 FP
1250 - 1500 FP

10,1

4
8,9
9,1

4½
8,1
8,0
8,6

5
7,7
7,3
7,6
8,3

5½
6,9
6,9
6,9
7,3
8,1

6

6,2
6,5
6,6
7,1
7,9

6½

5,9
6,3
6,5
6,9

7

5,6
6,2
6,3

Figure 2: First variant of the Estimating Wizard: reference card

4

7½

5,5
6,0

8

5,4
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For instance, to build a 300 FP application with a required duration of 5 months would
have a PDR of 7.3 hours per function point. The same project with a required duration of 6
months would result in a productivity of 6.2 hours per function point.
Since its first version in 2006, the wizard has evolved into a sophisticated estimation tool.
The latest version of the wizard works like this: First we have a selection screen on which the
most relevant variables have to be entered.
Estimating Wizard

Powered by: Sizing, Estimating & Control

Data version: 24-11-2010

Model version: 17

Input

Functional design parameters
Functional Design
Yes
Overlap
Yes, calculated
Language
Availability key users
Location

English
Normal
Sogeti office

Build and test parameters
Development tool

C onstruction
Translation FD required
System test approach
System test strategy
Tools/methodologies
C omplexity
Development team
Reuse
General parameters
Size
Start date
Risk surcharge (%)
Warranty (%)
Organization type
Quality documentation
Non functional req.
Scenario interval

Step 1: Is there a functional design phase?
Step 2: In case of overlap between the functional design phase and building phase it is pos
to let the wizard calculate the overlap, or to enter the number of weeks manually.
Step 3: Enter the language in which the functional design should be written.
Step 4: Enter the availability-rate of the key users.
Step 5: Enter the location where the functional design should be written.

5

Java
Onshore
35%
No

Step 6: Select the development tool.
Offshore
65%

Step 7: Enter the percentage of construction work that is done onshore.
Step 8: Is a translation of the functional design required.

TMap Medium
Scripting and design NL, excecution in In

Step 9: Select the TMapfactory system test approach.
Step 10: Select the system test strategy.

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Step
Step
Step
Step

643 C OSMIC

11:
12:
13:
14:

Rate
Rate
Rate
Rate

the
the
the
the

level of tools and methodologies to be used for the development.
technical complexity of the project.
competence, experience and skill level of the development team.
quantity and complexity of integrating reused, unmodified software.

Step 15: Enter the functional size and select a unit of size
(FP= function points, C FP=C OSMIC functionpoints).
16: Enter the start date of the project.
17: Enter the risk surcharge percentage.
18: Enter the warranty surcharge percentage.
19: C hoose the organization type.
20: Rate the quality of the documentation.
21: What influence do the non functional requirements have on the effort?
22: Enter the number of weeks for the step size between the seven scenarios.

01-01-11
10 %
4 %
Banking
6
Average (0)
2,0

Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step

Figure 3: Current input screen
Experience shows that these are the input criteria that are considered to be of interest in
our bidding process and these factors will possibly also be applicable to other ICT suppliers.
First of all it has to be clear whether the functional design phase is in scope of the estimate or
not. Based on the input of a large number of professionals in the functional design area, the
estimation parameters were defined. The main parameters are size, language, location and the
availability of the key users.
In the development tools list box, it is possible to choose from Java, MS.Net (web client or
windows client) and a number of Oracle variants. These correspond with the delivery centres,
which are software factories specialised in the use of these development tools.
Next, we have to estimate the amount of work that is carried out in one of the offshore
delivery centres. Most of the times a project is 100% onshore, or 100% offshore (which of
course is not really 100% offshore, but only the technical realisation activities are). However,
there are occasions when it is considered to be wise to develop certain parts of the project
onshore, while off shoring the remainder, for instance when requirements are not completely
clear yet and it takes a lot interaction with the client to make things clear.
5
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There are a number of different system testing variants, where all, or part of the intake,
design and execution of the test scripts is carried out either onshore or offshore.
Then, the appropriate TMap [11] test strategy has to be chosen, which is dependent on the
complexity of the system and the importance of the system to be bug-free after delivery.
There are three test strategies available in the Estimating Wizard: TMap Light, TMap
Medium and TMap Heavy. TMap is one of the world standards in testing methodologies, and
is developed by Sogeti.
Then there are a number of parameters that are used to tune the project based on the actual
characteristics, like the availability of tools and methodologies, the technical/functional
complexity of the system (high, medium, low), the skills and experience of the development
team and the amount of software reuse that is relevant. This is a rather subjective choice, but
for experienced contract managers it is often not really a problem to make the right choice.
The size is about the most important factor of the wizard. Every RFP is sized within the
department of Sizing, Estimating and Control of Sogeti in one of the methods NESMA FPA
[4] or COSMIC [5], which are both an ISO standard. Because of the high level
documentation, a lot of RFPs are sized with COSMIC. This is because often a data model is
not present and FPA requires a data model to do an indicative FPA. In COSMIC this is not
obligatory. Due to the recent studies on COSMIC to FPA conversion formulae [6][7][8], it is
possible to convert a COSMIC size into an FPA size. This conversion formula derived from
our own research [8] has been implemented in the tool.
The start date of the project is the moment the first team member is going to work on one
of the project deliverables. After filling in the input variables, the Estimating Wizard
calculates the solution and returns the following screens:
Functional design phase
Duration in weeks
Design complete
Total effort
Effort per FP
Effort cost
Additional cost
Totaal cost
C ost per FP
Average team size

6

17,6
4-05-11
1.975
2,53
€ 208.531
€ 14.815
€ 223.346
€ 286
2,80
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Build and test phase
Duration in weeks
Start phase
Effort
Effort per FP
Effort cost
Additional cost
Totaal cost
C ost per FP
Average team size
Risk and warranty
Risk hours
Risk cost
Warranty hours
Warranty cost
Total
Duration in weeks
Delivery for acceptance
Total effort
Effort per FP
Totaal cost
C ost per FP
Average team size
Average hourly rate

20,0
18-02-11
9.794
28,06
€ 550.720
€ 56.446
€ 607.167
€ 1.740
12,24

22,0
18-02-11
6.690
19,17
€ 376.152
€ 41.090
€ 417.242
€ 1.196
7,60

24,0
18-02-11
4.723
13,53
€ 265.590
€ 31.364
€ 296.954
€ 851
4,92

26,0
18-02-11
3.429
9,83
€ 192.826
€ 24.963
€ 217.789
€ 624
3,30

28,0
18-02-11
2.550
7,31
€ 143.360
€ 20.611
€ 163.972
€ 470
2,28

30,0
18-02-11
1.935
5,54
€ 108.787
€ 17.570
€ 126.357
€ 362
1,61

32,0
18-02-11
1.495
4,28
€ 84.036
€ 15.393
€ 99.428
€ 285
1,17

834
€ 54.301
209
€ 13.575

586
€ 39.107
146
€ 9.777

429
€ 29.484
107
€ 7.371

325
€ 23.150
81
€ 5.788

255
€ 18.845
64
€ 4.711

205
€ 15.836
51
€ 3.959

170
€ 13.682
43
€ 3.420

27,0
8-07-11
11.470
32,87
€ 746.634
€ 2.139
10,64
€ 65

29,0
22-07-11
8.055
23,08
€ 537.717
€ 1.541
6,96
€ 67

31,0
5-08-11
5.892
16,88
€ 405.400
€ 1.162
4,76
€ 69

33,0
19-08-11
4.469
12,80
€ 318.319
€ 912
3,39
€ 71

35,0
2-09-11
3.501
10,03
€ 259.120
€ 742
2,50
€ 74

37,0
16-09-11
2.825
8,09
€ 217.744
€ 624
1,91
€ 77

39,0
30-09-11
2.340
6,71
€ 188.122
€ 539
1,50
€ 80

Figure 4: Current output scenario screens.1
The optimal duration is calculated and is in this case 33 weeks. The estimation of the
delivery date (for customer acceptance test) is on August 19, 2011. The total number of effort
hours estimated is 4,469 hours. The productivity rate, the total price and the price per
function point is calculated. The total price is build up by multiplying all the effort hours with
the appropriate hour rate (see figure 5) and add the total amount of costs to this (workstation
use, translation costs and other costs).
Furthermore, these figures are also calculated for 6 scenarios: in this case 2, 4 and 6 weeks
shorter duration and 2, 4 and 6 weeks longer duration because the scenario interval in the
input screen is set to a 2 weeks interval. The client can then decide if the project should be
faster or slower than optimal and he can base his business case on this. It might be very
reasonable for instance to go for the 6 weeks earlier scenario, when the time-to-market of the
system is fixed by political decisions.
In addition to the figures above, the wizard also returns a detailed work breakdown
structure (WBS). A small part of it is displayed below (also again on different input
parameters and altered outcomes).
Management Phase Construction (Onshore)

# hrs

# Hrs/FP

FL

Rate €/hr

Cost €

Cost €/FP

Project management Construction
Contract management

88

0,82

10.2

€

250,00

€

22.000,00

€

72,00

Project management

352

0,41

8.2

€

200,00

€

70.400,00

€

224,00

Quality management

90

0,32

7.4 SC €

230,00

€

20.700,00

€

134,00

Project preparation Construction
Preparation workplace/infrastr/developenviron
Preparation application framework
Start up/reading
Kick off

12

0,8

6.2

€

200,00

€

2.400,00

€

12,00

112

0,4

6.2

€

220,00

€

24.640,00

€

42,00

33

0,7

6.2

€

150,00

€

4.950,00

€

17,00

8

0,1

6.2

€

140,00

€

1.120,00

€

12,00

Figure 5: Part of the WBS output screen.

1

The results displayed in this figure are not the result of the input parameters above and the data has been

altered because of company security reasons.
2

2

Same as 1
7
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This WBS makes it easy for the project manager to plan his project into detail after the bid
is won. The same WBS is also the basis for the effort registration tool. Employees in the
delivery centres have to register their hours in the same format as the Estimating Wizard
WBS. The effort is recorded per project in the effort registration tool and after the project has
finished, the metrics department will derive the appropriate metrics from the tool in order to
see whether the project has performed according to the wizard’s estimate. This way, it is
easier to tune the actual project performance to the Estimating Wizard and by doing this, to
tune the wizard with new experience data.
Every quarter, a new version of the Estimating Wizard is released, so that estimations are
always based on the most accurate version of the experience data. This means that the
Deming circle of Plan, Do, Check and Act is fully implemented.
From the start until the release of the present version of the wizard, about 800 effort hours
were spent to design and to build the wizard. Every quarter it takes about 8 hours to update
the wizard with the new experience data.

4. Underlying principles
The basis of the Estimating Wizard is a WBS template of the realisation of a 500 FP
application (new development), filled with average project actuals from the past. That is what
we have called a typical 500 FP project and this project has been approved by management to
be the basis for the calculations and extrapolations. There is a baseline project like this for all
the different delivery centres.
This WBS leads to a certain amount of hours per task. For each task the appropriate
function level was determined. Within Sogeti, every function level has its own fixed hourly
rate, which makes it possible to quantify the hours into costs. This can be seen in the figure
above. A contract manager has on average a 10.2 function level. This means that he or she
has a certain hourly rate. In the initial 500 FP baseline project, the number of hours a contract
manager should make is a certain amount, so that the following figures can be derived:
• Hours per function point (PDR) per task;
• Total cost per task;
•

Price per function point task.

In addition, there are costs that have to be taken into account, like for instance workstation
costs, software license costs and translation costs (in the case of offshore projects).
Workstation costs are calculated by a fixed amount per effort hour, translation costs are
dependable on the functional size of the project. The next task was to extrapolate our
standard project WBS into a calculation model that takes into account all the other factors.
8
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The most important extrapolations are described in the remainder of this paper.

4.1. Size
First of all, we had to consider what would happen when the size of the project would be
larger or smaller than the 500 function points of the baseline project. We know from
experience that functional size measurement is often less useful when the functional size is
lower than 100 function points. We decided therefore that the tool should only be used for
sizes above 100 function points. We have used the SLIM toolset for exploring the effects of a
larger or a smaller size with all other things being equal. This has lead to a size/PDR trade-off
curve which we have put in MS-EXCEL. However, we wanted to take into account our own
experience data as well, so we tried to plot our own projects onto this curve and adjusted the
curve with this data. This brought us the size/PDR trade-off curve that we were looking for.

Figure 6: Size/PDR tradeoff 3
The figure shows that the productivity of a very small project is quite low (a high PDR),
but PDR drops when the size is becoming somewhat larger. After a certain turning point
(about 300 FP), PDR rises again, partly due to the fact that the team size has to become larger
at this point and the need to apply more formal specifications and methods arises. This will
need extra coordination and overhead. After a certain point (about 600 FP), PDR drops again
due to efficiency and scalability reasons. The curve from figure 6 is implemented in the size
extrapolation formulae of the Estimating Wizard in order to make it possible to estimate
projects for building applications with different sizes than 500 FP.

3

Y-axis labels are missing for company security reasons.
9
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4.2. Duration
After the effect of product size on the PDR of a project, we had to examine the effect of
size on optimal duration on the total effort and the price of the project. Based on the
outcomes of SLIM estimate and tuned with our own experience data, this lead to the
following figure.

Figure 7: Size/Duration tradeoff
When looking at small projects (< 500 FP), an increase in size leads to a relatively large
increase in optimal duration. For large projects, an increase in size leads to a relative small
increase of optimal duration. This relationship is an important factor in the Estimating
Wizard, because it is the basis for the calculation of the six alternative scenarios. For each
scenario, the effect of duration on effort, PDR and costs have been calculated based on
experience data and on the figure above. This resulted in the following price model:

Figure 8: Price per function point scenario model
10
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4.3. Additional factors
The influence of the additional factors that we are using in the calculation model are all
based on educated guesses by our experts. For instance the effect of complexity on the
amount of effort needed and the effect on optimal duration was discussed by a number of
experts and ultimately approved by the management team. As for the TMap test strategy, we
have the experience data that is involved with the three test strategies, so we know the
difference in PDR and duration for the three different strategies. The hard part was to
estimate the offshore component. For each Delivery centre, a separate WBS template has
been developed for a fully offshore project. The hours again being derived from experience
data. After that, the outcomes with the different percentages could be calculated with MSEXCEL.

5. Results
The last few years a large number of bids have been estimated with the Estimating
Wizard. In this paragraph the results of ten representative estimates are compared to the
results of the expert estimation (usually carried out by technical architects and engineers) in
relation to the final results of the projects after realisation. In order to analyze the results,
three metrics have been used for both the Expert estimate and the Estimating Wizard estimate
(including functional size measurement):
•
•
•

Effort Accuracy (Effort Estimate / Actual Effort)
Duration Accuracy (Duration Estimate / Actual Duration)
Cost Accuracy (Cost Estimate / Actual Cost)

The results are given in table 1
Table 1: Estimate accuracy results
Project
Project 1
Project 2
Project 3
Project 4
Project 5
Project 6
Project 7
Project 8
Project 9
Project 10

Expert
Effort
Size (FP) Accuracy
277
0,675
359
0,579
347
0,589
1.178
0,414
951
1,430
295
0,763
790
0,717
350
1,258
746
0,586
2.293
0,766

Expert
Duration
Accuracy
1,545
0,951
0,142
0,557
0,997
0,857
0,850
0,800
0,296
0,421

Expert
Cost
Accuracy
0,467
1,139
0,615
0,312
0,946
0,619
0,976
1,309
0,545
0,797

Expert

Est. Wizard Est. Wizard Est. Wizard Est. Wizard
Effort
Duration Cost
Time
Time Spent Accuracy
Accuracy Accuracy
spent
30
0,477
1,204
0,501
17
35
0,707
0,775
1,170
26
40
1,067
0,996
1,283
14
60
0,774
0,590
0,862
55
34
1,067
0,877
1,718
24
26
0,881
1,200
0,845
6
34
0,926
0,865
1,132
27
28
1,203
1,096
1,318
20
34
0,826
0,385
1,953
22
40
0,931
0,632
1,058
14

The closer the accuracy value is to 1, the better the estimate was compared to the actual
result. In table 2 the overall metrics are given.
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Table 2: Estimate accuracy results
Expert Estimate

Est. Wizard Estimate

Effort Accuracy
Average
St.Dev.
Median

0,778
0,319
0,696

0,886
0,207
0,904

Duration Accuracy
Average
St.Dev.
Median

0,742
0,405
0,825

0,862
0,272
0,871

Cost Accuracy
Average
St.Dev.
Median

0,772
0,316
0,708

1,184
0,423
1,151

It’s clear to see that the average and median Accuracy results of the Estimating Wizard
estimates are closer to 1 than the Expert Estimates. McConnell [13] states that expert
estimates are usually up to 30% optimistic. This statement is clearly supported by the data in
this sample, showing expert underestimation for effort, duration and cost. The Estimating
Wizard also underestimates effort and duration in most cases, but overestimates costs. This
could for instance be explained by a larger percentage of actual offshore work than estimated.
Additional analysis is necessary to see whether this is really the case.
Another observation that can be made on the results in table 1 is that the Estimating
wizard estimates are actually carried out in fewer hours spent than expert estimates. This
contradicts one of the most heard arguments against using functional size measurement and
methodical estimation that is that it costs a lot of effort to do the analysis. Apparently expert
estimates also take some time, at least within Sogeti this is the fact. The main reason is
probably that the expert estimates are usually carried out by more than one person. The
technical architect estimates part of the work, but also the lead engineer and the test manager
may do their own estimates. Later these estimates are than aggregated by the contract
manager. In fact, all these people have to read the documentation, analyze it and then
estimate it. The contract manager then has to puzzle and fit the different estimates into one
quotation while being cautious that no activities are forgotten. Therefore, the more people
involved, the higher the number of hours spent on the expert estimate.
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6. Conclusion
The estimation process of new bids has become quicker and more accurate with the
Estimating Wizard. Of course the wizard doesn’t claim to predict the project from start to
finish, because this is never possible for any project. However, by using metrics, experience
data and literature models, an instrument has been built that helps to estimate quickly,
estimate quite accurately and estimate different scenarios.
The results of the accuracy analysis of the estimates show that the tool is actually more
accurate in most of the cases for effort, duration and costs. The results have to be analyzed
into more detail to see why the duration and effort are underestimated and costs are
overestimated by the tool.
The main objective, to build an estimation instrument that will gain us some time and
effort in the bidding process, while being accurate enough to rely on, has obviously been met.
The additional advantage is that now there is a standard WBS that is used in estimating and
in effort administration, in order to make it possible to analyze the actual effort with regard to
the estimated effort after project completion.
Furthermore the possibility to choose the price/duration combination for a project proves
to be really valuable for most client organisations.
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Exploiting Physical Tables to Estimate the Functional Size of
Operating Applications: a Case Study
Filomena Ferrucci, Carmine Gravino, Guido Moretto

Abstract
The functional measurement of software plays an important role also for the evaluation of
the company assets about their operating applications. Indeed, it is useful for a company to
have a clear “quantification” of the company software applications stock for several
purposes, e.g., to support the decisions of the board of directors, to provide attestations with
stakeholders, etc… In this case the functional measurement can represent a complex task to
accomplish since the company software stock contains applications developed in past
projects, in many cases developed by others, with long standing technologies, and without
useful documentations supporting it. The companies are forced to involve experts, specialised
on the applications to be measured, in order to carry out the measurement of their operating
software applications, which can be very expensive. Thus, the identification of an approach
to estimate the application functional size by exploiting specific technical components, that
can be easily obtained without the use of further resources, could be very useful for a
company.
In this paper, we present the results of a case study we carried out to assess the
contribution of specific components in estimating the application size instead of using all the
information characterizing them. The case study is based on 17 applications developed by an
Italian company, responsible for the design and management of the network of the Italian
Chambers of Commerce nationwide. Furthermore, the linear regression analysis has been
exploited to construct the estimation models.

1. Introduction
Software sizing is a crucial task in software development process to carry out other
software project management activities (e.g., estimating or tracking) [10]. Among the
measurement approaches proposed in the literature Functional Size Measurement (FSM) is
widely employed to measure the size of Users Functional Requirements [15]. It is an ISO
standardised technique [18], largely adopted since it is independent from the non-functional
technical and quality requirements [34]. Furthermore, several organisations work around the
world to improve and promote the application of FSM approaches and tools (e.g., IFPUG
[16] and COSMIC [8]).
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One of the main difficulties for a company that wants adopt FSM is concerned with the
availability of detailed and complete functional requirements specifications at the beginning
of the software development process. Indeed, the accuracy of the obtained size estimation is
directly related to the accuracy of the requirements specifications [34], but in many cases the
companies are forced to work with little information about the software they have to develop.
This can happen at the beginning of the software development process as well as during the
entire software lifecycle.
Measuring the size of operating software applications is also crucial for companies when
they want to have a clear “quantification” of the company software applications stock for
several purposes, e.g., to support the decisions of the board of directors, to provide
attestations with stakeholders, etc… This measurement is considered a complex task since
the company stock can contain applications developed in past projects, in many cases
developed by others, with long standing technologies, and without useful documentation
supporting it. The asset measurement of operating applications can also be very expensive
since the companies usually involve experts, specialised on the applications to be measured.
Thus, it could be very useful for a company to identify an approach able to estimate the
functional size using specific technical components, that can be easily obtained without the
use of further resources.
Recently, some researchers have analyzed the different contribution of Base Functional
Components (BFCs), e.g., EI, EO, EQ, ILF, EIF for the IFPUG method and Entry, eXit, and
Read, Write for the COSMIC method, against the overall ‘fsu’ value, e.g. UFP for IFPUG
[18] or CFP for COSMIC [8], in estimating software development effort. The results of the
performed case studies have suggested that linear regression models based on single BFC
provided better estimations that linear regression model employing only the overall
functional size as predictor [5] [6] [12] [14]. These results opened a discussion about the
level of granularity an organisation should consider to collect and use its project data for
estimation purposes.
Starting from the same considerations, we have carried out an empirical study to assess the
contribution of specific software components to estimate the functional size of operating
applications. In particular, we have exploited information on the number of physical tables,
that can be easily obtained by analyzing software applications. As for the dataset, the case
study is based on the information from 17 applications developed by an Italian company. To
perform the empirical analysis we have employed linear regression analysis as estimation
technique and leave-1-out cross validation as validation method. In order to assess the
accuracy of obtained size estimations we have employed summary measures like MMRE,
MdMRE, and Pred(25), which are widely used evaluation criteria. Boxplot of residuals and
statistical test have been also used to compare the accuracy of the estimations achieved with
the different estimation models.
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Consequently, the research goal addressed in this paper is:
• RG1: assessing whether the number of physical tables can be exploited to predict the
application size (in terms of Function Points)
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses related work while Section 3
introduces the research method used in this paper. Section 4 presents and discusses the results
from the statistical analysis carried out on the employed industrial sample. Section 5 provides
conclusions of the current work and suggests possible future research directions.

2. Related Work
To the best of our knowledge no previous work exploited information on physical tables to
estimate functional size of applications.
The works that can be considered related to our investigation are those analyzing the
different contribution of Base Functional Components (BFCs) against the overall ‘fsu’ value
(e.g. UFP for IFPUG [18] or CFP for COSMIC [8]) in estimating software development
effort. In particular, two case studies based on ISBSG samples [17] showed that linear
regression models employing two or more BFC (e.g., EI, EO, EQ, ILF, EIF for the IFPUG
method and Entry, eXit, and Read, Write for the COSMIC method) as independent variables
instead of the whole single fsu value (e.g. UFP for the IFPUG method or CFP for the
COSMIC method) were characterised by better R2 values and more accurate estimations [5]
[14]. The case study presented in [12] and its replication described in [6] are further
applications of the idea proposed in [5][14], by exploiting a data set of Web applications
developed by a single company operating in Italy. The results of the performed empirical
analysis confirmed that the use of combinations of two or more BFC can provided better
estimation of development effort. These results opened a discussion about the level of
granularity an organisation should consider to collect and use its project data for estimation
purposes. The possibility of identifying functional attributes for filtering historical data in
order to obtain consistent subsets is also object of interest in the community [12].

3. Research Method
In the following, a description of the industrial data set used in this study as well as the
data analysis performed to assess our research goal is presented
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3.1. Data Set Description
In our analysis we employed a data set provided by Infocamere4, the ICT consortium
company at the service of the Italian Chambers of Commerce responsible for the design and
management of the network of the Italian Chambers of Commerce nationwide. Its statutory
mandate is the management of its key financial registers (register of companies, register of
non payments, statements of accounts etc.). The customer base consists of 105 Italian
Chambers of Commerce, professional associations, trade associations, local and central
public administrations, business and economic information agencies. In particular,
InfoCamere has developed and manages the national system of data transmission connecting
the 105 Chambers of Commerce and their 300 branch offices via a high speed, high security
network (www.inforcamere.it). It is also the national certifying Authority issuing digital
certificates for Tachograph Cards. The company designs, develops and delivers services via a
Management System that complies with ISO 9001, having initially been certified in 1997
(ISO 9001:1994), then approved for Vision 2000 (ISO 9001:2000) and finally extended to the
latest version (ISO 9001:2008) in March 2009. The company provided us information on a
set of 17 applications consisting of management information systems (50%) and applications
mainly characterised by query and reporting systems (50%). These applications were
developed between 2005 and 2010 and can be considered quite homogeneous in terms of
adopted technologies (Java, Asp, PL/SQL, HTML), and development teams.
The information we exploited in our empirical analysis are: Application size, in terms of
number of Function Points, and number of physical tables. This information has been
obtained by manually measuring the operating applications.
Table 1 reports the descriptive statistics of the variables FP, denoting the application size
in terms of number of Function Points, and T, denoting the number of physical tables, for the
applications considered in our study5.
Table 1: Descriptive statistic of the employed data set
Entity
FP
T

Obs
17
17

Min
78
7

Max
710
69

Mean
234.7
24.94

median
150
17

STd.dev
182.42
18.98

3.2. Data Analysis
The goal of our study is to verify whether or not the number of physical tables can be
exploited to estimate the application size in terms of Function Points.

4

www.infocamere.it

5

For confidentiality reasons, it’s not possible to provide details from assessed projects but only the high-level

figures.
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To this end, we first verified the strength of the relationship between FP and T by
exploiting Linear Regression (LR) and then verified the accuracy of the estimates obtained
with the constructed linear models.
LR is one of the most commonly used statistical techniques for exploring the relationship
between a dependent variable and one or more independent variables, providing a prediction
model described by an equation [27]:
(1)

y = b1x1 + b2x2 + ... + bnxn + c

where y is the dependent variable (the size), x1, x2, ..., xn are the independent variables (the
predictors) with coefficient bi, and c is the intercept. In our empirical study we have
exploited LR to obtain linear regression models that use FP as dependent variable and T as
independent variable.
To evaluate the goodness of fit of a regression model, several indicators have been
considered. Among them, the square of the linear correlation coefficient, R2, shows the
amount of the variance of the dependent variable explained by the model related to the
independent variable. Other useful indicators are the F value and the corresponding p-value
(denoted by Sign F), which high and low values, respectively, denote a high degree of
confidence for the prediction. We have also considered the p-values and t-values for the
corresponding coefficients and the intercept. The p-values give an insight into the accuracy of
the coefficients and the intercept, whereas their t-values allow us to evaluate their importance
for the generated model. In particular, p-values less than 0.05 are considered an acceptable
threshold, meaning that the variables are significant predictors with a confidence of 5%. As
for the t-value, a variable is significant if its corresponding value is greater than 1.5.
It is worth noting that whenever variables are highly skewed they can be transformed
before being used in the LR procedure. This is done to satisfy with the assumptions
underlying linear regression analysis [27]. It must be stressed that residuals should be
independent and normally distributed, relationship between dependent and independent
variables should be linear. A widely used transformation is the one considering the natural
log (Ln), which makes larger values smaller and brings the data values closer to each other
[27]. In addition, whenever a variable needed to be transformed but had zero values, the
natural logarithmic transformation was applied to the variables value after adding 1 as done
in [28].
For each original variable to be transformed a new variable representing the transformed
values is created. All new variables have the name of the original variable with Ln as prefix
(e.g., LnFP represents the transformed variable FP).
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Moreover, the stability of each model built using LR should be verified. In order to
accomplish this step, we can use a residual plot showing residuals vs. fitted values to
investigate if the residuals are randomly and normally distributed [27]. Then, Cook's distance
values can be used to identify the influential data points. As suggested in [28] each
observation having distances higher than 3 × (4/n), where n represents the total number of
projects, are immediately removed from the data analysis. On the other hand, the
observations having distances higher than 4/n but smaller than (3 × (4/n)) are removed and
the stability of model is tested by analyzing the effect of their removal on the model. If the
goodness of fit improves (i.e., a higher R2 is obtained and the coefficients of the model
remain stable then the influential observations are not excluded from the analysis.
Moreover, in order to validate the accuracy of the obtained size estimation models (i.e., to
verify whether or not the predicted sizes were useful estimations of the actual sizes) we
exploited a leave-1-out cross validation. It is widely used in empirical studies when dealing
with small data sets [2]. In particular, to apply the technique, the original data set is divided
into N different subsets (where N is the size of the original data set) of training and validation
sets, where each validation set has one observation. Then, N steps are performed and at each
step, the training set is used to determine the estimation model and the validation set to assess
the obtained estimates. The accuracy of the obtained estimations is assessed by using
summary measures MMRE, MdMRE and Pred(l) [7], which have been widely used to assess
the accuracy of software estimation models in empirical studies (see e.g., [3][9]
[11][20][23][28][29][32]). In the following, we briefly recall the main concepts underlying
MMRE and Pred(0.25). The Magnitude of Relative Error [7] is defined as:
(2)

MRE = |SIZEreal — SIZEpred | / SIZEreal

where SIZEreal and SIZEpred are the actual and the predicted sizes, respectively. MRE
has to be calculated for each observation in the data set. All the MRE values are aggregated
across all the observations using the mean and the median, giving rise to the Mean of MRE
(MMRE) and the Median MRE (MdMRE).
The prediction at level l [7], defined as:
(3)

Pred(l) = k /N

where k is the number of observations whose MRE is less than or equal to l, and N is the
total number of observations.
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Pred(l) is a quantification of the percentage of predictions whose error is less than l%. In
the context of effort estimation l is widely set to 0.25 and a good estimation model should
have a MMRE≤l and Pred(0.25)≥1-l=0.75, that is, the mean estimation error should be less
than 25%, and at least 75% of the estimated values should fall within 25% of their actual
values [7]. In the current study, which can be considered a preliminary investigation, we
decided to use l=0.25. In the future, we will further analysed this point.
Since MMRE and Pred(l) could fail in fully representing a phenomenon as argued in
[25][26], we complemented these indicators with the analysis of the boxplots of residuals.
Boxplots are widely employed in exploratory data analysis since they provide a quick visual
representation to summarise the data, using five values: median, upper and lower quartiles,
minimum and maximum values, and outliers [26]. The box of the plot is a rectangle with an
end at each quartile and a line is drawn across the box at the sample median (m in Figure 1).
The lower quartile (l in Figure 1) is determined considering the bottom half of the data,
below the median, i.e., by finding the median of this bottom data, while, the upper quartile (u
in Figure 1) is the median of the upper half of the data, above the median. The length of the
box d=u-l is the inter-quartile range of the statistical sample. Lower tail is l−1.5*d while
u+1.5*d is the upper tail. Points at a distance from the median greater than 1.5 times the
inter-quartile range represent potential outliers and are plotted individually. In development
effort estimation, boxplots are used to visually represent the amount of the error for a given
prediction technique.
Lower tail

Upper tail outlier
x

l

u

m

Figure 1: A Boxplot
We used boxplots to graphically render the spread of the residuals, calculated as SIZEreal
− SIZEpred. Moreover, we tested the statistical significance of the obtained results, by using
absolute residuals, in order to establish if one of employed estimation models provided better
results than the others [26] [33]. In particular, we performed the Wilcoxon test to verify the
following null hypothesis: “the two considered populations have identical distributions”. This
kind of test is used to verify the hypothesis that the mean of the differences in the pairs is
zero.
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4. Results and Discussion
In order to investigate the contribution of T to functional size we also classified
applications according to the number of physical tables. This classification has been done by
preliminarily analyzing the plot of variables. In particular, we decided to consider two
subsets: the applications with less than 15 physical tables (in the following referred as
Subset1) and the remaining applications with more than 15 tables (in the following referred
as Subset2). This choice was also motivated by the fact that we want to verify whether a
lower number of tables (vice versa, a higher number of tables) could be characterised by a
different behaviour. It is worth to observe that this has to be considered just an “intuition”
and we intend to further and more formally analyze this point in the future.
Table 2: reports on the descriptive statistics of Subset1 and Subset2.
Subset1
ENTITY

MIN
78

MAX
150

MEAN
121.7

MEDIAN

STD.DEV

FP

OBS
7

131

30.36

T

7

7

15

10.43

10

2.82

Subset2
ENTITY

OBS

MIN

MAX

MEAN

MEDIAN

STD.DEV

FP

10

130

710

313.8

200

204.12

T

10

16

69

35.1

29.5

18.88

In order to apply LR we first verified the normality of distributions (i.e., FP and T). In
particular, we applied to the Shapiro test [31], by considering as null hypothesis the normality
of the distributions. Note that in all the performed tests we decided, as usual, to accept a
probability of 5% of committing a Type-I-Error [35], i.e., of rejecting the null hypothesis
when it is actually true. The test results revealed that FP and T distributions were not
normally distributed for all the considered data sets since the p-values were less than 0.05
(see Table 3). So, as usual for this kind of study (see e.g., [3][4][24]), we decided to apply a
Log transformation of the variables.
Table 3: Normality of distributions
SHAPIRO

Whole data set

Subset1

Subset2

FP

T

FP

T

FP

T

t-statistics

0.745

0.832

0.815

0.964

0.841

0.887

p-value

<0.01

<0.01

0.05

0.314

0.045

0.157

TEST

Moreover, the application of LR requires the verification of the following assumptions:
linearity (i.e., the existence of a linear relationship between the independent variable and the
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dependent variable); homoscedasticity (i.e., the constant variance of the error terms for all the
values of the independent variable); and residual normality (i.e., the normal distribution of
the error terms). Thus, in the following we first verified the above assumptions for each
considered data sets and then we construct the prediction models and evaluate the obtained
size estimations by exploiting the validation method and the evaluation criteria as designed in
Section 3.
Model construction
In the following, we report on the analysis carried out to verify the assumptions for LR.
Note that the results are intended as statistically significant at α=0.05 (i.e., 95% confidence
level).
Linearity. The Pearson's correlation test revealed that there was a linear relationship
between the dependent (FP) and the independent variables (T) involved in the model (p-value
= <0.01 for Whole data set, p-value = 0.012 for Subset1, and p-value <0.01 for Subset2) [13].
Homoscedasticity. From the scatter plots for residuals and T depicted in Figure 2 we can
observe that the residuals fall within a horizontal band centred on 0 for all the considered data
sets. However, some outliers may be noted (e.g., observations 3, 13, 14, and 17 for Whole
data set, 2 and 4 for Subset1, and 2, 6, and 7 for Subset2). Thus, we further investigated the
homoscedasticity assumption by performing a Breush-Pagan Test [1], with the
homoscedasticity of the error terms as null hypothesis. The assumption can be considered to
be verified since the p-values (0.349 for Whole data set, 0.407 for Subset1, and 0.605 for
Subset2) were greater than 0.05 and thus the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.
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Whole data set

Subset1 (T ≤ 15)

Subset2 (T > 15)
Figure 2: The scatter plot for residuals and T, resulting from the application of LR
The analysis of Normal Q-Q plot (see Figure 3) revealed that only one or two observations
were not very close to the straight line. Thus, in order to verify the normality assumption, we
also used the Shapiro-Wilk Test [31], by considering as null hypothesis the normality of error
terms. The results of the test revealed that the assumption can be considered to be verified for
all the considered data sets since the p-values (0.321 for Whole data set, 0.972 for Subset1,
and 0.959 for Subset2 ) were greater than 0.05 and thus the null hypothesis cannot be
rejected.
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Whole data set

Subset1 (T ≤ 15)

Subset2 (T > 15)
Figure 3: The normal Q-Q plot for residuals, resulting from the application of LR
It is worth noting that we also verified the presence of in influential data points (i.e.,
extreme values which might unduly in influence the models obtained from the regression
analysis). As designed in Section 3, we used Cook's distance to identify possible influential
observations. In particular, the observations with a Cook's distance higher than 0.24 (= 4/17,
where 17 is the number of observations in Whole data set), 0.57 (= 4/7, where 7 is the
number of observations in Subset1), and 0.4 (= 4/10, where 10 is the number of observations
in Subset2) were removed from the corresponding training set in order to test the model
stability. The analysis of outliers revealed that observation 17 (Cook's distance = 0.31), 2
(Cook's distance = 0.46), and 7 (Cook's distance = 0.68) may be an influence outlier for
Whole data set, Subset1, and Subset2, respectively. New models were generated without
these observations. In the new models the independent variable remained significant, the R2
improved a little, and the coefficients present similar value to the ones in the previous
models. Thus, the observations were not removed [28].
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Table 4 presents the results of the LR analysis with statistics on useful indicators to verify
the quality of the obtained models.
Table 4: The results of the LR analysis using T as independent variable
Whole data set
Value

Std. Err

t-value

p-value

Intercept

2.715

0.238

11.39

<0.01

Coefficient

0.850

0.078

10.88

<0.01

Subset1 (T ≤ 15)
Value

Std. Err

t-value

p-value

Intercept

2.659

0.548

4.854

<0.01

Coefficient

0.913

0.235

3.880

0.012

Subset2 (T > 15)
Value

Std. Err

t-value

p-value

Intercept

1.765

0.458

3.856

<0.01

Coefficient

1.109

0.132

8.402

<0.01

R2

Std Err

F

Sign F

0.888

0.222

118.5

<0.01

R2

Std Err

F

Sign F

0.751

0.153

15.05

0.012

R2

Std Err

F

Sign F

0.898

0.212

70.59

<0.01

We can observe that the linear regression analysis was successfully applied to the three
considered data sets. Indeed, the obtained models are characterised by a high R2 value since
c.a. 89%, 75%, and 90% is the amount of the variance of the dependent variable FP that is
explained by the model related to the variable T for the Whole data set, Subset1, and Subset2,
respectively. Furthermore, a high F value (118.5, 15.05, and 70.59, respectively) and a low pvalue (<0.01, 0.012, and <0.01, respectively) are obtained for the three data sets, indicating
that the prediction is available with a high degree of confidence. The t-values and p-values
for the corresponding coefficient and the intercept present values greater than 1.5 and less
than 0.05, respectively, meaning that the variable is a significant predictor with a confidence
of 5%. As for comparison between the obtained prediction models, we can also note that the
R2 obtained for Subset2 is slightly better than the one achieved for the Whole data set, while
a lower value was obtained with Subset1.
The Equations as read from the final model’s output are:
LnFP = 0.850 · LnT + 2.715
LnFP = 0.913 · LnT + 2.659
LnFP = 1.109 · LnT + 1.765
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which, when transformed back to the raw data scale are:
FP = 15.105 · T0.850
FP = 14.282 · T0.913
FP = 5.842 · T1.109

(Set1)
(Subset1_1)
(Subset1_2)

We want to highlight that the analysis we performed (and the results we obtained) with
Subset1 and Subset 2 has to be considered with caution since we built the model on a small
number of observations (i.e., 10 and 7), which is very sensitive to relatively small variations
in the observations used when building the models. However, it is also worth noting that a
widely employed rule of thumb6 is satisfied since the obtained models exploit only one
variable and they are built using a number of observations greater than 5.
Size estimation accuracy
As designed in Section 3, in order to evaluate the size estimation accuracy we performed a
leave-one-out cross validation, whose results are reported in Table 5. Based on the commonly
accepted thresholds provided in [7], we can conclude that T is a good indicator of functional
size, when used in combination with LR, since MMRE and MdMRE values are less than 0.25
for all the considered data sets. Pred(25) value is quite close to 0.75 for Whole data set and
Subset1 and is greater than 0.75 for Subset2.
The above results reveal that in mean the estimations we could obtain by employing the T
based models should be characterised by an error less than 21% in the worst case. This is
considered an interesting results for the company providing the data employed in the present
case study since the prediction of the application size has been obtained just looking at the
information on the physical tables.
From the point of view of InfoCamere, the results of the case study confirmed the intuition
of estimating the asset of the operating software applications stock by exploiting a “cheap”
approach, i.e., linear regression models based on a physical characteristic (i.e., the tables) of
the application that can be easily obtained.
Table 5: Accuracy results for T based models
Data set
Whole data set

6

MMRE

MdMRE

Pred(25)

0.21

0.18

0.71

Subset1

0.16

0.11

0.71

Subset2

0.18

0.15

0.80

“A rule of thumb in regression analysis is that 5 to 10 records are required for every variable in the model”

[30].
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Comparison of the obtained models
The analysis has revealed that T is a significant predictor of functional size. We can also
observe that a higher R2 and a lower MMRE were obtained on Subset2. However, the results
of T on Whole data set are very close. Moreover, observe that the analysis of boxplots in
Figure 4 suggests that the distributions of Whole data set and Subset2 models are quite
similar. We can also note that in contrast with the summary measures and R2 results the
better boxplot is the one obtained for Subset1.

Figure 4: Boxplots of residuals
A deeper insight on the comparison between the obtained models has been gathered
through the analysis of the absolute residuals, looking for statistically significant differences
[26] [33]. The results of the Wilcoxon test revealed are reported in Table 6, where each entry
provides specifies whether (p-value between brackets) “the estimation model indicated on the
corresponding row provides significant different estimates than the estimation model on the
corresponding column. These results reveal that there were no significant difference between
the absolute residuals obtained with the models constructed for Whole data set, Subset1, and
Subset2.
Table 6: Summary of the significant tests
MODELS

Subset1_1

Subset1_2

Set1

No (0.114)

No (1)

-

No (0.270)

Subset1
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5. Conclusions
We have presented the results of a case study performed to assess whether information on
physical tables can be exploited to estimate the functional size of applications. We have
employed 17 applications from a company and exploited linear regression to construct the
estimation models.
The results of the performed empirical analysis reveal that the T based models provided
good estimations of functional size of the 17 applications involved in the case study. Indeed,
they are characterised by an error less than 21%, in the worst case. This is considered an
interesting result for the company providing the data since the predictions of the application
size were obtained just looking at the information on the physical tables.
Since replications of a study, in different setting and with larger datasets, are always
required in this field, as future work, we plan to collect and analyze data from the same
company as well as others.
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What aspects predict the costs of maintenance projects?
Often not the size
Eric van der Vliet

Abstract
Predictability of the effort required for the development of a software application is
important to be able to finalise a project within the defined time and costs. Where the
development of a software application take some months up to some years, the maintenance
of the application will often take many years till the end of life of the application. But how do
we predict the effort required for maintaining the application? Is size is a good indicator for
estimating the maintenance effort and especially for technical maintenance? This paper will
show, based on practical experience, that this is often not the case and that other aspects
have probably even more impact.

1. Introduction
While estimating the effort for maintenance making the distinction between functional and
technical maintenance is very important. Where the focus for functional maintenance is on
functional changes of the system, the focus of technical maintenance is on helpdesk
functionality (calls, questions), handling incidents, solving problems and small changes (<2
wks). The focus of technical maintenance is on keeping the system up and running according
to the service level agreement. Although the types of maintenance are different the market
requires the same estimating technique based on the size of the application often represented
by means of function points. If the organisation that has developed the application will also
perform the maintenance they have knowledge about the application which will make it
easier to estimate the required effort. If the development and maintenance organisation are
two different organisations, for example if the application is outsourced to an external service
provider, this will make it more complex. Quite some papers show that maintenance costs
can be determined based on size [1][4][7] but the focus of these papers is mainly on the
functional maintenance while the market expects that size can be used for technical
maintenance. The question to be answered is if size is a good indicator for both functional
and technical maintenance? Are there other aspects that probably have more impact on the
maintenance effort?
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2. Functional maintenance
Functional maintenance mainly consists of planned releases of an application with
changed or new functionality. The changes are defined by means of change requests which
can be combined in a release project. This makes functional maintenance comparable with
small projects although there are some differences. The development of new functionality can
be compared with the development of a new application although the system already exists.
This means that the effort required for implementing the new functionality can be different
from developing a new product where the complete architecture need to be set-up. From a
test point of view it can be the case that due to the changed functionality regression testing is
required for the whole application. This means that the test effort required can be
substantially more in comparison with the amount of changed or new functionality [8].
If changes are requested on existing functionality the impact on the architecture is another
factor that determines the direct effort for implementing the change. A general application
consists of a user interface, business layer and a database. Changes will not always have
impact on all these layers. If a change has a dominant impact on only one of these layers this
requires a totally different amount of effort compared with developing a new system. The
change can require quite some impact (e.g. change in a calculation module). A function point
count will result in such cases in a limited amount of function points and not be
representative for the effort required [3].
To determine the effort based on the size a productivity number is required. Although new
functionality is implemented the productivity number is not automatically comparable with
the number of a new development project. The test effort can be substantially more in
comparison with new development. For changes the productivity can be strongly dependent
on what layers of the application need to be changed.
Functional maintenance looks like a new development project but this is not the case and
there are aspects that will impact the effort required for functional maintenance as mentioned
in the next paragraph.

2.1. Aspects
The productivity of functional maintenance projects will be different from new
development. There are different aspects that will influence this productivity and need to be
taken into account to perform a reliable estimate.
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•

Documentation quality; the quality of the documentation of the application has a
major impact on the productivity. Is clearly defined in the documentation what the
required changes are? Is the documentation concrete enough to perform a size
estimation? If changes are not clearly defined it can take quite some time to identify
the changes and to verify the assumptions used for the size estimate with the users.
Experiences show that this can double the time required for a size estimate compared
with a document with a good quality.

•

Knowledge; the amount of knowledge or experience with the application will have
impact on the productivity. Less knowledge or experience can be the case if the team
is new or if the team only performs a few changes a year and will not gain the
required experience.

•

Complexity; if the change has impact on a complex part of the application this will
result in a lower productivity. An example is a change in a calculation module that
has a lot of impact on the effort but will not result in a large amount of function
points. In these cases size estimating based on like for example function points, is
probably not a good indicator for the effort required. Different productivity numbers
should be used depending on the type of change. Although this can result in a large
amount of productivity numbers which will not be very practical. Figure 1 shows an
example of productivity numbers for two same type of systems. One of the systems
contains a complex calculation module. This figure shows that the productivity in the
system with the complex calculation module is much lower although the size is in the
same range. This has to do with the productivity for this application but also with the
low amount of function points that are counted due to a limited impact on the user
functionality. To deal with this complexity Cosmic FFP is probably more applicable
[6].
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Figure 1: Effort / FP for Regular vs. Complex systems
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•

•

Time pressure; time pressure has quite some impact on the effort required for a
project. But for a change with an average duration of 2-4 months reducing the
duration has even more impact. Reducing the amount of time of such a change with a
few weeks can even double the costs. This impact is mostly determined by the size of
the team. If the time is reduced the team size increases which will result in more
overhead on the team.
Activities; activities that are not related to the size of the application must not be
taken into account in the effort based on the size estimate. These are activities like
releasing the application.

These aspects will influence the productivity of the functional maintenance. This is not a
problem as long as these aspects are recognised and taken into account. But for functional
maintenance size seems to be a reasonable factor to determine the required effort. To
determine this effort metrics need to be collected as input for the effort calculation. What
metrics are required and how to use these metrics for the effort calculation is worked out in
the next paragraphs.

2.2. Metrics
For changes it’s important to collect information about the size, effort and duration just
like for regular software development projects. To be able to determine the required effort for
new changes it’s essential that important aspects for these type of applications are stored in a
metrics database. This makes it possible to analyse the impact of these aspects on the
required effort. Because the activities performed by a maintenance company can differ from
new development projects, it’s important to define in the metrics database what phases are
included and preferably to store the data per phase. This will result in the following metrics:
• Characteristics of the system (see aspects in paragraph 2.1);
• Size of the system;
•
•

Effort spent on the changes;
Duration of the development of the changes.

To be able to analyse the detailed characteristics of changes it’s advisable to store effort
and duration of individual phases in the database like requirements, functional design,
technical design, testing but also for activities as project management or quality assurance.
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2.3. Effort estimation
For estimating the effort of changes a selection need to be made from the metrics database
based on the aspects relevant for this change as mentioned in chapter 2.1. Based on the size
the required effort can be determined based on historical data with the same characteristics.
Important for these characteristics is that this is not only influenced by the technology or
language. This makes it even more complex to select the correct experience numbers than for
regular projects. Especially for small changes there is a risk that the size that is determined is
not accurate enough so it’s always recommended to perform an expert estimate as a second or
even a primary estimate [2][5]. Figure 2 shows an example of the effort related to the project
size for small changes. Although there is some correlation there are also outliers. The best
approach is to determine the productivity based on a selection of projects that are comparable
with the project that is calculated.
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Figure 2: Productivity of functional maintenance

3. Technical maintenance
Technical maintenance has totally different characteristics than functional maintenance.
Where the focus of functional maintenance is on changes, for technical maintenance the
focus is on the helpdesk (calls, questions), solving issues and implementing small changes
(<2 wks). Where for functional maintenance the organisation is set-up as a project, for
technical maintenance this is set-up by means of a support team that provides the required
support for the application. Calls are handled by a help desk and the calls are forwarded to
the support team if the helpdesk is not able to solve the issue mentioned in the call. The
amount of calls and issues to be solved is difficult to predict. Still it’s required to estimate the
effort for technical maintenance.
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Most literature that refers to size estimating and maintenance is about functional
maintenance. The question is if size can be used as a reliable indicator for technical
maintenance. Are calls, questions and issues related to the size of the application? Is size a
good indicator for the effort required for upgrades of databases or operating systems? Is size
a good indicator for the management overhead required to manage the technical maintenance
operation?
If a product is developed and released the size of the application is expected to be an
indicator for technical maintenance. The amount of issues will have a relation with the size of
the application during this period. For the first period it is possible to use experience numbers
from benchmark tools like SEER-SEM from Galorath [9] to determine the effort for this
maintenance. It’s important to determine what is taken into account in this effort. Solving
issues is one aspect but an operational helpdesk and managing the operation will not have a
direct relation with the size of the application and probably need to be calculated separately.
If an application is in a later life cycle stage or even in an end of life stage, size will not be
a dominant cost driver any more. Applications become more stable, require less (small)
changes and will have less issues and therewith calls on the helpdesk. There is more
experience with the application so there will also be less questions from end users or
incidents because users become more experienced.
This means that the direct effort spent on issues will reduce but still capacity is required to
maintain the system. Depending on the non functional requirements of the system more or
less capacity will be required. If a system is critical it’s required to have people stand by
sometimes even for 24 hours. To prevent performance issues databases need to be cleaned up
and sometimes upgrades to new operation systems or database releases are required.
Management effort is required to keep the team operational and to take care of the
management aspects like reporting and communication with the customer. This means that an
application always requires a certain amount of effort for technical maintenance although this
is not directly related to the size of the system.
Figure 3 shows the trend of incidents over a period of 5 years. This is based on a set of
applications that became more and more stable over the years. Of course if there are a lot of
changes on the applications the trend can be different.
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Figure 3: Trend of incidents per year

3.1. Aspects
There are different aspects that influence the effort required for technical maintenance.
These aspects differ depending on the product life cycle stage. Important aspects that
influence the effort for technical maintenance are:
• Changes; changes implemented as part of the functional maintenance will have
impact on the stability of the application. Changes result in new or updated
functionality and will increase the chance on new issues. This depends on the size of
the changes but also on what part of the system has been changed. The more critical
the changed part of the system the more impact this will have on the technical
maintenance. Determining this impact is quite difficult. Changes will not always have
a direct impact on the size of the application while the technical maintenance effort
•

•

will increase.
Availability; an application with a high availability (e.g. >99,8%) requires more effort
for technical maintenance. Each issue that is solved requires serious attention and
verification effort like review and testing. This to prevent that the availability will be
reduced. Availability will have a direct impact on the standby time of the maintenance
team. The employees of the team need to be available if a problem occurs. The system
needs to be monitored 7x24 to verify if the system is operating correctly.
Users; if there are more users on the system the amount of calls will increase and
influence the amount of effort required for technical maintenance. Each call needs to
be handled, although not each call will result in an issue that need to be solved. But
the helpdesk need to be available and there should be enough capacity to support all
users.
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•

•

Maturity of the end-users? The maturity of the end user will influence the amount of
questions/issues raised at the helpdesk. The more mature the end users are the less
calls will be received. Training and coaching can be very helpful to bring the end
users on the required maturity level to reduce the maintenance costs.
Interfaces; the more interfaces a system has with external systems the more
maintenance is required. If the external system changes and this has impact on the
interface, also the system under maintenance needs to be updated. This doesn’t have
to be a problem if one company is maintaining both systems. It becomes more
complex if different systems are maintained by different companies. Another
possibility is that the application is under maintenance by one company, the hardware
by another and the network by a third company. In these cases it’s important to make

•

•

clear appointments who is providing the helpdesk and how calls are dispatched
between the different service providers.
Quality; the quality of the application is an important aspect that will influence the
effort that is required for technical maintenance. The lower the quality the more issues
and defects can be expected. Quality is not only related to the application but also to
the documentation that describes the application like architecture and design
documents.
Maintainability; maintainability can be seen as one of the major quality aspects of the
system that can influence the effort required for technical maintenance.
Maintainability is determined based on the quality of the documentation, the
architecture of the code and the quality of the code. The lower the maintainability the
higher the effort to solve issues and the higher the effort for enhancements or changes.
If a service provider takes over the responsibility for the technical maintenance of an
application it’s recommended to perform a static analysis on the code. Such a static
analysis shows if the code is complex, if the code contains comments and what the
maintainability is of the code. Figure 4 shows an example of a part of a static analysis
report. This report shows the high level feedback on the maintainability of a product.
Stability is very low due to the complexity of the module. Such a report gives a quick
overview of the risks for technical maintenance.
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Figure 4: Example statical analysis report

3.2. Metrics
Metrics required for technical maintenance are different from metrics for projects or
functional maintenance. The size of the system will be determined although this size will not
really change over time due to technical maintenance. The reason is that issues are solved and
only small changes are implemented that do not have a dominant impact on the size. Metrics
that are required to get insight in the effort required for technical maintenance are:
• Characteristics of the system (see aspects in paragraph 3.1);
•
•
•
•

The amount of calls received;
The amount of issues solved;
The severity of the issue (critical, major, minor);
Average effort required for solving issues;

•
•
•
•

Amount of new releases;
Amount of small changes;
Amount of users;
Amount of interfaces.

It’s important to store these metrics during a period of time to be able to determine the
maintenance effort of new applications.

3.3. Effort estimation
The amount of aspects makes it complex to determine the effort required for maintenance.
All these aspects need to be taken into account in the effort calculation. This often results in
calculation models with a large set of parameters. This can only works if most of these
parameters are stable and tuned based on practical experience. Only a few (3-5) parameters
are used as a specific input for the model. These parameters represent the factors that will
have a major impact on the effort required. It’s important to make distinction between effort
that is size independent like helpdesk, upgrades of databases and operation systems or stand
by services and the effort that has a relation with size like the amount of incidents that need
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to be solved or small changes that need to be implemented. This sizing factor will differ
depending on the life cycle stage of the application. This makes the effort estimation for
technical maintenance quite complex and requires the usage of metrics to be able to improve
these estimates.
To verify if the calculation is within reasonable limits, benchmarking can be applied. This
requires a database with experience data of maintenance of same type of applications and is
used to verify if the required effort is within the limits of previous service agreements. If the
calculation fits within the benchmark limits the calculation can be used as a basis for the
required effort. Still it’s important to monitor and control the operation and to gather metrics
for benchmarking and tuning of the calculation model.

4. Conclusion
For estimating maintenance effort it’s important to make a distinction between functional
and technical maintenance. For functional maintenance sizing can be useful although there
are aspects that can influence the required effort and must to be taken into account. For
technical maintenance it’s a different situation. Size can probably be an indicator in the first
period after releasing an application. After that period size is expected not to be a dominant
factor anymore and not to be a reliable indicator for the effort required. The system becomes
more stable, users become more experienced resulting in less issues that need to be solved.
Effort required for standby services, upgrade to new operation systems or database versions
or the availability of a helpdesk do not have a direct relation with the size. Before using size
as an indicator for technical maintenance it’s important to determine the influence of other
aspects beside size to get a reliable estimate.
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A Deployment Process for Strategic Measurement Systems
Henning Barthel, Jens Heidrich, Martin Kowalczyk, Jürgen Münch, Adam Trendowicz

Abstract
Explicitly linking software-related activities to an organisation’s higher-level goals has
been shown to be critical for organisational success. GQM+Strategies7 provides mechanisms
for explicitly linking goals and strategies, based on goal-oriented strategic measurement
systems. Deploying such strategic measurement systems in an organisation is highly
challenging. Experience has shown that a clear deployment strategy is needed for achieving
sustainable success. In particular, an adequate deployment process as well as corresponding
tool support can facilitate the deployment. This paper introduces the systematical
GQM+Strategies deployment process and gives an overview of GQM+Strategies modelling
and associated tool support. Additionally, it provides an overview of industrial applications
and describes success factors and benefits for the usage of GQM+Strategies

1. Introduction
Software is becoming increasingly a pervasive element in many business areas.
Consequently, explicitly linking software activities to an organisation’s higher-level business
goals is becoming increasingly important, because this alignment can improve organisational
performance [8]. Furthermore, studies show that funding decisions on information
technology investments are increasingly made on higher levels of company hierarchies, thus
rather by managers than by technicians [5]. Based on the authors’ experience, being able to
show the contribution of software-related activities to the strategic objectives of an
organisation significantly helps in obtaining sufficient resources for critical activities. Hence,
it becomes critical for software and IT departments to quantify their value contribution to the
overall business goals in order to avoid irrational budget cuts and personnel reductions.
Strategic measurement systems can support organisations in demonstrating the respective
contributions of different organisational units to the overall business goals, as well as provide
a means for success monitoring and evaluation.
GQM+Strategies [2],[3] is an approach for clarifying and harmonizing goals and strategies
across all levels of an organisation and communicating business goals throughout an
organisation.

7

GQM+Strategies is registered trademark No. 302008021763 at the German Patent and Trade Mark Office;

international registration number IR992843.
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Furthermore, the approach supports monitoring the success or failure of strategies and
business goals [3]. One central result of the approach is the GQM+Strategies Grid, which is a
model of a strategic measurement system. It specifies goals and strategies across all levels of
an organisation, including the measurement program needed to monitor and control them.
Experience gained by the authors when developing such grids with an organisation has
shown that a clear deployment strategy is needed in order to achieve sustainable results. A
systematic deployment process, which does not only address engineers on the lower levels of
an organisation but also managers on the top level, is essential for creating true commitment
across all organisational levels and establishing a GQM+Strategies Grid.
For modelling such a grid, corresponding tool support is needed to address the specific
viewpoints and information needs of all stakeholders. Furthermore, a systematic approach to
maintaining such a grid is needed. As an organisation’s goals and strategies change and
mature, the GQM+Strategies Grid needs to be adapted accordingly in order to reflect an upto-date image of the organisation. Only then a GQM+Strategies Grid can be used as an active
means to manage goals and strategies by measuring their success and failures and initiating
corresponding improvement programs.
This paper discusses the GQM+Strategies deployment process, including aspects of
integration and maintenance, as well as tool support for modelling. Section 2 of this paper
gives an overview of related work. Section 3 discusses GQM+Strategies modelling and
introduces corresponding tool support. Section 4 provides insights into the GQM+Strategies
deployment process that was developed in order to systematically support the application of
the approach in industry. Section 5 sketches practical industry applications and highlights
success factors and benefits for the implementation of strategic measurement systems using
GQM+Strategies. Section 6 summarises the paper and briefly discusses future work.

2. Related Work
The discussion of different concepts is often hampered by semantically implicit definitions
and understandings. In the context of strategic management, our experience has shown that a
plethora of terms is in use. For example, for the terms goals and strategies many different
conceptions exist, which tends to create misunderstanding in their usage. To improve the
semantical clearness of the GQM+Strategies approach, we would therefore like to start with a
short discussion and comparison of GQM+Strategies and the Business Motivation Model
(BMM) [10]. The BMM uses the notions of Ends and Means for differentiating aspects of
business that are aspired from the actual implementation or action plans. Ends are refined for
different abstractions level into Vision, Goal, and Objective.
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The same accounts for Means, which are refined into the concepts of Mission, Strategy,
and Tactic. GQM+Strategies uses the notions of Goals and Strategies on all the different
levels of an organisation to describe aspirations and the courses of actions needed to achieve
the aspired states. Figure 1 shows a simple mapping of these concepts. The BMM does not
represent the shown linkages between the ends and means concepts explicitly, but states that
they are feasible. In contrast, linking goals and strategies across multiple organisational
levels is essential for the GQM+Strategies approach, as this creates traceable connections
between goals, strategies, and measurement models.
GQM+Strategies

BMM
Vision

Goal
CorporateLevel

Mission

Strategy

Goal

Goal
BusinessLevel

Strategy

Strategy

Objective

Goal
FunctionalLevel

Tactic

Strategy

Figure 1: Simple mapping of BMM and GQM+Strategies
Often, top-level measurement systems are defined without creating such explicit linkages.
A popular approach is the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) [7], which defines four perspectives,
typically financial, customer, internal business processes, and learning or growth, and links
objectives from these perspectives to measures. Strategy maps are used to link strategies to
respective goals and perspectives. In this scenario, misalignment between different
organisational levels is possible [4]. Becker and Bostelman [4] see two causes of
misalignment: (1) project data that does not address organisational goals and (2)
organisational goals that are not operationalised through processes and metrics at the project
level. Their approach is to embed a GQM structure within each of the four BSC perspectives.
The GQM approach [1] provides a method for defining goals, refining them into questions
and finally data to be collected, and then analyzing and interpreting them. However, it does
not explicitly link its measurement goals to organisational goals and strategies at different
levels of an organisation. The GQM+Strategies approach addresses these issues [2].
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Approaches like CobiT [6] and ITIL [11] strictly focus on traditional or service-oriented
IT governance. Thus, they provide connections between sets of goals and attributes of the IT
infrastructure. For example, CobiT uses a fixed linkage structure between outcome measures
and performance indicators on the business, IT, process, and activity levels. Although these
approaches recognise the need to link organisational goals and measures, they focus only on
a very small subset of an organisation. With increasing relevance of software throughout all
aspects of business, approaches are needed that can capture these business scenarios more
specifically. GQM+Strategies aims at providing these capabilities. It allows for modelling of
goals and strategies at different levels of an organisation and addresses problems like
adequate visualisation to support decision-making.

3. GQM+Strategies modelling
The GQM+Strategies approach is an extension of the GQM approach for goal-oriented
measurement and provides capabilities for linking and communicating goals and strategies
across different levels of an organisation. Thus, it allows monitoring the success or failure of
strategies and organisational goals using a strategic measurement system. This section will
discuss the modelling of strategic measurement systems using the GQM+Strategies approach.
For this purpose, we will introduce the GQM+Strategies conceptual model. Furthermore, we
will present the currently available tool support for modelling and visualizing
GQM+Strategies Grids.

3.1. GQM+Strategies modelling basics
Modelling strategic measurement systems that link and control organisational goals and
strategies across multiple organisational levels requires concepts for adequately representing
organisational goals and strategies as well as concepts that support the definition of
measurement models. The GQM+Strategies conceptual model (see Figure 2) addresses both
aspects.
Goal+Strategies elements (see left side of Figure 2) provide the capability to define linked
sequences of goals and associated strategies. Strategies describe a planned and goal-oriented
course of actions for achieving the defined goals at the respective organisational level. The
conceptual model allows multiple goal levels and permits deriving multiple strategies for
each of these goal levels. A goal may be realised by a set of strategies, which may in turn
lead to a set of goals. Additionally, Goal+Strategies elements provide the capability to
capture the underlying rationales for the defined goals, strategies, and their linkages using
context factors and assumptions. Context factors are environmental variables that represent
the organisational environment and affect the kind of models and data that can be used.
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Assumptions are estimated unknowns that can affect the interpretation of measurement
data and, consequently, the interpretation of related goals and strategies.
The entire model provides an organisation with a mechanism not only for modelling goals
and strategies but also for defining measurement consistent with high-level organisational
goals and for interpreting and rolling up the resulting measurement data at each level. For this
purpose, the GQM approach is used, which constitutes the main element within the GQM
graphs representing the measurement part of the conceptual GQM+Strategies model (see right
side of Figure 2). A GQM graph consists of a GQM goal (that measures a GQM+Strategies
element), corresponding questions, metrics, and additional interpretation models. At each
goal level, such a GQM graph is modelled in order to measure the achievement of the defined
goal in combination with the chosen strategy. Accordingly, the definition of a complete
measurement plan includes the definition of GQM measurement goals, the derivation of
questions and metrics, as well as the definition of an interpretation model that determines
whether the measurement goal has been achieved.

Goal+Strategies Element

GQM Graph

influences

Goal
Context/
Assumption

realized
by a
set of

Strategy

> made
measurable
through

made measurable through
Metric
Question

GQM
Goal

Metric
Question

< measures
achievement
of

Metric

Interpretation Model

influences
leads to
a set of

is part of

Goal+Strategies Element

GQM Graph

Figure 2: GQM+Strategies conceptual model
Goal+Strategies elements and associated GQM graphs are the components that are used to
model complex strategic measurement systems. Such a measurement system, the
GQM+Strategies Grid, specifies goals and strategies across all levels of an organisation,
including the GQM models needed to monitor and control them. Modelling a grid helps to
make goals and strategies explicit for a whole organisation or selected parts thereof and
provides a clear linkage to all of the organisation’s measurement initiatives. In consequence,
each organisational unit that is involved in the modelling scope profits from clearly defined
goals and strategies as well as a clear link to upper-level goals to which they contribute.
Additionally, these organisational units are able to define clearly linked goals and strategies
for all operational activities within the respective unit.
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One of the greatest benefits is that all of the organisation’s measurement initiatives that
are related to these goals and strategies are integrated into one grid. This creates transparency
and is the basis for measurement efficiency, as there is a central measurement system that
integrates all organisational measurement initiatives.
Depending on the scope of the application, different kinds of modelling support are
adequate. If only a small scope needs to be addressed, more traditional tools like a
whiteboard and a presentation for the dissemination of results might suffice. Figure 3 shows
the modelling results for excerpts of a sample grid that was created based on a hypothetical
organisation, but built upon real project experience gained over many years of industrial
work. The grid encompasses three organisational levels with one goal and strategy per level.
In addition, the associated measurement models are represented, which measure the success
or failure of goals and strategies. In most industry cases, the resulting grid consists of a lot
more elements (for an example see [9]). There are usually multiple goals and strategies per
organisational level that need to be modelled, and the measurement models are often more
complex. This creates quite challenging requirements with respect to convenient ways of
modelling, representing, and communicating a GQM+Strategies Grid. Consequently, there is
a need for more elaborated ways of modelling and visualizing GQM+Strategies Grids. The
following section will introduce the currently available tool support for modelling and
visualizing complex GQM+Strategies Grids.

Software Level

Business Level

Goal+Strategies Elements
Goal: Increase
customer satisfaction
by 10%
Strategy: Test
reliability in

Goal: Improve system
test effectiveness by
20%

GQM Goals

Questions

Metrics

Decision Criteria

G1: Evaluate
trend in
customer
complaints

Q1: How many
customers do
complain for
baseline products?

CCB: #
customer
complaints for
baseline
products

CCR: Customer
Complaints Ratio
CCS / CCB <= .9

Q2: How many
customers do
complain 12 weeks
after the Splash
release?

CCS: #
complaints 12
weeks after the
Splash release

Q3: How many
software defectrelated customer
complaints are
reported for
baseline products?

CDB: #
software
defect-related
customer
complaints for
baseline
products

G2: Evaluate
trend in
complaints
related to
software defects

Strategy: Introduce
new system test
process

Project Level

G3: Analyze
representative
projects to build a
defect slippage
baseline

Goal: Reduce defect
slippage by 20%
Strategy: Establish
baseline, evaluate new
project, analyze
improvement

G4: Analyze pilot
project using new
test process with
respect to defect
slippage
G5: Analyze new
test process with
respect to defect
slippage
improvement

Q4: How many
software defectrelated customer
complaints are
reported 12 weeks
after the Splash
release?
Q5: What is the
ratio of defects
found in system test
to defects found
after test for
baseline projects?
Q6: What is the
ratio of defects
found in system test
to defects found
after test for the
pilot project?

CDS: #
software
defect-related
customer
complaints 12
weeks after the
Splash release
DB: % defects
slipped for
baseline
projects

DP: % defects
slipped for pilot
project

Figure 3: Exemplary GQM+Strategies Grid
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3.2. Tool support for GQM+Strategies modelling
GQM+Strategies Grids with multiple goals and strategies across several organisational
levels within an organisation can get very large and complex. To achieve a convenient way of
modelling and representing such grids, templates for goals, strategies, context factors,
assumptions, and GQM models are used. These templates guide users in the modelling
process and support them in explicitly capturing and defining all measurement entities at the
necessary level of detail. However, experiences gained with larger grids show that
understanding the effects of any changes in the context of a grid’s entire set of goals and
strategies becomes quite difficult when relying solely on these templates. Effective decisionmaking requires efficient ways of analyzing goal and strategy interrelationships and changes
within the grid. Therefore, appropriate visualisation techniques are necessary that provide an
overview of the overall grid and offer dedicated abstraction, interaction, and drill-down
capabilities. We used the InSEViz framework, developed at Fraunhofer IESE, to realise a
visual 2D grid representation. Figure 4 shows a sample GQM+Strategies Grid visualisation.
Node-link diagrams representing connections as edges between vertices are used for
visualizing the relationships between different objectives at various organisational levels. The
goals and strategies as well as the context factors and assumptions attached to them are
visualised using graphical node elements such as text, geometric shapes, images, shadows,
and colour fills. The same approach is used for visualizing the GQM models. All nodes as
well as geometrical edges representing the links between them are automatically layouted,
reflecting the overall structure of the grid. This supports the user in better understanding the
relationships between goals and strategies across all levels of the organisation, which
improves the traceability and maintainability of the GQM+Strategies Grid.
However, a large number of nodes and links increase the overall visual, and thus the
cognitive, complexity of a grid. In order to reduce this complexity, a filtering approach that
implements concept- and role-oriented views is used. For instance, according to his role, a
user can switch between different views showing the business goals and strategies or just the
corresponding GQM graph. The view-based approach supports grid users with analysis and
reasoning tasks and is improved further by the following interaction and filtering operators
(see Figure 4):
• Panning and zooming: A virtual camera within the geometric space of the
visualisation treats the data display as a camera, enabling the user to interactively pan
and zoom within the scene to explore the grid. Moving and zooming the camera
•

accordingly changes the viewpoint seen by the user.
Collapsing: The user can collapse single elements or edges to hide all the subsequent
details and relations on lower levels.
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•

Detail-on-demand: Dependent on the zoom level, different levels of details are
displayed to the user. Furthermore, the user can select whether to display or hide the
GQM graphs or the context and assumption information for goals and strategies.

•

Filtering: The framework uses several mechanisms for filtering out irrelevant data
depending on the user’s role. For instance, higher levels of the organisation may be
filtered out for users on lower levels.

These pre-built interaction and filtering operators are independently customisable by the
user for each view and thus help to reduce complexity during modelling and usage of
GQM+Strategies Grids.

Figure 4: Exemplary visualisation of a GQM+Strategies Grid

4. The GQM+Strategies Process
A comprehensive and systematic deployment strategy for the introduction of the
GQM+Strategies approach into industry organisations is of great importance. An effective
deployment strategy has to address all relevant stakeholders and has to provide an efficient
way for introducing the GQM+Strategies approach. The previous section described the
modelling concepts and tool support available for modelling, visualisation, and
communication of the grid within an organisation. This section will focus on the
GQM+Strategies Process, which provides systematic support on how to set up and maintain a
strategic measurement system using the GQM+Strategies approach.
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0. Initialize
Assure commitment and resources
Define responsibilities

6. Package

1. Characterize

Adapt and improve grid
Correct wrong assumptions

Define application scope
Define responsibilities
Characterize environment/context

2. Set Goals

5. Analyze

Determine organizational structures
Perform gap analysis & prioritize goals
Perform grid derivation process

Analyze data and revise strategies
Review and communicate results

3. Choose Process

4. Execute M odel

Plan implementation of strategies
Organize data collection and analysis

Apply strategies
Collect and validate data

5: The GQM+Strategies Process based on QIP
The GQM+Strategies Process was developed in joint collaboration between the Fraunhofer
Institute for Experimental Software Engineering (IESE) and the Fraunhofer Center for
Experimental Software Engineering (CESE). It provides support for deploying the
GQM+Strategies approach to industry. Following this process provides a systematic way for
linking organisational goals, creating a custom-tailored, goal-oriented strategic measurement
system, and maintaining the strategic measurement system. The GQM+Strategies Process
consists of seven process steps and was created on the conceptual basis of the Quality
Improvement Paradigm (QIP) [1]. In the following, we will first give an overview of these
seven process steps with a focus on the GQM+Strategies Grid derivation process and then
address aspects of process integration and grid maintenance.
In accordance with the QIP cycle, we defined six basic process steps and added one
additional step for the initialisation of the GQM+Strategies approach (see Figure 5). Thus, the
GQM+Strategies Process encompasses the steps Initialise, Characterise, Set Goals, Choose
Process, Execute Model, Analyze, and Package. The GQM+Strategies Process with its seven
steps aims at supporting the creation of custom-tailored GQM+Strategies Grids and
associated measurement systems.
Initialise creates the conditions required for successful application of the GQM+Strategies
approach by assuring organisational commitment and resources for the application of
GQM+Strategies. Furthermore, the GQM+Strategies application process is planned,
responsibilities are defined, and GQM+Strategies training is provided to all persons who will
be involved during deployment.
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Characterise defines the scope and environment of the GQM+Strategies application.
Scope defines those parts of an organisation that are important for the GQM+Strategies
application, and environment describes the context and underlying assumptions with respect
to the defined scope.
Set Goals represents the conceptual core of the GQM+Strategies approach, as in this step,
the GQM+Strategies Grid is created. For the creation of the grid, the relevant organisational
levels have to be defined and already existing assets (i.e., goals, strategies, measures, etc.)
have to be determined. Based on this information, a gap analysis is performed. The gap
analysis identifies missing elements or ambiguities in the current set of assets. These could be
missing goals, strategies, or measures, or unresolved conflicts of alignment in the set of
assets. After the gap analysis, all relevant goals are defined and prioritised. The obtained set
of goals is then refined into the GQM+Strategies Grid, by deriving strategies linking them to
goals at the respective organisational levels. During this derivation process, organisational
levels are described and goals and strategies are modelled in a formalised way. This supports
understanding and communication of goals and strategies throughout the organisations.
Furthermore, capturing the rationale for the defined goals and strategies is achieved by
documenting respective context factors and assumptions. Additionally, during Set Goals, the
derived goals and strategies are made measurable by defining corresponding GQM
measurement goals and using the traditional GQM approach [1] to refine these goals into
questions and metrics. GQM+Strategies measures goal achievement and evaluates the
effectiveness of the performed strategies. This is realised by setting up so-called
interpretation models, which specify how to evaluate goal achievement.
Choose Process makes measurement operational. Activities that are performed during this
step are the creation of a measurement plan (i.e., what will be collected by whom, when and
how often, and how) and the preparation of procedures and tools for data collection, analysis,
and interpretation.
During Execute Model, the actual data collection and validation is performed according to
the defined measurement plan. For the purpose of data collection, some kind of data
collection mechanism has to be implemented.
Analyze refers to data analysis and visualisation. This includes applying the defined
GQM+Strategies interpretation models to the measurement data collected and making
statements about goal achievement. Analysis may lead to the identification of new gaps in the
GQM+Strategies Grid and thus can trigger modification suggestions and maintenance actions
for the existing grid.
Package provides the activities that are necessary for keeping the measurement system up
to date with respect to the current organisational goals and strategies and is therefore the most
important step for the maintenance of a GQM+Strategies measurement system. All needed
modifications are documented and required changes are performed.
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The results are packaged into the organisation’s experience base.
In order to provide flexibility and an up-to-date picture of the organisation, the
GQM+Strategies Process incorporates the possibility to perform maintenance activities
during several steps within this process as described in the following.
(1) In subsequent iterations of the whole GQM+Strategies process, the initialisation step
is re-visited to check whether maintenance actions are needed.
(2) Revision due to changes in scope and environment can be performed within the
characterisation step.
(3) During the set goals step, elements of the GQM+Strategies Grid can be revised and
changed according to the modelling procedures of GQM+Strategies.
(4) Finally, maintenance actions that are needed due to the analysis results of the current
iteration of the GQM+Strategies Process are performed during the packaging step, as
described above.
The iteration intervals for application and maintenance of GQM+Strategies strongly
depend on organisational planning processes, which typically are planning, plan
implementation, controlling and plan adaptation. The GQM+Strategies Process needs to be
integrated with these organisational processes, in order to be performed effectively and to
unfold its benefits. Thus the application of the GQM+Strategies approach and maintenance of
the grid have to be performed in synchronisation with the iteration intervals of organisational
processes. For example, if the goals and strategies are revised every two years on the
management level of an organisation, then the GQM+Strategies Process should be revisited
during the same time interval and parts of the GQM+Strategies Grid on the management level
would be updated accordingly. If planning and revision of goals and strategies on the
software level of this organisation are done more frequently, e.g., on a yearly basis, the
GQM+Strategies Process should be applied more frequently for this level.
Deploying a well-integrated GQM+Strategies Process in a systematic manner is essential
for the success of the GQM+Strategies application.

5. Applications, success factors and benefits
In this section, we give an overview of a number of applications where the
GQM+Strategies approach was used for introducing strategic measurement systems for
different, organisation-specific purposes. Additionally, we discuss success factors and
benefits for the application of GQM+Strategies.
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5.1. Applications
Application #1 was conducted in the context of a European telecommunication company.
They used the approach to drive strategic improvement programs and to support the paradigm
shift towards purpose-driven metrics. When the approach was applied, it became clear that
easy-to-use templates had to be developed for documenting a GQM+Strategies Grid and that
the connection to existing standards needs to be clarified. When deploying the method and
the resulting grid to the company, it was important to address operational/strategic planning
including, for instance, the sequence and scheduling of different strategies. Moreover, the
relationships between the different goals on different organisational levels needed to be
clarified in terms of conflicting or supporting goals.
Application #2 was conducted in the context of a European automotive supplier. Their
intention was to support CMMI Measurement and Analysis, which was enforced by top-level
management. They used the approach for harmonizing strategies and goals across different
units and for defining corresponding management objectives. The company developed
integrated tool support for GQM+Strategies, on top of an existing GQM infrastructure. This
includes mechanisms for storing and analyzing the evolution of all information of goals and
strategies. Creating this transparency helped them to overcome mistrust and to define goals at
the interfaces with collaborating organisations/units. It also became clear that resource needs
can be justified in terms of the goals they are contributing to, and the consequences of budget
cuts in terms of goal attainment could be illustrated. The company distinguished between
different types of goal inheritance between different organisational levels, such as goals
inherited identically from one level to another or goals inherited with different target values
only, or goals refined by different sub-goals.
Application #3 was conducted in the context of an Asian insurance company from the
information systems domain. Their main motivation for applying the method was to align
their strategies and goals for a new business domain and to quantitatively measure whether
they would be able to achieve these goals. Moreover, they intended to clarify the goals and
strategies of different organisational units involved and to define an IT strategy for the new
domain. Finally, there was a need for a systematic way for synchronizing organisational goals
and strategies with goals specified in individual projects. The method helped the company to
identify gaps in the alignment of its goals, strategies, and measurement data, and to fill these
gaps. We observed that for getting accepted in such an industrial setting, the GQM+Strategies
Grid needs to be documented in an easy-to-understand, easy-to-maintain, and easy-toexchange manner. Tool support was needed for dealing effectively with the complex grid.
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Application #4 was conducted in the context of a joint research project sponsored by the
German Federal Ministry of Education and Research. The project involved research and
industry partners from various domains (e.g., logistics, industrial facilities). It aimed at
developing a common software platform for supporting complex, dynamic business
processes. The GQM+Strategies approach helped project partners to clearly link their
individual goals to project objectives, identify gaps and inconsistencies in project objectives,
and understand each others’ goals. The study showed that, in practice, an explicit and
transparent way for modelling inter-related (supporting or contradicting) goals is needed for
better understanding and communication.
Application #5 was conducted in the context of an Asian systems engineering company
from the safety-critical aerospace software domain [9]. The objective of the GQM+Strategies
application was to create transparency with respect to goals and strategies and derived
measurement goals in the context of collaborations with suppliers. Additionally, the
contributions of internal business units to top-level organisational goals should be made
transparent and alignment should be secured. The application of GQM+Strategies and the
derivation of appropriate grids supported the creation of transparency regarding supplier
collaboration and emphasised the contributions of internal business units to top-level
organisational goals. The usage of the visualisation tool was especially helpful for the early
modelling steps, as it strongly enhanced understanding and communication.

5.2. Success factors and benefits
On the basis of these applications of the GQM+Strategies approach, we could identify
several properties of the approach and the resulting GQM+Strategies Grids that are success
factors for application in industry. This section gives an overview:
(SF1) Tailorability: GQM+Strategies Grids can be custom-tailored to specific
organisational needs, especially reflecting the underlying assumptions for choosing specific
goals and strategies.
(SF2) Traceability: The GQM+Strategies Grid defines links between different goals,
strategies, and GQM models on different levels of the organisation. For each of those
elements, a decision maker can access the rationale (context and assumptions) for defining
the element and the effects/relationships it has on other elements of the grid so that decisions
can be made on a sound basis.
(SF3) Understandability: Goals and strategies need to be communicated within
organisations. Therefore, the representation of the GQM+Strategies Grid needs to be easy to
understand by all stakeholders so that a clear plan of action can be derived. On the one hand,
the GQM+Strategies approach facilitates understandability by formalizing goals, strategies, as
well as context and assumptions and thus reducing the fuzziness of these concepts.
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On the other hand, it integrates into existing organisational structures, goals, strategies,
and measurement initiatives and usually preserves the natural semantics used within an
organisation.
(SF4) Measurability: Using the approach quantifies goals and their attainment so that
deviations from target settings are easy to detect and countermeasures can be introduced
effectively. Thus, the grid can be used as an active instrument for monitoring organisational
goals and strategies.
(SF5) Integration: For carrying out the strategies of the grid and for monitoring and
controlling the goals, the grid needs to be integrated into organisational and development
processes. Moreover, the grid needs to be detailed to the operational level of the company, so
that the defined strategies can be implemented.
Based on our experience from the applications, these success factors are crucial for the
benefits that arise for organisations applying the GQM+Strategies approach. These can be
summarised as described in the following:
(B1) Improved Communication: Apparently the process of creating a GQM+Strategies
Grid is a vehicle for communication, as it requires different members of the organisation to
collaborate at multiple steps of the process. The resulting GQM+Strategies Grid can improve
communication with respect to organisational goals and strategies, as these are formalised,
which allows for increased understandability. Additionally, the grid is tailored to the specific
organisational environment and integrates into existing processes. These aspects facilitate
acceptance and support different stakeholders in understanding each other and in
coordinating decisions across different levels of an organisation.
(B2) Improved analysis, decision-making and controlling: A GQM+Strategies Grid that
centrally integrates organisational measurement in a traceable manner with explicitly
specified relationships, is the basis for sound analysis capabilities. Improved analysis
capabilities support decision-making and controlling of goals and strategies. Additionally, the
approach helps to increase the transparency of decision making, as a grid represents relevant
organisational levels, provides traceability, and integrates into all relevant processes.
(B3) Improved organisational learning: Explicit documentation of rationales behind goals
and strategies at each level in a grid allows for retrospective analysis of the grid. Thus,
organisational goals and strategies are reflected upon within an iteration of the
GQM+Strategies process. Stakeholders may, for example, learn that they failed to consider
some relevant context factors or that the assumptions they made were actually wrong. Based
upon such retrospection, the grid can be tailored better to specific situations in the future.
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6. Summary and Outlook
This paper presented the GQM+Strategies Process, as a systematic approach for
developing and deploying strategic measurement systems. First, we discussed the basics of
GQM+Strategies modelling as an important part of the deployment approach. In this context,
we also shortly described the available tool support. We then focused on the GQM+Strategies
Process itself, which is designed to support organisations in introducing strategic
measurement systems in a systematic manner.
The GQM+Strategies Process consists of the seven steps Initialise, Characterise, Set Goals,
Choose Process, Execute Model, Analyze, and Package. The purpose of the process is to
systematically develop, deploy, and maintain a GQM+Strategies Grid, which is the main
component of a GQM+Strategies measurement system. The GQM+Strategies Grid specifies
goals and strategies across all levels of an organisation, including the GQM measurement
models that are needed to monitor and control them. To ensure sustainability of
organisational measurement, an approach for grid maintenance needed. We sketched the
maintenance capabilities that are encompassed within the GQM+Strategies approach.
Interpretation models, context factors, and assumptions help to determine which parts of the
model need to be changed/maintained and how to measure the effect of these changes.
However, it is also important that regular revisions are performed in order to check
whether the model still reflects the organisation properly. These revision cycles need to be
synchronised with the planning processes at the different levels of the organisation.
Furthermore, we presented some initial practical experience in the form of industrial
applications and derived success factors for the usage of the approach in industry. Based on
our experience, we additionally presented major benefits of the GQM+Strategies approach.
Currently, further pilot studies are ongoing to obtain more insights into the deployment
process. So far, most of the studies have been in the phase of setting up a GQM+Strategies
Grid, but not in the phase of actively using and maintaining the grid. A specific focus on
theses phases will provide valuable insights into how to further improve the
operationalisation of GQM+Strategies Grids. Additionally, we are developing an analysis
framework that will allow us to evaluate the benefits of the approach in a more systematic
manner. Regarding tool support, we are working on improving the visualisation and
modelling capabilities with mechanisms for feeding back information from the data analysis
to the grid. This should help to capture and visualise the impact of empirical evidence on
business goals.
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Metrics and SCRUM in Real Life. Enemies or Friends?
Christian Facchi, Peter Trapp, Jochen Wessel

Abstract
SCRUM as an Agile Method for software development has been widely spread. At Nokia
Siemens Networks metrics have been used for a well founded evaluation of different
properties. In this paper some experiences of using metrics in a larger distributed SCRUM
based development are presented. Finally some basic observations have been shown, which
might help to improve the use of metrics in a SCRUM based environment.
Key words: SW Engineering, Agile Methods, SCRUM, Metrics

1. Introduction
During our SCRUM based development process of a bigger SW project we had to answer
some simple questions:
•
•
•

How continuous is our Continuous Integration?
Does the code have sufficient quality?
What is an appropriate definition of done?

We only had the feeling that our integration is not as continuous as it should be. Our
SCRUM teams have sometimes mentioned that as an impediment. However, even the teams
only mentioned that it might be not as continuous as it should be. The same is the case with
the other question regarding the code quality. Such, the answer to that question depends
strongly on the developer's mindset regarding that point. The same phenomenon can be seen
on the differences, which have appeared regarding the "definition of done". It is not clear
when a developer has finished his work in sufficient quality. For an engineer it is not a good
solution to build further corrections on imprecise feelings, especially if those are not
homogeneous even within one team. So in the following we tried to put the impression we
had on a more solid basis. One possibility to do that is to define several measurements or so
called metrics. We are aware that the use of metrics in agile projects is contrarily discussed,
e.g., in [17], [1], [27]. One suggestion among others is, that if it has been decided to use
metrics, they have to be handled with great care. We decided to use metrics to put our
suspicions on a more solid basis. In addition we tried to help the team members to identify
the impediments faster and give them the appropriate priorities within the backlog. So far we
have seen that it is possible to measure an immaterial product like software even if it is
extremely floating as it is the case in agile processes.
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However, despite the fact of using metrics in a very open way, we have also seen that
every use of metrics may lead to a manipulation of data, by changing the behaviour,
sometimes intended, sometimes not. So a cross check of data is necessary.

2. Basics
In this section, we present a short introduction of the used concepts and environment, to
allow a better understanding of the paper.

2.1. SCRUM and Continuous Integration
Agile Methods, for which, e.g., SCRUM and eXtreme Programming (XP) are
representatives, are based on the following principles, which are in contrast to a traditional
plan driven development [3]:
• Individuals and interactions over processes and tools;
• Working software over comprehensive documentation;
• Customer collaboration over contract negotiation;
•

Respond to change over following a plan.

SCRUM is an incremental method for software development. As an Agile Method it
supports the above mentioned goals. It is based on work items which are collected in the
Product Backlog List in a prioritised form. This list is owned by the Product Owner. These
work items will be completed as far as possible within a sprint. This sprint has a fixed
duration up to four weeks and a deliverable product as a target. During a sprint the sprint
backlog, which is a subset of the product backlog list, will be completed by the SCRUM
team. All sprint backlog entries should have a maximal size of one working day for one team
member. Every day a 15 minute meeting, the "Daily Scrum" will be organised. During this
Daily Scrum every SCRUM team member has to answer the following questions:
(1) What have you done since the last meeting?
(2) What will you do before the next meeting?
(3) Which impediments did you have?
At the end of a sprint the retrospective meeting has to take place, where further
improvements will be planned. Also a planning meeting for the next sprint will be done.
SCRUM has been described in more detail, e.g., in [32], [31], [17].
One of SCRUM’s design goals has been to improve productivity of software development
by introducing self organizing teams and in consequence empowering the team members.
Also increasing the velocity of feedback is a key factor. So feedback can be given very fast.
E.g. a deliverable product has to be available after each sprint. Or impediments have to be
presented in the Daily Scrums every day.
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There is an ongoing discussion whether SCRUM leads to the desired productivity gain,
which in SCRUM is named hyperproductivity, or whether plan driven development methods
have a higher productivity. E.g. in [5], [6], [16] a careful approach to agile methods has been
suggested to either combine the advantages or to select the appropriate method. Especially, it
is often doubted, whether SCRUM can be used in large and distributed environments, which
is the case with Nokia Siemens Networks. This seems to be the case at a lot of organisations,
because there are a lot of hints given to handle that, e.g., in [15],[33][21][17][22].
Nokia Siemens Networks decided to go for SCRUM. We believe that within SCRUM a
highly creative working environment can be given. This is especially achieved by
empowering the SW developer. Although, we believe that SCRUM shows already existing
impediments early and directly. So the problems already existed, most even before the
introduction of SCRUM, and they are only directly and fast addressed by the SCRUM teams.
This is something every engineer likes to have, because then the problem can be fixed.
However, for the responsible department heads it has been a significant change, because they
delegate some of their responsibility to the SCRUM teams. That can be compared with the
relationship of parents and children. One aspect of education is to increase the freedom step
by step. However, that is not easy for most of the parents, because they are still responsible
for their children, but they will significantly loose direct control and have only indirect
control. This can be compared to a software line manager, who is responsible for the team’s
output, but only has limited direct control over the SCRUM team.
One of the key elements of SCRUM is a continuous feedback loop to identify
impediments as soon as possible and also to include early changes in the development
process. E.g. in [15] it has been mentioned that automation of the build and test is a key
factor of any agile method. Within a Continuous Integration the different work items will be
integrated in the software product very often, nearly permanently. So interface problems will
be shown very short in time. In the best case, an automated software integration after each
check in of modified code in the version control system is started. This increases the speed of
feedback and possible corrective actions. For more information on Continuous Integration
see, e.g., [11], [12].

2.2. Definition of Done
One important question in a SCRUM based process is the definition of an appropriate
quality level of the delivered product. This topic is more of interest in a distributed
environment. Then different SCRUM teams are working together, but the teams are not
located on one development site. Such, a consensus regarding the desired quality level over
all sites has to be established. SCRUM teams normally handle that by some rules, which are
called "Definition of Done" (DoD) [32], [31], [21], [17].
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These rules describe the aligned minimal principles, which a product or a backlog item has
to fulfil. The DoD will be defined by the SCRUM team, because of the self organizing
structure of the team. These rules, e.g., may include some successful semantic checks by
tools, or may be realised by a peer review on every code change. In a distributed SCRUM the
DoD is aligned within every separated team and also between all teams.

2.3. Traditional Use of Metrics in SCRUM
Within SCRUM there are some simple metrics quite commonly in use. One major one is
the burn-down-chart, where the project progress simply can be measured, by simply showing
how many tasks are still open. Because of a basic SCRUM requirement that the duration of
every task should be less then one workday, the estimated project duration can be easily
controlled.
Additionally several metrics are in use in the Continuous Integration environments, where
different product specific metrics are regularly determined.

2.4. Quality of Tests
Another software development method which is in use by Agile Methods, is the test
driven development [2]. This method also has been described also as test-first programming,
because before starting to implement a required functionality the corresponding test case has
to be implemented first.
The use of test driven development in SCRUM is not surprising, because a deliverable
product should be the target on every step in SCRUM. So this will be emphasised by putting
a test case as a starting point of every development action. As consequence, tests are required
in the described environment at Nokia Siemens Networks.
For a real product a thoroughly test phase is required. To achieve that goal the required
level of tests has to be determined. But, it is impossible to determine a sufficient test level
exactly. For approximation a lot of different techniques or measurements exist. As a minimal
criterion branch coverage, which also has been named as C1 criteria [27], [24], [23], has been
stated. If that metrics has been reached to 100%, so at least every branch of the software has
been executed once during the test suites' execution. This is called a minimum criteria,
because an execution of every branch does not expose every error. However, a branch
coverage below 100% states, that some parts of the software have never been executed in a
test case. So that might be a potential error.

2.5. Performance Measurement
The definition of done often includes that, the code should satisfy all its functional and
non-functional requirements. Hence, it is also important to constantly verify the nonfunctional requirements, such as software performance, as described in [18], [19], [20].
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Non-functional requirements in SCRUM based processes seem to be very hard to achieve
and should be permanently be in focus [5], [9]. So it might be good to consider performance
criteria during the whole project.
In [16], software performance is considered the main technical reasons why software
project fails. The execution of software in these projects is often too slow to be used in
productive environments. However, the importance of performance optimisations is not
reflected in academic curricula and is often underestimated. Especially, in complex software
systems, such as telecommunication systems, the performance of software is particularly
problematic. Here, low performing systems will not be accepted by the users and therefore
cannot be sold to the customers.
Performance tuning follows a strict line: analysis - test - improvement – verification, as
described in[26]. This procedure depends strongly on the experience of the person realizing a
performance optimisation and can only roughly be used for estimations.

2.6. Related Work
The area of metrics has been studied for a long time. So a lot of different approaches to
metrics for software are available.
For object-oriented systems a lot of different metrics exist, e.g., see [8], [34]. These
metrics are based on properties of the source code. Some of these metrics can be used in our
environment to estimate the quality of the code. But these metrics are not specialised on an
agile development process. In [30], a case study for the use of object-oriented metrics in agile
projects, which are based on eXtreme Programming (XP), has been done. However, these
metrics will not directly address our problem to determine the quality of Continuous
Integration, because only a static look on the code has been realised.
A tool based approach to metrics for the SW development has been given in [18], where
for a huge range of development environments plugins to collect data are available. However,
currently there are no specialised metrics for agile methods available. In addition, the
specialised development environment of Nokia Siemens Networks, which consists of a
specialised make environment and version control system, is not supported by these plugins.
In [7], a specialisation of metrics for agile methods has been given. The main focus of that
approach is the effort estimation of a project. In [27], an abstract approach targeting on the
costs has been described. In [22], some general metrics are given, which can be collected
manually or in an automated manner. These metrics concern the number of defects, code
coverage, number of test cases and much more. This level of abstraction is the other extreme
in relation to source code metrics. To measure the quality of the Continuous Integration the
abstraction level of theses metrics is too high.
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In [28], metrics for the usage in agile projects have been introduced, where the abstraction
level of the metrics is nearly in our desired range. So, e.g., in one metrics the modification
ratio of code will be measured. However, the aspect of Continuous Integration has not been
covered so far.
In [9], there have been different metrics in our desired abstraction level covered. So
explicitly the pulse of Continuous Integration has been mentioned. However, it is only
measured how many checkins8 are done during a day. The quality of a checkin, e.g., in terms
of usability by a successful build or test phase, has not been considered. We believe metrics,
which include this information, add significant information for quality considerations of the
SW development process.
In [12], metrics using data delivered by the Continuous Integration environment, mainly
the build scripts, have been proposed.
Performance tuning in agile development environments has been described in [4]. Here, a
methodology to include performance tuning into the development cycle of a software product
has been explained and supported by a case study. The paper mainly focuses on an overall
integration of performance measurements and highlights the business value of different
optimisation possibilities evaluated together with the costumer. We, however, explain the
integration of performance measurements into the Continuous Integration environment, while
the software development is done in an agile process. Our focus is to explain a possible
realisation of such measurements.
Metrics for tests are widespread in software development. They have been described, e.g.,
by [27], [28], [25], [23]. There is a large tool support available. How test coverage can be
used to get a reliability estimation of software has been examined, e.g., in [10], [24].
Measurement and improvement of test quality has been shown in, e.g., [35], [29].
In [13], some steps to performance measurements of the target or simulation in the
Continuous Integration Environment and some metrics for measuring the quality of the test
process have been presented.

8

As checkin it is defined the action of a developer to handover his code changes to the version control system.
So this changes are frozen in the current version. Further modifications have to be done in newer
versions.
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3. Environment
In this section some project specific settings are described. So the environment where the
data has been collected and interpreted can be seen.

3.1. Research Cooperation
In 2005, a cooperation between Nokia Siemens Networks and Ingolstadt University of
Applied Sciences started first in the area of SW performance optimisation. This cooperation
has been started very early before any performance problems in the system have been
identified. As an extension of the ongoing cooperation, the improvement of SCRUM by
metrics for Continuous Integration has been determined. As a further topic, the question:
“What is a sufficient test quality?”, appeared. That has resulted in some basic considerations
regarding metrics for tests. As a third topic, the combination of software performance
measurements in the automated test environment has been identified, which also is presented
in [14].

3.2. SCRUM at Nokia Siemens Networks
First we have to note that, Agile Development using SCRUM at Nokia Siemens Networks
is still under continuous changes in the exact mode of operation. But, that is not surprising in
a self organizing process, with small sized feedback loops.
In the Radio Access area of software for mobile phones based networks, where the
examined project is located, the change towards an Agile Development using SCRUM is
ongoing and will take time until it is fully established. By this the overall program in which
the program in scope is developed as well as several sub-projects are at least partly
continuing to use the traditional waterfall driven development whilst other parts have started
towards a more agile way of working as Nokia Siemens Networks is a world wide operating
company, it is quite common that the software development of projects is distributed over
several sites. Our project is distributed over two sites with roughly 90 people working for this
project in total.
In our project, we decided to introduce SCRUM, although the frame process did at that
time not support this Agile Method. To do this, we defined the software as a product that is
developed by the whole project. Also, the SCRUM teams are not following every step of the
process (i.e. from early specification to complete System Test), but take the specification of a
certain level done by separated teams and deliver the software to System Integration teams.
To fulfil the outside requirements given by the frame process, we installed a so called
Feature Expert Team (FET), which separates the outside process from the SCRUM teams
among others. Their responsibility was beside others to introduce the features to the SCRUM
teams, support the Product Owner to build up the product backlog and to answer ad hoc
requests coming from other program members.
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After approximately one year of working in this mode, we changed the set up in a way that
reorganised that team again. Part of the developers are now working as so called SMEs
(Subject Matter Experts), others are working for teams outside our projects (e.g., higher level
specification). The team is completed by one Product Owner and one Proxy Product owners
(i.e. one PO per site). Note that these are not Product Owner in the sense of SCRUM, as they
do not have any "Return on Investment" responsibility, but they do a big part of the work of a
Product Owner defined in SCRUM. As the project started in a traditional mode it consisted of
five so called System Components, the former System Component responsibles were also
part of the FET and are now SMEs to have a combined knowledge of the complete project
also outside of the SCRUM teams. The scope of the SCRUM teams is Software
Development. This includes supporting the higher level specification, coding, Unit/Module
testing, System Component Testing and, in addition, a first integration testing in which the
five System Components are integrated and tested as a product.
Before we decided to switch to SCRUM, several activities already had been started to base
the software on Continuous Integration. A fully automated test environment had already been
developed, so it was a small step to put this under the control of a Continuous Integration
automation, which is called CI machine. As the Configuration Management System which
was at that time in use was ClearCase9, which does not provide atomic operations, we
introduced a script call SCSync to have a better control over the contributions towards the CI.
SCSync is based on the label mechanism of ClearCase and provides functionalities to hand
over all changes a developer has done in one step without interference by other developers.
One additional functionality of SCSync is a roll-back, so in case of some errors or problems
during hand over to CI, the previous status can be recovered. In the second half of 2010, the
Configuration Management System was changed from ClearCase to Subversion. By this, the
SCSync Tool is no more needed.

3.3. Project Specific Definition of Done
Despite the fact that, in a SCRUM based process running code is the target of every
action, the Definition of Done DoD [21], [17] is important for achieving sufficient software
quality. This is especially the case in bigger projects with several distributed SCRUM teams
working on the same product.
In this subsection, we shortly mention some points of the "Definition of Done" currently in
use within the software development of the project we have chosen. This project is located in
the Radio Access component for mobile phones based networks. The Definition of Done is
checked by the SCRUM Master before the Sprint Review Meeting.

ClearCase is a configuration management system
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/rational/products/clearcase.

9
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All artefacts, e.g., links to updated documentation or reports of tools are stored on a Wiki
page. Only the points are presented, which are related to this paper:
• Code is compiled without errors using the official project build system;
•
•
•
•
•

•

Code compiles without warnings. Warnings, which can not be removed, should be
well commented in the code;
New code must be free of Klocwork10 findings of severity 1 to 3;
Code tested with valgrind11 and results does not show any memory leaks;
Unit tests stored under version control and successfully passed;
The branch coverage, or C1-coverage, of the unit test measured with BCov12 is on a
satisfactory level. That means the main use cases branch's are covered, main error
scenarios are covered, unlikely to happen errors situations might be not covered,
inlined code do not have to be covered;
The branch coverage of unit tests does not decrease in percentage between sprints.

4. The Use of Metrics at the Development Department
In this section the case study’s setup and also the different results of using the metrics are
presented. First only technical results of using metrics are presented. Some meta reasoning
and the psychological part is shown in Section 5.

4.1. Case Study Setup
Based on the afore described implementation of metrics, we included that metrics tool
within our software development department, which develops telecommunication software
for Long Term Evolution (LTE), a successor technology of UMTS. We measured two
independent development branches, one is mainly a stabilisation branch and on the other
branch some very new features are developed. This has been done to validate the defined
metrics on a broad range of development tasks. Please notice that in this section not all
previously defined metrics have been presented. Only some metrics have been shown for the
clarification of the results.
We concentrate on software for evolved NodeB (eNB), a network element used within
LTE. Two different feature teams with eight developers in each team are working at one
development site. We restricted the test phase to the simulation phase. No target tests have
been covered by our case study. As a build and test environment, regular Linux servers are
used.

Klockwork is a semantic program checker http://www.klocwork.com/products/insight-pro .
Valgrind is a simulation tool for dynamic analysis http://www.valgrind.org .
12
BCov is a tool for checking the branch coverage during a test execution.
http://sourceforge.net/projects/bcov.
10
11
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All builds and tests are fully automated and integrated in Cruise Control13 and later
Hudson14, an environment for Continuous Integration. As configuration management tool
ClearCase was used.

4.2. Metrics for Continuous Integration
In [12] and [13], some very basic metrics for the Continuous Integration have been
defined. The metrics with the highest significance have been the pulse of Continuous
Integration, which describes the number of checkin during a day, the buildtime, which
describes the duration of a build phase and the uptime, where the availability of development
environment without errors can be determined. Some real improvements have been found,
which significantly reduce the build time and thus increasing the productivity of the
developers. This improvement could be easily checked by comparing the build times before
the change and afterwards. By this an improvement of the development environment has been
caused. This has reduced the cycle time for developers and so improved the development
process.
Especially the metrics for buildtimes have been propagated to increase the motivation for
using metrics, because the benefit of these improvements has been seen immediately to all
SCRUM team members.

4.3. Metrics for Tests
As next step, we wanted to answer the second question given in the introduction: "Does
the code have sufficient quality?" And as a consequence also the third question "What is an
appropriate definition of done?". Therefore, we concentrated on tests. Here, we selected the
area of describing test cases by branch coverage, first. Second, we introduce some simple
measurements of test cases, e.g., the number of test cases, which has been presented in [14].
4.3.1. Metrics for Test Coverage
Within our development department at Nokia Siemens Networks, we have immediately
seen that a full branch coverage, or shorter C1= 100% as demanded in theory cannot be
reached. Despite the fact, that the arguments for a full branch coverage are quite easy to
understand: How can the quality of one piece of code be estimated, if not at least one test
case covers it? In practice, there is a demand in writing robust code. This code might have
some parts in it, to check some situations, which are hardly to occur in reality. These sections
are only included to increase the quality, but they may be very hard to reach in any test case.
In that case, the branch coverage will be less then 100%.

13

CruiseControl is a tool for visualization of Continuous Integration http://cruisecontrol.sourceforge.net

14

Hudson is a tool for visualization of Continuous Integration http://hudson-ci.org .
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Based on that experience, a branch coverage lower then 100% is reasonable. We,
therefore, have requested that between several sprints the branch coverage of one component
should not decrease. That has been shown as a feasible approximation. Another possibility is
to comment such branches, which cannot be reached as suggested, e.g., by [28]. These
commented branches should ideally not be counted in any coverage calculation.
4.3.2. Metrics for Testcases
Normally, the number of test cases should correspond to the number of usecases. A direct
correlation should exist in a test driven development. Therefore, some simple metrics have
been defined to measure the number of test cases in [14]. These metrics is a first indicator for
the quality of the tests. Especially, in combination with the earlier mentioned branch
coverage. The time trend of these tests might be an indicator, too. There can also be a
correlation to bugs, which are reported, because every bug should yield to a new test case in a
test driven development. Based on this data, we have seen that the complete number of test
cases has been in the desired area with one exception. One component has approximately
25% of the complete code. So a biasing with the size of components should be done.
In our environment, we move the before mentioned statement regarding the quality of
code to a meta level, where we describe the confidence level of our tests. A first approach to
that can be the combination of metrics for branch coverage and the number of test cases. So,
these metrics might give a first answer to the quality of test cases and in consequence give a
first indication of the software's quality.
Some questions have not been answered precisely. For example whether the Code has
sufficient quality. But we have seen that, there does not exist a formal answer to that
question. We tried to use a simple definition of branch coverage to deal with that situation. It
has been a pragmatic solution. We required not an exact minimal level, but defined that the
branch coverage ratio between sprints is not allowed to be decreased.
Our proposed metrics for tests clearly give first hints in the answer regarding the quality of
tests. With the combination of branch coverage and also the weighted number of test cases a
first step in that direction has been achieved. That holds especially in a test driven
development, where a direct correlation to the code should be.

4.4. Metrics for Performance Measurements
Because of Nokia Siemens Networks uses a Continuous Integration environment, the idea
to utilise this environment, to constantly evaluate the runtime performance behaviour of the
most frequently used functionality, came up. This enables the developers to spot performance
problems early in the development process. Moreover, tendency trends of the performance of
the software can be estimated and, hence, evaluated. Additionally, the developers can be
notified if their software functionality reaches some thresholds.
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Last but not least, this answers also the second and, in consequence, the third question of
the introduction: Does the code have sufficient quality? and What is an appropriate definition
of done?, can partly be given by performance issues.
First of all, a metric to evaluate the system's performance behaviour has to be chosen. As
of the key performance indicators, which are defined in the performance target specification
document, the latency of messages is used in this case. In order to study the latency of the
messages, a breakdown of the runtime, spent in the included software modules and functions,
has to be done. Moreover, the traffic model document will be used to identify the most
frequently used messages and software functionalities. This results in a top down list of the
used messages. The most frequently used messages will be used to study the performance
behaviour. Thus, the performance of these functionalities will be monitored with the
Continuous Integration environment. Only the most frequently used messages will be
evaluated to reduce the overhead created by the evaluation.
The performance measurements will be included into the Continuous Integration
environment. Hence, the test environment has to be capable to execute the performance tests
as specified by the performance optimisation team. Therefore, the message based test
scenarios as well as test environment is used to create a dedicated performance test
environment. This enables to do load and stress tests to the system under test. Moreover, the
performance test environment as well as the performance test evaluation will be integrated
into the regression test environment and periodically executed. Another requirement to the
performance test environment is to deliver almost the same results deterministically in the
same test setup.
Likewise, we think that integrating performance measurements in the Continuous
Integration environment can help to identify a creeping slow-down of the software
performance as well as upcoming software performance problems early. These problems can
be easily passed over to the developers, so that, they can react in an appropriate way. We do
not think that performance metrics integrated in a SCRUM based process does influence the
agile principles as it only helps the developers to get attention to upcoming performance
problems, which can be addressed in a backlog. Additionally, performance measurements
integrated in the Continuous Integration environment can be used to verify some nonfunctional requirements, as defined in the “definition of done”.
This is also very interesting because, system’s performance as a non-functional
requirement should, in SCRUM based processes, be permanently taken in consideration [9].
So it might be good to consider performance criteria during the whole project. That has been
realised by integrating performance measurements in the Continuous Integration
environment.
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5. Observations of Using Metrics
In this section some non technical results of using metrics in the Nokia Siemens Networks
development department are presented. Please note that these observations might only be
caused either by the SCRUM based process or the specialities of the development process in
use.
Hypothesis 1 The use of metrics has influence on the measured system.
Whenever metrics are used, the behaviour of at least some software developers has
changed. For example, if it has been stated, that the number of completed tasks measured by
the number of checkins is to low, different reactions on that result have been visible:
(1) Some developers have increased their checkin number by simply dividing their task in
several smaller checkins. If these checkins do not break the continuous integration
environment, that clearly supports SCRUM. However, we have seen often smaller
checkins which have destroyed the builds, so that the continuous integration has not
worked any more. This is a clear impediment.
(2) Some other complete SCRUM teams simply changed their way of working. They
have used a different configuration management system, where our metrics does not
have been implemented, and only have checked in at the end of a sprint the complete
work.
(3) Some developers changed there way of working by simply dividing their work in
smaller portions, which has been the desired improvement.
The first two reactions have not caused any substantial improvement. They only have
changed the collected data. To be more precise, not only the collection of data has influence
to the system, as it is the case in physics, but also the use of the results. However, the third
reaction has influenced the developers to use the SCRUM way more.
Whenever the results of metrics have been published, this has changed the behaviour of
the measured system. In particular, some software developers changed their way of working.
That has produced some very strange observations in a SCRUM based process, where the
SCRUM teams are self organizing and, in consequence, they should not care on metrics,
except if their productivity can be increased by using these metrics. But, that was not the case
in our project. This can be a hint that the used process by NSN is not 100% SCRUM. It might
by a hybrid process.
So, the lowest probability for non-system-influencing metrics are hidden metrics, but then
nothing would change and no improvement will take place. In addition, if you use the
metrics’ results as for argumentation, you have to publish the metrics to support your
arguments. That is normally the case when you are using metrics for objective decisions.
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Hypothesis 2 Metrics should be published in a complete open way as raw data without
interpretation.
In the spirit of SCRUM, information should be distributed in an open way. That is clearly
a consequence of the empowerment of the SCRUM teams to be responsible for their self
organisation. So, the information can be used by every person and such no information
asymmetry exists. However, only the metrics should be published in an open way as raw
data, including no interpretation, because the interpretation of data might cause some
misleading changes. Because every interpretation of the metrics should be given by the
complete SCRUM team and not only by one person. This is a consequence of the self
organisation property.
Hypothesis 3 Metrics may prevent further improvements.
Whenever a target has been reached, e.g., the required branch coverage on testing, further
improvements by the developers might stop. Even highly motivated developers might have a
problem to increase branch coverage above the required level, because in future that might
make life more complicated. E.g., if a new functionality has been included, the new higher
level of branch coverage has to be fulfilled, because of the DoD in use. Whenever the branch
coverage value decreases, e.g., due to a new implementation, this developer has to have good
arguments, why his code is now of a better quality. In addition, metrics not regarded as useful
by the developers could cause negative emotions and, in consequence, decrease motivation
and, hence, the productivity.
Hypothesis 4 Metrics are politics.
All collected data can be used by everyone. So every person can use that information in
their intension. That might lead to influence by the management, which is in contradiction to
SCRUM. Thus, some workload might be added for the SCRUM master to reduce the
influence of the management. Even if the results of metrics might not be used, so they might
be regarded as useless. However, this decision might be politically caused. Even in an open
minded environment, as it is the case in SCRUM, some decisions, which are based on
metrics, have an impact on every developer’s way of working. Especially in the case of
distributed SCRUM, it can be seen that a non technical argumentation between sites starts.
So, also providing metrics can have influence and hence, the game of politics starts for the
SCRUM teams.
Hypothesis 5 Every measurement of technical based direct properties of the final product,
improves the development process.
Please note that, these technical based properties should be directly related to the target
product, because otherwise, the game of politics can start.
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A measurement of non-functional requirements can be included in the development
process. If this is early done, the development process is improved. E.g., after the inclusion of
the measurement of some key performance indicators in the early development stages, as
described in Section 4.4, and, more in detail in [14], a well educated decision process can be
realised. At least some areas for performance improvement can be identified clearly, or a
simple discussion regarding improvement areas has been started very early. Without these
metrics such discussions are starting only at a very late development stage, e.g., close to the
delivery date, which would cause a lot of problems, such as, not reaching deadlines or the
desired performance key indicators.
As we have seen, that metrics can be used in SCRUM to identify problems early. Based of
the nature of SCRUM, the improvement actions should be decided by the SCRUM teams
themselves and not by the management.

6. Conclusion
So, to come back to the initial question: “How is the relationship between metrics and
SCRUM?” This question cannot be clearly answered in a way, that either metrics can not be
used or that metrics should always been used in SCRUM. Based on our experience, a
moderate use of metrics within SCRUM is feasible. However, based on our practical
experience, it has been seen that, even in a self organizing development process, the political
dimension of using metrics should never be underestimated. That is especially the case, if the
relation between the goals of measurement, the question and the metrics can be interpreted in
different ways.
The best experience of the use of metrics has been distributing the raw data in a complete
open way or using metrics, which are technically based on the final product. As an example
for the latter, the key performance indicators of the final products can be mentioned, which
have been measured in an early development stage of the product. So, it can be seen very
early if some non-functional targets of the product are missed. Because the measurement has
been included in our Continuous Integration environment, it has been demonstrated that it is
possible to measure an immaterial and floating product. However, it has to be clearly stated
that, these values might not be easily determined in an early stage of the product.
In Section 5 some observation have been presented, which are only based on the used
development process and also are restricted to one software product in the telecommunication
area. These hypotheses have to be examined in some more projects and different
development departments. This is necessary to validate them and remains for future work.
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Measuring Design Metrics In Websites
Ronan Fitzpatrick, Emilio Navarro

Abstract
The current state of the World Wide Web demands website designs that engage consumers
in order to allow them to consume services or generate leads to maximise revenue. This
paper describes a software quality factor to measure the success of websites by analyzing
web design structure and not relying only on websites traffic data. It is also documents the
requirements and architecture to build a software tool that measures criteria for determining
Engagibility. A new set of social criteria to be measured for current website philosophy is
also proposed.

1. Introduction
To maintain and to build a professional e-commerce website can be quite expensive, with
the prices starting at €10,000 for a professional design by a company with proven records [1].
Losing customers due to the lack of quality of design or lack of communication tools can be
minimised with the right software for detecting design issues [2]. It has also been suggested
by usability expert Jakob Nielsen, that users tend to choose websites that are easy to use
rather than sites with complicated structure and functionality. Nielson’s annual report into
website habits shows that people are becoming much less patient when they go online [3].
The purpose of this paper is to document the steps involves in developing a software tool
to measure design and clarify the current metrics for measuring quality-of-design of a modern
website. The resultant software tool could have various applications like analyzing an
existing website or benchmarking a website with competitors. Benchmarking against
competitors is a good practice to understand which areas can be improved [4].
The paper may be used by researchers and business owners as reference to calculate the
amount of work required to build a website measurement tool. It also can be use as guidelines
with key metrics to measure success in website design. Section 2 describes the source for the
metrics used to build the software tool. Section 3 explains how to measure the metrics
proposed in Section 2 and Section 4 considers a set of new design metrics for modern
engaging websites.
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2. Design Metrics
Business owners know that a website is a marketing tool that enables sales, brand
recognition and better communication with consumers. The current competition between ecommerce websites is very high and website owners require guidelines and tools to have a
better understanding of their e-commerce presence. This section presents a quality software
model and the metrics extracted from this model. These metrics were used to build a software
tool that could help business owners to have a better understanding of the quality of their web
presence and to analyze a competitor’s website through benchmarking.
Early detection of design problems might reduce the cost of the website and increase
visitors’ satisfaction yet the current state of the art in software for website analysis does not
support the detection of such problems. Software tools like Google Analytics or WebTrends
focus on collecting data related to website traffic. Common metrics found in these tools are
number of unique visitors, number of page views, average time on site, bounce rate, web
traffic sources and other metrics that only inform about how the users use and reach a
website. All these reports are interesting and bring information like the most popular page on
the site or which are the keywords used on the search engines to arrive to your site. However
none of these metrics focuses on detecting design issues. Moreover to extract relevant
information from these types of metrics the website must have been in existence for a period
of time. Website use reports are not available during the design and implementation phases. It
seems that with website usage metrics it is difficult to detect possible design issues; at the
moment there isn’t a direct report available. To solve the issue of detecting design problems
in a website this paper uses Engagibility a software quality factor to measure quality-ofdesign with a set of criteria to be measured. Engagibility was one of the five additional
quality factors for the World Wide Web [5]. It studies the mechanisms that a website requires
to attract repeat visitors [7].
Engagibility is a quality factor that aims to measure the level of engagement that a website
design offers to website visitors. It seeks to define how likely consumers are going to return
to a website after their first visit. The characteristics of Engagibility are: navigability,
interactivity and appeal [7]. One of the most important parts is that it stresses the strategy of
“two-way communication” between users and websites. This strategy is also supported by
Cao, Zhang and Seydel in their paper “B2C e-commerce website quality: an empirical
examination” [4].
The two-way communication strategy follows:
1.
A website exposes its service or goods to its visitors.
2.

The visitor’s potential need to communicate with the website or with other visitors.
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Figure 1: Representation two-ways of communication strategy
Typically, a website visitor might link to an existing website and could write comments
about a product or service. A different visitor can read and respond to the previous
comments. Meantime, website owners can response to both visitors’ comments or improve
their product/service according to the consumers feedback. With this strategy it is expected
that customers’ satisfaction with the website will increase and they might better engage with
the website’s content and service [4].
The characteristics that define and enable website Engagibility are called enablers [3].
Table 1 list some of these enablers.
Table 1: Enablers of website Engagibility
□

Menu Structure

□

User-defined preference

□

Home

□

Email communication

□

Keyword search

□

Comments forum

□

Hyperlinks

□

Chat room

□

Signposting

□

Questions Bulletin Board

□

Data Retrieval

□

Offer a Unique experience

□

Online E-commerce

□

Evoke emotion

These enablers can be measured through a set of criteria that need to be found and counted
[7]. There are approximately 67 different criteria. These criteria are grouped in 10 types of
ratio. Table 2 Quality-of-product ratios (source: Dr Fitzpatrick) lists these ratios and show set
of relevant criteria for each ratio.
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Table 2: Quality-of-product ratios (source: Dr Fitzpatrick)
Criteria
Common
ratio

Navigation
ratio criteria

Counts

Size of active website in KB

SemiAutomatic

Number of active HTML pages in website

SemiAutomatic

Total scanned Web objects in active website

Manual

Number of pages containing site-bound links in website

Manual

Total occurrences of links to Home
Surf ratio

Total occurrences of outbound links in website

Manual

Number of pages containing outbound links

Manual

Activities
ratio criteria

Number of core activity components: □ Contact Us, □
survey/feedback form, □ mailing list/discussion forum, □ site
search, □ bulletin board, □ chat line, □ newsletter, □ e-mail this
page, □ archive retrieval, site □ map.

Manual

Contribution
ratio criteria

Number of content contribution activity components: □ Visitor
Content Management, □ mailing list/Discussion forum, □
others.

Manual

Number of fields in site membership Registration Form

Manual

Number of fields in first-time buyer’s Registration Form

Manual

Number of Add to Basket offers on Home Page

Manual

Number of voice enabled HTML pages in websites

Manual

Number of text colors on Home Page

Manual

Number of fonts on Home Page

Manual

Community
ratio criteria

Number of community activity components: □ Conferencing, □
intranet, □ mailing, □ chat line, □ newsletter, □ newsgroups, □
diary, □ gaming/quiz, □ survey/feedback form, □ guest book

Manual

Competitive
ratio criteria

Number of competitive activity components: □ e-learning, □
Intranet, □ multi-lingual options, □ other sector-specific
activity.

Manual

criteria

Commerce
ratio criteria

Assistive
ratio criteria

The counts at Table 2 can be counted semi-automatically or manually. This paper
describes the process followed to develop a software tool that automatically gathers these
criteria counts.
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Some of the advantages of developing a software tool for automatic criteria measurement
are:
• Reduce cost of testing and building a website;
•
•
•
•

A website can be benchmarked against competitors;
A website could be tested before is launched;
Reduced need to hire people for testing a website through surveys or interviews;
Supports collaboration between managers and designers for improved and faster
design decisions.

3. Requirements to build a software tool to measure design
Section 2 has defined the typical metrics for measuring website design quality. This
section is divided into three subsections. The first 3.1 explain how the software tool measures
five different criteria counts. The second 3.2 lists the software requirements and challenges
overcome to build the software tool and the third 3.3 briefly explain the required architecture
to meet the software requirements.

3.1. How to measure criteria counts
There are 64 different criteria to be measured grouped between 10 different ratios.
The software tool focuses on finding the counts for the following: Common, Navigation
Ratio, Surf Ratio, Activity Ratio and Assistive Ratio. The reason for choosing this set is that
all of these ratios require a different technique to measure the values for their counts. The
remaining criteria can be measured in the future using the same or similar techniques.
From the 64 set of criteria that were previously gathered manually or semi-automatically,
the new application gathers 32 criteria automatically, an improvement of approx. 50%.
The following sections present the different criteria that were included in the measurement
tool and clarify how each count was measured.
3.1.1. Common Criteria
The Common criteria measured were:
• Size of active website;
•
•
•
•

Number of active HTML pages in website;
Number of levels below Home page;
Number of HTML pages at level 0, level 1, level 2, level 3, level 4 and below level 5;
Total occurrences of horizontal menus in site;

•
•

Total occurrences of vertical menus in site;
Total scanned web objects in active site.
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Size of active website: This was calculated as the sum all existing web pages, the size of
images, size of JavaScript and CSS files. The API used was the responsible to determine the
size of every object analyzed.
Number of active HTML pages in website: This was the result of counting the total number
of “text/html” [17] objects found. The “Text/html” value is found under the MIME type [18],
information available on the header of an HTTP request.
HTML pages at every level: The level was determined by analyzing the URL structure. In
most URL’s the level is determined for the number of “slashes” (/). Given any URL, the
software tool counts the number slashes and increments a counter to that level.
To decide the technique to count the total occurrences of horizontal and vertical menus in
an existing website was a challenge because of the nature in which web pages are developed;
the HTML used to build websites’ menus differs between websites. Modern website
development techniques where studied to find a solution.
Web developers use Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) and Document Object Model (DOM)
to give format to web pages content. Using CSS and DOM developers can transverse HTML
pages and access specific sections that are wrapped under a unique ID or name. Typical
sections identified by a unique ID are: top navigation, header menu, footer menu,
breadcrumbs, sidebars or main content. Web Developers are responsible for defining the
unique ID’s that identifies such sections.
Assuming most modern websites are developed using such techniques, the application was
implemented as being able to access the HTML content wrapped within a unique ID.
Using this solution the final software tools follows the logic: the software is launched to
start the process of measuring counts then the application requests the user to input the
unique IDs that identify the horizontal menu and vertical menu. When the unique IDs are
available the software automatically measures the counts within the scope of these two
unique IDs.
Total scanned web object in active site was measured counting the total number of unique
URL’s downloaded. The objects could be HTML pages, JavaScript Files, Images, Sounds
files, Word Documents, PDF files and any other web object that belong to the website.
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3.1.2. Navigation Ratio Criteria
The Navigation Ratio Criteria measured were:
• Number of site bound links from Home page;
•
•
•
•

Total occurrences of site bound links in website;
Number of pages containing site bound links;
Total occurrences of site bound links in horizontal menus;
Total occurrences of site bound links in vertical menus;

•
•
•

Total occurrences of links to Home;
Total occurrences of links to Top;
Number of pages supporting site search engine.

Site bound links are the links that point to other web pages within the same websites. To
identify site bound links the software compares the domain name of a link with the domain
currently being analyzed.
Number of site bound links from Home page - the software simple counts the number of
links on the home page. The home page is the initial URL introduced by the user.
Total occurrences of site bound links in website, is the sum of all unique site bound links
found during the process of analysis.
Number of pages containing site bound links is the sum of all unique pages with site
bound links.
Total occurrences of site bound links in horizontal menus and vertical menus. To identify
the menus the technique described at section 3.1.1 was applied. The total was the sum of
unique site bound links within the identified menus.
Total occurrences of links to Home and Top page were measured analysing the anchor tag
from a hyperlink. The anchor tag is the visible part of a hyperlink. The software analyzes the
anchor tag looking for the keywords “top” and “home”.
Number of pages supporting site search engine, the software identifies the search form
looking for all the forms available on a given web page. For each form the keyword “search”
was search within the form attributes ID, name and action. When found a total counter was
incremented.
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3.1.3. Surf Ratio Criteria
The Surf Ratio Criteria to be measured were:
• Number of outbound links from Home Page;
•
•
•
•

Total occurrences of outbound links in website;
Number of pages containing outbound links;
Total occurrences of outbound links in horizontal menus;
Total occurrences of outbound links in vertical menus.

Outbound links are the links that point to other web sites. The software compares the
domain name of a link with the domain currently being analyzed; if it is different the link is
classified as an outbound link.
Total occurrences of outbound links from Home page, the software counts the number of
outbound links from home page. The home page is the initial URL introduced by the user.
Total occurrences of outbound links in website, it is the sum of all unique outbound links
found during the process of analysis.
Number of pages containing outbound links, it is the sum of all unique web pages with
outbound links.
Total occurrences of outbound links in horizontal menus and vertical menus, As
mentioned in the previous section the menus were identified applying the technique described
at section 3.1.1. The total was the sum of unique outbound links within the identified menus.
3.1.4. Activity Ratio Criteria
Activity Ratio Criteria has one criteria to be measured:
•

Number of core activity components.

The core activity components can be: contact us, feedback form, forum, site search,
newsletter, email this page, archive retrieval and site map. From interviewing professional
web developers and investigating popular websites it was identified that these components
were represented in a form of web pages with a common name that was identifiable at URL.
For instance contact us could be found on the form of contact-us, contact us or contactus,
sample www.site.com/contacus.php. Knowing that fact, the software search for the
components at the URL structure in English language. For the initial software goals searching
for the components at the URL was enough. Future versions might consider analysing HTML
content to identify the core components.
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3.1.5. Assistive Ratio Criteria
The assistive ratio criteria can be grouped in 3 types of components that can be measured
with different techniques: Enable Voice, Images and Images with alt tags and Home Page
colors.
Enable Voice; there were 3 criteria to be measured:
• Number of voice enabled HTML pages in website;
•
•

Number of voice enabled hyperlinks in website;
Number of voice enabled activity components in website.

During research a project was found under the World Wide Web consortium, they are
working in a feature to enable voice browser activity, http://www.w3.org/Voice/. Currently,
this feature has not being embraced by the web community. It wasn’t found implemented.
Future work will consider investigating the use of this tag further.
Images and alt tag, there were two criteria to be measured:
• Number of embedded images in website;
• Number of embedded images in website alt tags.
The technique to measure these count was straightforward. During the process of analysis
the application re-use an existing java API that allows access to images and alt tag
information within a given web page. The API used was HttpUnit,
http://httpunit.sourceforge.net/. The software tool just needed to count the information
extracted from the API to calculate the number of images and the number of images with alt
tags in website.
Home page colors, there are four criteria to be measured on home page:
•
•
•
•

Number of background colours;
Number of text colours;
Number of font sizes;
Number of fonts on Home Page.

Modern web development techniques were used here as well, as explained in section
3.1.1. Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) technology is the most common and standard method to
give colour and shape to a website. CSS can be embedded with the HTML or can be loaded
in a separated file. The application checks both possibilities on the home page. When the CSS
file is stored in a separate file, this must be downloaded before it can be analyzed. The CSS
file and the HTML are parsed and analyzed looking for the correspondent CSS properties.
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The properties analysed were four: background, colour, font-size and font-family. The
information from the CSS is analyzed using regular expressions.

3.2. Software Requirements to Measure Criteria Count
This section explains the software requirements for implementing the techniques to count
the criteria proposed for Engagibility.
When planning to create a software tool that is required for extracting and analyzing
information from an existing website there is a core component to be implemented: a web
crawler. A web crawler is a program that, given one seed URL, downloads the web pages
associated with that URL, extracts any links contained in them, and recursively continues to
download the web pages identified by these links [9]. All URL’s are stored in a relational
database so that they can be used for other components of the application.
In addition to the web crawler, there is second key component: the HTML analyser. This
component is responsible for visiting all web pages found by the web crawler and measuring
the criteria counts according to the techniques described in section 3.1.
The final component is a report system that allows the software users to store the analysis
and access the results anytime. The results are presented in HTML format. Because all results
from the analysis are stored in a relational database and the software has been implemented
using modules other types of reports could be implemented when required.
Building the web crawler module required an extra effort of research and development.
The following section briefly presents the finding during this process.
3.2.1. Web Crawler requirements
The aim of the software tool is to measure the Engagibility criteria counts. For this
purpose the web crawler wasn’t required to analyse a huge amount of web pages per day like
in the case of search engine applications. The aim was to analyze 10 to 20 websites a day. It
didn’t require a scalable crawler that was installed across multiples machines.
There were three areas to be researched before planning and developing a web crawler:
web crawler architecture, web crawler challenges and web crawler algorithms.
Web crawler architecture followed the typical architecture found in the research papers
frontier, history, fetching client and HTML parser [15].
Web crawler challenges: The web crawler didn’t have to support complex and demanding
crawling features like indexing the web. However, developing a web crawler for measuring
design in a single web site (or developing an application to index the web) a web crawler
must consider the challenges: URL normalisation, multi-threading, hyperlink extraction,
detection of duplicate URL’s in the frontier, Maintain frontier in a single machine, spider
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traps, limiting time of an HTTP request, avoiding overloading websites or networks links,
and dealing with huge volumes of data. These challenges have been studied and documented
in authoritative research papers [9][13][14].
Web crawler algorithm: The application implemented the basic one Best-First Schema
web crawler algorithm with a multithreading approach. There are further crawling algorithms
(Naïve Best-First Crawler (Multi-threaded crawler model), Shark Search and Focused
Crawler [15].) but all are variations of the Best-First schema. The difference is in the
heuristics used to choose unvisited URL’s.

3.3. Software Architecture
To have a better understanding of the measurement software tool developed, this section
presents the schema that represents its architecture.

Figure 2: Criteria Analyser, Software Architecture to measure design
Figure 2 shows the software architecture to measure quality of the design. The
components are:
• Getenga: This is the main component. It was developed as independent API module
so that it can be used for external modules like “Desktop UI”. Getenga is composed of
the two sub components:
o Web Crawler: Subsystem responsible for finding a collection of unique URLs in an
existing website.
o HTML analyser: Subsystem responsible for measuring the counts and calculating

•

ratios. It is implemented with all the techniques described in section 3.1.
Data Base System: Subsystem responsible for saving the information produced for the
Web Crawler subsystem and HTML Analyser.
Proxy: External Subsystem software responsible for caching the pages visited for the

•

web crawler. Its purpose is to speed up the HTML analyser. Sample external proxy:
squid-cache proxy.
Logger System: System responsible for logging all system operations into a log file.

•
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•
•

HTTP Unit: Subsystem responsible for establishing connection with remote servers.
Desktop UI: Module responsible for presenting a graphical user interface to support
easy and friendly user interaction with the tool.

4. Modern Criteria Counts: Social Counts
Initial Engagibility criteria counts were defined 9 years ago [5]. Now in 2010 the current
state of the web offers a range of tools to enable Engagibility as never before. These tools
allow visitors to review and rate services, communicate with other visitors through social
networks, forums or configure products according with their preference to enhance on-line
shopping.
These tools belong to the generation of web called, Web 2.0. This concept began with a
brainstorming conference between O’Reilly and MediaLive International. It was used to
identify a set of common characteristics for companies that had survived the collapsed of dotcom between 1998 and 2001 [16].
Since then these new capabilities have been a business revolution on web applications,
websites and social networking. They have changed the manner in which website visitors
communicate with website owners and other visitors. These set of tools [10] are the
candidates to be the new enablers for Engagibility.
Table 3: New social media Engagibility enablers
•

Social Networking

•

Blog Comments

o

Facebook Like button

•

Product reviews

o

Facebook Connect

•

Feeds Subscription (RSS)

o

Tweet this Button

•

Social Bookmarks

o

Share content button

•

Personalised Newsletters

•

Thumbs up/down

•

Videos

•

Blogs

•

Pod Casts

•

Wikis

•

Mobile apps

•

Ratings

•

APIs

Table 3 presents some of the newly identified social media Engagibility Enablers. For
instance “thumbs up/down” is a voting system which will allow visitors to vote positive or
negative for products or services on a website. Over time a product or service might gain
more positive votes than negative, in this case new visitors might trust your products or
service rapidly an engage with your website. This information is not only beneficial for the
end user, it also benefits the website owners, they could find out the proportion of satisfied
and unsatisfied customers with their products and service.
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5. Conclusions
This paper supports an alternative approach to understanding the success of a website by
measuring the quality of a website design rather the traditional metrics of traffic use.
Engagibiliy was the quality factor chosen to measure design. It proposed the “two-ways
communication strategy” where a website exposes its service or goods to its visitors and the
visitor’s potential need to communicate with the website or with other visitor.
The Engagibility quality factor proposed a set of enablers to be measured. A list of these
enablers was presented. These enablers are measured through a defined set of criteria by
establishing counts for those criteria. To measure the counts a set of techniques were
described.
In order to automatically measure the criteria, a software tool was developed. The
software tool focused on establishing the counts for the following: Common criteria,
Navigation Ratio, Surf Ratio, Activity Ratio and Assistive Ratio. The techniques
implemented to measure the counts for each ratio are explained. A brief introduction of the
three-software architecture was described: Web Crawler, HTML analyser and Report System.
The final section of the paper proposes a preliminary set of new Engagibility enablers for
which design metrics can be defined. These are dictated by modern social media
considerations. “Thumbs up/down” and “Facebook Connect” are two examples of these new
enablers.
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Measuring Software Development Processes with Six Sigma
Thomas Fehlmann

Abstract
While there is a vivid discussion and a bunch of literature available on software metrics
and measurement programmes, surprisingly many authors still ignore the emerging businessprocess management methodology Design for Six Sigma (DfSS). DfSS is used whenever the
production process to be measured first needs to be designed and thus cannot be executed for
measurement and analysis purposes.
This is typically the case for software processes. They are executed once, and the results
are the final output. Software is therefore not suitable to the statistical methods used for
predicting manufacturing processes; each software development project is more or less
unique. Nevertheless, we can measure software processes and predict the outcome of a
software project using DfSS. It uses linear Transfer Functions that transform measurements
done for process controls into metrics for process output.
This paper aims at explaining the measurement programme needed for DfSS in software
development, and what kind of predictions are possible based on Six Sigma Transfer
Functions.

1. Introduction
Six Sigma is about reducing defect density in production processes to a predictable level.
Originally, Six Sigma had been devised for manufacturing processes, but meanwhile Six
Sigma professionals have learned how to apply the Six Sigma principles, methods and tools
to a much wider range of industry applications.
However, while Defining the scope, Measuring production processes, Analyse root causes
for defects, Improve the process step by step, and thus better Controlling the production
process (DMAIC) is well known and established in various industries, discussions persist
how to apply Six Sigma in processes that cannot be run for measurement purposes only.
While we can manufacture an extra batch of hardware with the aim of measuring the process,
requiring only a small investment, we cannot develop new software products simply for
measuring the process control parameters needed for doing it right.
Moreover, processes closely related to software development produce output which by
itself is difficult to measure. Sales processes, market communication processes, proposal and
contract evaluation in the software industry are among those. They create expectations that
impact the creation of software. We can measure functional size but not overall quality – only
certain qualities such as ease-of-use, or ergonomic maturity.
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Six Sigma uses the “Design for Six Sigma” (DfSS) approach for designing products and
processes that deliver within predictable tolerance limits. The method used in DfSS is Quality
Function Deployment (QFD) [2]. QFD identifies the controls in a process that are critical for
the quality of the response of the process [7], and constructs the Transfer Function that maps
controls into the process response, the output. The relationship between controls and
responses is described in a matrix. Such matrices correspond to linear mappings between
different domain areas, the vector space of controls and the vector space of responses. Linear
algebra is applicable [9].
Many adoptions of Six Sigma today use the Lean Six Sigma paradigm. Lean tolerates no
waste and no defects. Identified defects are immediately addressed, following the Toyota
“Stop the Line” principle, as explained for software in [16]. “Stop-the-line” means that if
bugs occur, they must be fixed immediacy. Bugs are not tolerated; the bug list remains empty
all over the development cycle. This paper explains how to use measurement to become lean.

2. Transfer Functions
Transfer functions map process controls into process responses. Both controls and
responses are vectors in a multidimensional event space; usually the space of stated
requirements for the process. Requirements have a value; they are more or less important.
Requirements should be orthogonal to each other, that is, one requirements value should not
depend from other requirements’ values. However, requirements can compensate each other:
if one requirement cannot be fulfilled, it might be replaced by another requirement that has
similar effect on the process response. Moreover, requirements can contradict each other, in
which case solutions must balance them out in an optimal way. Requirements are categorised
into Domain Areas, thus separating business driver requirements from technical solutions
presented as use cases, or in turn from feature requirements or quality requirements.

2.1. Calculating Transfer Functions
The profile of the process response requirements usually is known; either customers, users
of the process output – or product management – have specific requirements. Some of these
requirements are “must” requirements: they are uncritical for success of the project, because
they simply have to be fulfilled, at minimum cost. For instance, if the customer wants a car
for driving, the car needs an engine that works; this is a “must” requirement. Whether the car
is driven by gas, horse, or electrical power might be up to customer’s preferences and his or
her particular needs. The cost and the quality aspects of the driving system depend from the
choice of engine, not from the functional fact that the engine drives the car.
Uncritical control requirements have an indiscriminate impact on the response. When
looking at the transfer function, they can be left away; they would not impact the process
response in the sense that they would not change the relative value of other requirements.
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Critical control requirements – such as the choice of engine – have specific impact on cost
but also on other process responses, such as velocity or maximum reach of the car. Transfer
Functions need only to look for critical requirements, both for the response and the controls,
see [7]. Commonly in Six Sigma, the control vector is called the x, and the response vector
the y. If T denotes the transfer function,
T (x) = y
describes the transfer function of the process, mapping critical requirements for the
controls into requirements for the response.

2.2. Predicting Controls
Transfer functions map controls into responses – not the other way round. Since responses
are typically known first, before the relevant critical controls, predicting the critical controls
is a relevant issue for understanding transfer functions for processes.
In a QFD workshop, experts try to predict the impact of controls for each response. A
QFD moderator leads the workshop and accommodates different viewpoints of the stakeholder groups. Some stakeholders in the workshop represent the expected response and the
relevant controls for each domain area.
Unfortunately, what QFD delivers is not the transfer function T but its transpose T T. The
QFD method calculates the control profile by multiplying y with the columns of T , thus
effectively calculating x = T T(y), whereas the transfer function from the x into the y requires
matrix multiplication with the rows of T. Thus T (x) = y’, or T (T T(y)) = y’, but y ≠ y’.
The question is, how far away is y’ from y? Since both y’ and y are vectors in the same
vector space – the requirements for the responses – its distance can be calculated as the usual
distance between vectors: || y – y’ || is called the Convergence Gap for the controls x and the
planned response y. If this gap is small enough, x is a valid solution for the controls; if not,
valid controls must be found by innovation. The convergence gap is the metrics needed for
measuring whether the result of software development meets customer’s expectation.

3. A Structured Approach to Software Measurement
Software development is knowledge acquisition about the topics in the domain field, up to
a level of details such that an electronic computing machine understands the process in full.

3.1. The Deming Value Chain for Software Development
The Deming Value Chain has been proposed by Prof. Deming in the Thirties of the 20th
century, and promoted by Prof. Akao, the co-founder of QFD, under the name of
“Comprehensive QFD” [2]. It today serves as a model for requirements elicitation in software
projects.
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BD → VoC

BD → LT

Voice of the
Customer (VoC)

Competitive
Analysis (LT)

#Opinion polls

#Market Share

Realisation
Decision

CT → BD

UC → BD
Business
Drivers (BD)

Enablers

Acceptance
Test (CT)
#Bugs

CtQ → BD

AT → UC
Use Cases
(UC)
#Cfsu

Critical to
Quality (CtQ)

Application
Test (AT)

#Process Maturity

#Bugs

B→A

Responses (A) &
Controls (B)
#Metric

= Deming Process

= Transfer Function

= Domain Areas

= Knowledge Acquisition Direction

= Metric

= Control possible by Six Sigma Metrics

Figure 1: Deming Value Chain for Software Domain Areas
In this simplified view (Figure 1), Voice of the Customer and Competitive Analysis
decision metrics for understanding Business Drivers (BD) – following Denney’s terminology
[8] – are shown on the upper left hand side. On the left bottom, enabler’s processes deal with
the quality aspects in business and software development process excellence, mapping
Critical to Quality (CtQ) parameters to business drivers. However, when contracting
software, the centre piece is the transfer function between Use Cases (UC) and business
drivers. We abbreviate this as UC Æ BD.

3.2. Defining Business Drivers (BD)
Without professional decision knowledge acquisition processes, what will developers
know about business drivers? Six Sigma provides methods and tools that help to understand
business drivers well enough to make them the decision criteria for the development process.
For more detail on decisions metrics, see e.g. [12].
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3.3. Defining Knowledge Acquisition for Realisation
The rightmost matrices reflect Verification and Validation: Transfer functions that map
Test Cases into Use Cases and business drivers, abbreviated as AT Æ UC, and acceptance
testing to business drivers CT Æ BD. Figure 1 is the blueprint for knowledge acquisition in
software development. Measuring software development process controls allows predicting
the process’ output
In the view given in Figure 1, the following transfer functions are shown:
•
•
•

UC Æ BD, explaining which use cases impact business drivers;
AT Æ UC, the application test showing test coverage for the use cases;
CT Æ BD, the acceptance test showing test coverage for business drivers.

The rightmost matrices, AT Æ UC and CT Æ BD, reflect verification and validation:
transfer functions that map test cases into use cases and business drivers.

4. Collecting Data while Developing Software
For the following, we assume the software development use the Rational Unified Process
(RUP) [15]. However, the approach works as well for agile software development, see e.g.
[6], [13], [16], where it originates. Adepts of agile replace use case by User Story, and the
framework works as well for agile project planning and time-box iterations.

4.1. The Buglione-Trudel Working Items Matrix for Software Development
The Buglione-Trudel Working Items Matrix – the name originates from highly valuable
discussions at the IWSM/MetriKon/Mensura conference in Stuttgart 2010 [3] – combines the
QFD Matrix UC Æ BD with Work Items in the software development plan.
All work items identified in the project plan need being completed for finishing the
product, except some work items with low priority that sometimes can be postponed.
The two parts of the matrix are:
• First, the cells in the upper part of the matrix – the original QFD matrix UC à BD –
contain critical quality or non-functional requirements that impact the business
drivers. Their functional size according ISO/IEC 19761 COSMIC typically is zero but
can be higher. The value of the matrix cells is calculated according a simple scheme:
o High impact on a business driver gives six points;
o Medium impact yields three points, and
o Low impact yields one point.
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•

Second, the cells in the lower part of the Buglione-Trudel matrix contain the
functional work items for the developers. All these are contained in a single row of
the matrix. These work items have a functional size assigned to them but are
uncritical requirements for the transfer function – functionality simply must work as
expected. Each work item represents one or more data movement, thus it has a
functional size, one Cfsu or more.
6
3
1

= Work Item with strong impact on business driver
= Work Item with medium impact on business driver
= Work Item with weak impact on business driver
= Work Item with no impact on any particular business driver

Business
Drivers

Work Items

Planned Response /
Achieved Response

y1
y2
y3
y4
Convergence Gap

Use Case
Priorities

0.04

Functional
Work Items
Functional Size:

23 Cfsu
Use Cases

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

Figure 2: The Buglione-Trudel Matrix for Software Project Planning & Tracking
Each work item carries effort, and also change and refactoring information, as shown in
Figure 3. Work items may have no specific impact on business drivers; also, one work item
can have impact at different strengths on different business drivers and thus it might appear
in more than one cell in the matrix. Regarding effort, it counts once.
The priorities of the work items are calculated by summing up the weighted impact per
column. This is the multiplication of expected response profile by the transposed matrix. The
convergence gap indicates whether the development effort will meet customer expectations.
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4.2. Work Items
Each cell of the Buglione-Trudel matrix contains zero to many work items; a zoom into a
sample work item object is visualised in Figure 3.
Each work item has a progress status according the “Six Step to Completion” method.

Work Item for User Story x1
f1,1: Enter Book Title

Functional

Description

Business



Size:

1 x refactored
1
Hours

Impact:

Test is Draft is Review
Ready Ready Done

Planned: 6

Finalized

Actual: 10

Appro- Ready
ved for Use

Change: 3

Create input form for entering
• Book Title
• Author
• Publisher
• ISDN
• Media type
• Maximum number of matches
The results are the retrieved input strings.

Figure 3: Sample Work Item
According this progress measurement method, each work item runs through six stages:
• Test is Ready stage: Is problem understood and has a unit test been written?
• Draft is Ready stage: does a full draft solution exist? i.e., is code completed?
•
•
•
•

Review Done stage: has code been checked whether it meets expectations?
Finalised stage: usually, something is left for improvement.
Approved stage: the team and management agree that the work is done.
Ready for Use stage: other programmers or users rely on the Work Item.

Status flags can be blank, red, yellow, or green. Green indicates the stage as completed;
work in progress is yellow; blocked steps are marked red, and blank steps are not yet started.
Defining Six Steps to Completion standards enables measuring the software process. The
method to determine when a work item is finished is effort-independent, and defects can be
distinguished from mistakes. A defect is identified when the work item needs refactoring
after being set into the status “Ready for Use”. In this case, all progress statuses will be reset
to yellow. Even if a second round is done faster than the initial, it is a measurable defect in
the sense of Lean Six Sigma. If we are not adopting Lean and just skip over identified
defects, we might not be able to predict defect density at the end.
Furthermore, the work item object contains planned, actual and change effort. Planned
effort results from the project planning process; in Agile the Planning Poker [6], more
reliable is the ISBSG database [5] or estimation tools based on parametrical models.
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Usually, actual effort will be different from planned effort. Change effort is needed for
understanding missing requirements and fixing bugs. We are interested in how much time the
development team spends with acquiring additional knowledge and learn about the true
requirements and system constraints. If change effort remains small, this is an indication that
the problem hasn’t yet been understood in full, in most cases. The learning curve is likely to
grow later in the development project [10].

4.3. Testing Work Items

Work Item for Test Story t1
t1,1: Enter Title String

Tests: x1,6; x3,1

Description

Test Script Data Test
Ready Ready Ready exec’d

0 x refactored
Test Days
Planned: 3

Test Story

Expected Result per Test Case

User wants to enter text string; avoiding control
characters and buffer overflow, for security concerns

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Actual:

Test Ready
valid for Rel.

Change:

Accepted: characters a-z; A-Z; digits 0-9, hyphen, comma,
semicolon, colon, exclamation and question mark
All variants thereof in UTF-8, i.e., all diacritical characters, ¿, ¡,
all Unicode Hex 0020 – FB02, except * (002A)
The star * (002A) is the wildcard, i.e., it matches strings of any
length
All other characters are ignored except carriage return / line feed
(000A, 000C) that end all input
The maximum input length is 128 characters; end of line is
assumed if exceeded; subsequent chars are read but ignored

Developer’s Comments

Observed Result per Test Case

add 1) …
add 2) …
add 3) …
add 4) …
add 5) …

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

…
…
…
…
…

Importance:

; Critical  Essential  High

Rating:

 OK  P5  P4  P3  P2  P1

Tester:

<Enter your name here>

Date:

<Enter last test date here>

Figure 4: Sample Testing Work Item
Similar to work items, we also define Test Items. They don’t belong to the BuglioneTrudel matrix but to the respective cells of the AT Æ UC or the CT Æ BD test coverage
matrices. They too record planned and actual effort, assigned to the test item, as well as an
indicator of the change effort needed when adapting the test case to new insights that had
been gained during the software development and testing process.
Test items also have a completion status, need effort, and undergo changes, caused by bug
fixes or new insights, just as any other work item. Sample Six Steps to Completion criteria
for test items read as follows:
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•
•
•

Test is Ready – Test Idea is ready and specified;
Test Script is Ready – either for manual or automated execution;
Test Data are Ready – either dummy stubs or data from other processes;

•
•
•

Test has been Executed – no failure when executing the test;
Test has been Validated – the test results are valid, whether bugs found or not;
Ready for Release – Test executed without findings.

Tests can also be defective and therefore might have a refactoring count as well. Failed
tests, in the sense of tests that produce a finding for one or more work item, may cause
refactoring counts increased on those work items. However, if findings are below priority 2,
we may decide not to put the corresponding work item on refactoring.

4.4. The Testing Matrices
6
3
1

User
Stories

= Test Item with strong impact on User Story
= Test Item with medium impact on User Story
= Test Item with weak impact on User Story
= Test Item with no impact on any particular User Story

Test Items

Priorities

Functional
Size

x1

5 Csfu

x2

3 Csfu

x3

7 Csfu

x4

4 Csfu

x5

4 Csfu

Expected /
Achieved Response

Convergence Gap!

Test Story
Effectiveness

0.14

Refactoring Count

5

2

6

3

8

Test
Stories

t1

t2

t3

t4

t5

Figure 5: Test Coverage Matrix with Test Metrics
The test items belong to the AT Æ UC matrix. This is the next matrix in the Deming
Chain. The expected response of the transfer function is the test intensity for each use case.
The transfer function maps the test stories – as controls – on user stories, thus the test stories
are the controls for use case coverage through tests. The elements in the matrix cells are work
items within that test story, as shown in Figure 4 above.
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As before, a test story can have multiple work items with impact on one or more user
stories, and the impact itself may vary as well.
Again, we use a similar display for the AT Æ UC matrix, with the test items placed into
the matrix cells. We can evaluate this matrix and calculate the test effectiveness for each test
story, identify whether test stories are missing for full test coverage, and compare the
response of our actual testing approach with the expected response.
For the expected response of the test coverage process, two profiles are relevant:
• Expected test coverage according priorities, from the Buglione-Trudel matrix;
• Expected test coverage according Functional Size, from structure diagrams.
Multiplying these two for getting the expected response reinforces the importance for
testing user stories if both their size and priority is high, and lowers it if not much
functionality is involved. Whether this is appropriate might depend from their cost impact.
An additional option is to combine quality (non-functional) work items for the expected
test coverage response; however, it is difficult to argue how quality aspects relate to defect
density, as most defects are related to functionality alone.
The controls’ profile indicates how much each test story contributes to finding defects.
This is called Test Story Effectiveness and calculated per column as before, when predicting
use case priorities:
• Impact of test items on user stories, times functional size times priorities.
Testing Effectiveness is the amount of priority-weighted functional size, times the usage
intensity of this functionality when executed. The application test coverage results from
multiplying the test item impact with the test story effectiveness row by row. The related
transfer function can be predicted based on functional size and use case priority. This notion
of test coverage is independent from code; it serves both model-driven approaches and cloud
computing, unlike traditional definitions.
The convergence gap indicates as before, whether the selected test stories are capable of
finding the mistakes in the use case implementations.

4.5. Predicting Refactoring Count
In Six Sigma, we don’t count bugs, but we are interested in the number of work and test
items that needed refactoring. This count is readily available and provides interesting insights
into test effectiveness. If the need for refactoring was distributed equally, then we can expect
that the profile for refactoring resembles the profile for test story effectiveness.
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If not, then the following questions can be asked:
• Are bugs unequally distributed?
• Are tests not good enough?
•

Are impacts not correct?

It is like any measure indicating an unexpected measurement: it does not necessarily
predict catastrophic situations. However, it hints at special situations. It is up to the process
responsible to decide whether, and what corrective actions must be taken.

4.6. Data Collection
Placing the work item objects into matrices visualises measurements for all stakeholders.
Adding or removing work items is immediately evident for each member of the development
team; thus the measurements are closely related to people’s work. The Buglione-Trudel
Matrix provides the level of measurement detail and precision needed for accurate cost and
defect density estimates.

5. Predictions
5.1. Predicting Cost – Parametric View
Cost depends not from functional work items alone – efforts needed for meeting business
drivers’ requirements by quality work items contribute as well to cost, quite often equally or
even more than the functional work items. This cannot be predicted from the functional size
alone. Parametric approaches to project cost estimations dealt with these quality requirements
by adding an industry factor, or some sort of domain complexity index. Such indices were
found using benchmark data and statistical analysis.
Recently, a Software Benchmarking committee of the GUFPI-ISMA has undertaken new
work for understanding the taxonomy of productivity factors [17]. These factors can be used
to predict what Boehm [4] called Cost Drivers; i.e., the generalised form of business drivers
in specific projects. Thus, if the total impact of quality work items is predictable, total effort
and thus cost of software project can be predicted in reasonable well accuracy – we can even
expect that the precision level of the forecast will continually improve with the duration of
the project since forecast and actual measurement uses the same concepts: What is needed to
meet specific business drivers? Thus, the predicted cost of a software project depends from
the customer’s business. Cost prediction based on cost drivers has been proposed in [11]
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5.2. Predicting Cost – Work Item Prediction View
The Buglione-Trudel Matrix allows predicting total cost quite accurately. It corresponds to
predictions based on the work breakdown structure in traditional project management. Once
all work items are known, effort can be predicted by summing up all estimates per column in
the Buglione-Trudel Matrix. It works for agile and traditional approaches alike.
Note that the QFD technique allows predicting the Buglione-Trudel matrix before all work
items are known, using standard QFD workshop techniques. Experts assign each cell in the
matrix an impact prediction value: High (9), medium (3), or low (1), depending how much
impact the use case has on the respective business driver, indicating for high, medium, or low
amount of work. This is also a prediction for how many work items are needed, because the
impact work has in a knowledge acquisition undertaking is closely related to effort.
Thus, the QFD matrix in the planning phase complements cost prediction. Since the
functional size per use case is known, weighting the functional size with the use case priority
profile reflects the distribution of cost per use case throughout the development project. As a
result, each use case has different costs per function point assigned.

5.3. Predicting Defect Density
Defect density predictions based on transfer functions has also be proposed already some
time ago [10]. There the sequence of transfer functions needed for the prediction was given,
but it was left open with which data to start. Now, based on the measurement programme the
defects encountered during the development process is counted and plotted against time.
The initial usage intensity is measured by the amount of functional size times the number
of times this functionality is executed. This is the testing effectiveness.

5.4. Predicting Customer Satisfaction
The most difficult challenge when developing software is resolved with the BuglioneTrudel matrix: predicting customer satisfaction after software delivery. Under condition that
change in market environment, or economic factors like economic expansion or recession,
are excluded, the transfer function that maps business drivers into market share (BD Æ LT)
or business drivers into Voice of the Customer (BD Æ VoC) ensures market success as well
as customer satisfaction.
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5.5. Contracting for IT Projects
The framework is strict enough to allow for contracts not only specifying cost per
Function Point, but also the admissible Convergence Gap against stated customer
requirements for business drivers. It allows project sponsors to validate that work was spent
towards the stated goals of the project, not to something else that’s not in the project focus.
Any such contractual obligation obviously would require transparency of the detail
planning process and involvement of the sponsor, or project owner. This is highly beneficial
for all parties involved, and could be used to avoid wasting time and money when developing
software, true Lean Six Sigma for Software, in the sense as proposed by Poppendieck [16].
Based on measurements, software development can adopt the “Stop-the-Line” policy against
wasting time and effort in useless sizing exercises, carrying over long bug lists, and work not
adding value to the agreed business drivers. Moreover, the Convergence Gap, applied to
finished work items only, indicates when a project is ready to go into production.

6. Conclusion
The concept of transfer functions is very powerful, and easily adaptable to software
development, and in particular to measuring software processes. We have shown how to
structure a software development process measurements programme that implements the
Deming Value Chain, and this measurement programme has worked in practice very well,
even if the theory behind transfer functions is still under development and probably not yet
fully understood in IT project management practice.
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Empirical investigation of selected software review process
variables: results from a case study
Rob Kusters, Jos Trienekens

Abstract
This paper presents the results of a statistical analysis on real-life data from an industrial
software development company in The Netherlands. The data have been collected from the
actual review processes which have been carried out in the context of quality assurance
regarding the software products and software processes. The goal of this research project is
to get more insight in the efficiency and effectiveness of the review processes. Based on
questions from the software management in the company, and on findings as reported in
literature, three review process variables have been defined, respectively the review size, the
review speed and the review team size. Based on a statistical analysis of the data interesting
insights have been gained in the review process, some selected statements from literature
have been validated, and recommendations have been given to improve the review process.

1. Introduction
Software engineering is the application of a systematic, disciplined and quantifiable
approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of software. It surrounds
techniques and procedures, often regulated by a software development process, with the
purpose of improving the quality, e.g. the reliability and maintainability of software systems.
The effort is required by the potential complexity of the systems, which may contain hundred
thousands of lines of code (DeMarco, 1999). One of the most important quality assurance
activities regarding the software development process and the product quality is the software
review process. Review processes are aimed at a prevention and (preferably early) detection
of defects in both the intermediate products (e.g. specifications, design) and the final software
products (e.g. code).
The goal of this research project is to get more insight in the effectiveness of review
processes, and to improve or optimise them. Based on questions from software management
in the software development company, and on findings on review effectiveness as reported in
literature, three review variables have been identified, respectively the review size, the
review speed and the review team size.
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The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 gives some background information
regarding the software development process, software defects and the review process. Section
3 addresses data collection in software development and Section 4 describes the selected
review process variables and accompanying research questions. In section 5 selected results
from the statistical analysis are presented and discussed. Section 6 finalises this paper with
conclusions and future work to be done.

2. Background
In this section we will give some information about the context of the review process, i.e.
the software development process, and the need for reviewing. I.e. the detection of software
defects.

2.1. Software development
The V-Model shows the different phases of the development of software products and the
associated phases of verification and validation. Figure 1 shows that verification and
validation is carried out in the right part of the V-model and in each phase of it, respectively
in the conceptual phase, the requirements and architecture phase and in the detailed design
phase. The software review process is one of the most well-known verification and validation
processes (Softdevteam, 2006).

Figure 1: The V-Shape model (Softdevteam, 2006)
The quality of software products is difficult to be measured quantitatively. Measurement is
very labour-intensive, in particular at the end of the software development process. Therefore
the objective of software management is to monitor and control software product quality
during the whole life cycle. Monitoring and control is often carried out on the basis of
software reviews processes.
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2.2. Software defects and the importance of reviews
A defect is any unintended characteristic that impairs the utility or worth of an item, or
any kind of shortcoming, imperfection, or deficiency. We will define a software defect to be
any flaw or imperfection in a software work product. These definitions have been transferred
to the field of software engineering by various authors (Kanem et al, 2001) and (Ghezzit et al,
2003). In (DeMarco, 1999) a difference between bugs and defects is discussed. “A bug is
called something that crawls of its own volition into your code and maliciously messes things
up, and even he thinks that: to a certain extent the bugs are cute for developers. Bugs could
happen to anyone, on the other hand a defect is your own damned fault”.
Software defects include all defects that have been encountered or discovered by
reviewing intermediate products during the development or during the operation of a final
software product. We mention here three types of defects. Requirements defect: A mistake
made in the definition or specification of the customer needs, i.e. the concept of operations
phase, for a software product. This includes defects found in functional specifications;
interface, design, and test requirements; and specified standards. Design defect: A mistake
made in the design of a software product, i.e. in the requirements and architecture phase. This
includes defects found in functional descriptions, interfaces, control logic, data structures,
error checking, and standards. Code defect: A mistake made in the implementation or coding
of a program, i.e. in the detailed design phase. This includes defects found in program logic,
interface handling, data definitions, computation, and standards.
In (Gilb, 2004) a review is defined as: “any process of human examination of ideas with
defined purposed and defined standards of inquiry”. Review is an effective but also
expensive quality assurance activity with the aim of finding defects during the process to
avoid becoming defects after the delivery of the software. The benefit of these inspections is
to discover defects as soon as possible so that they do not spread to the next phase in the
software development life cycle, because fixing defects when a product is delivered can be
50-100 times more expensive than during a development process (Biffl and Halling, 2003). In
various research publications different variables of review processes have been discussed,
and questions about their optimal values. Some examples of these variables and questions
are:
•
•
•

The review size, e.g. what is an optimal size of a review document?
The speed of a review, e.g. how fast / slow should a review team carry out the work?
The team size (number of review participants/time invested), e.g. what is the optimal
number of reviewers in a team?
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This type of review variables have a considerable impact on the review effectiveness and
the cost-benefit balance of review activities (Aurum et al, 2002). However, only few studies
have been carried out on the basis of a statistical analysis of well-collected real-life data of
the review process.

3. Review process data
Our research is based on data collected from the software development processes of a
large industrial company in The Netherlands, that develops and produces electronic consumer
products. The collected data is presented in the form of so-called ‘snapshots’ taken weekly
from a database with well-defined and well–structured data from the review process. A
snapshot is a copy of the actual data collection at a particular point in time. Regarding the
snapshot data a well-structured database has been developed. The data have already been
used successfully in different types of research projects, see e.g. (Ahogado, 2009),
(Samalikova et al, 2010).

3.1. Review process variables
The data comes from review processes which are carried out in each of the phases of the
software development cycle. Every review process is carried out by a review team, e.g. in
accordance with (Gilb and Graham, 1993). The data contains all kinds of information (data
elements) about the review process, such as the review initiation date, the closure date, the
number of participants (in a review team), the major defects found, the minor defects found,
the review document unit (lines or pages), etc.
In this research some additional ‘compound’ variables have been defined on the basis of
the review data elements mentioned, in order to analyze more aspects of the review process.
We will address this further in Section 5, in the analysis and results section. These additional
‘compound’ variables are respectively:
•
•
•

Total defects Æ The sum of the major defects and the minor defects.
Time or inspection duration Æ The subtraction between the closure date and the
initiation date. (time spent in a review).
Inspection rate Æ The division between the number of pages of a document reviewed

•
•

(the review size) and the time spent on the review (also called the speed of the
review).
Preparation rate Æ The average effort spent per page on the preparation of a review
Defect Density Æ The division between the number of defects found and the number

•

of pages reviewed.
Effectiveness Æ The number of defects found per staff time. In a formula:
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3.2. Selected review process variables and research questions
In this research project the focus will be on three variables of the review process,
respectively the review document size, the review speed and the review team size.
The review size
“Large documents appear to have been inspected at a high number of pages per hour. The
defect density (defects per page) for such documents appears to be lower. While a number of
explanations could be put forward, my favoured one is that people find it hard to check and
Inspect large documents, which leads to a ‘let’s get on with it’ attitude” (Gilb and Graham,
1993). Based on this statement a number of questions can be formulated, such as:
• Q1: What is the relation between the number of pages reviewed (per time unit) and
•
•

the size of the document?
Q2: What is the relation between the number of defects found per page (i.e. the defect
density) and the size of the document?
Q3: What is the relation between the cost of the review and the size of the document?

The review speed (or inspection rate)
“The defect density drops sharply with the increase in material coverage, reinforcing the
message ‘go slow’”, (Gilb and Graham, 1993). So, reviewing long documents can lead to
decreasing numbers of defects found. Based on this statement the following research
questions can be derived:
• Q4: What is the relation between the review speed (inspection rate) and the number of
defects found?
•

Q5: What is the difference between major and minor defect detection, in relation to
the review speed?

The review team size
In (Gilb and Graham, 1993) it is suggested that four people could form a good-sized
inspection team. This is confirmed by (Shiwei, 2009) who state that four person teams are
more effective and efficient than three person teams. In (Biffl and Halling, 2003) the
following information is given: “For a given inspection duration there is a team size that
maximises the net gain of the inspection. The diminishing added defect detection
effectiveness per added inspector will at some point let the associated benefit fall to the level
of added cost for this inspector”. On the basis of these findings and statements the following
research questions can be formulated:
•
•

Q6: what is the relation between the number of defects found and the team size?
Q7: what is the optimal team size for an effective review team?
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4. Review data analysis and results
In this section the results will be presented of the statistical analysis on the collected data
regarding the review size, the review speed and the review team size.

4.1. Review variable 1: the review size
The first relation to be analyzed is the relation between the review time and the document
size (Research question Q1, see section 3.2). The aim is to determine whether reviewers go
faster / slower when they have to review shorter / larger documents. For this analysis we have
created the compound variable ‘Inspection rate’ which consists of the number of pages
reviewed per time unit.

Figure 2: Inspection Rate (# pages/ time unit) against the review Size (# pages)
Figure 2 shows a positive correlation between the two variables. However, there is not a
proportional increase of the time allocated in a review when the size of a document increases.
The results of the regression analysis also confirm that when the size of a document
increases, the time allocated per page decreases. The regression is significant (p-value<0)
with a high correlation between variables (R-Sq(adj.)=40,4%).
Next we have analyzed the relation between the size of a review document and the number
of defects found per page (Research question Q2, see section 4). To analyze this relation the
compound variable ‘Defect Density’ has been defined as the number of defects found divided
by the unit size (in number of pages). Figure 3 shows the result.
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Figure 3 shows a decrease of the ‘Defect Density’ when the size of a review document
increases, until it reaches a certain point (i.e. around 40 pages) and then stays rather constant.

Figure 3: Defect Density (# defects / # pages) - document Size (# pages)
This means that when the number of pages in a review increases, the quality of the result
(the review document and/or the software product) will decrease (because less defects per
page are found). The statistical analysis details are: a good correlation coefficient (Rsq(adj)=14,5%) and significance. For the next analysis (research question Q3, see section
3.2) we defined the compound variable ‘Preparation rate’. The ‘Preparation rate’ shows the
average effort spent per page on the preparation of the review (which can be considered as an
important cost aspect of a review). The aim is to get insight into how the cost of a review
evolves in the case that more pages are reviewed. Figure 4 shows the result.

Figure 4: Preparation Rate (effort spend in the preparation / # pages) - the Size (# pages)
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Figure 4 shows a clearly increase of the effort spent in the preparation of a review when
the size of a document increases. This can be interpreted as that an increase in the number of
pages to be reviewed will lead to higher costs per page (i.e. a higher preparation rate). The
statistical analysis details are: a good correlation between the variables Preparation time and
Review Size (R-Sq(adj)=48% and P-value<0,05).
Summarizing we can conclude in this subsection that it is beneficial, from different
perspectives, to review short documents. From the perspective of the time spend on a review
we conclude that an increasing review size leads to less time spent on a review (which
influences negatively the number of defects found, and the quality of a software document ).
From the perspective of review costs we conclude that a larger size leads (proportionally) to
higher review costs.

4.2. Variable 2: the review speed (inspection rate)
To check the relation between the Inspection rate and the number of defects found
(research question Q4, see section 3.2), we made use of the numbers of defects found per
page (the Defect Density). Figure 5 shows that the faster a page is reviewed less defects per
page are found. The Defect Density decreases faster in the beginning until we arrive at an
Inspection rate of 1-2 pages per time unit. At an Inspection rate between 2 and 3 pages a
more constant Defect Density occurs. Statistical analysis details: a significance of the
regression analysis with a p-value =0,00, R-Sq(adj.)= 16,3%).

Figure 5: Defect Density (# defects/# pages) - Inspection Rate (# pages/time unit)
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This analysis result confirms the statement of (Gilb and Graham, 1993) regarding the
review speed. Although more pages or lines have to be reviewed: ‘go slow’, or do not
allocate less time to a document. The higher the Inspection rate the less defects will be found
(which will decrease the quality of the document and finally the quality of the software
product).
To investigate the curve in Figure 5 further we carried out the following analysis (to
answer research question Q5, see section 3.2). We divided Total defects into Minor and
Major defects, respectively the less important defects and the most important defects that are
found in a review. The aim of this analysis is to determine whether the review speed
influences the finding of different types (i.e. minor and major) defects in a review. In the
following Figures we show some interesting differences between the minor defects and the
major defects found in relation to the Inspection rate.

Figure 6: Density of the Minor defects (# minor defects/# pages) - the Inspection rate (#
pages/time unit)
Figure 6 shows that the Minor Defect Density decreases fast with an increase of the
Inspection rate (from 0 to 1,5 pages per time unit). This can be interpreted as follows. When
reviewers have to review faster, they will pay less attention to minor defects reducing the
number by 43%. This percentage is calculated on the basis of the inspection rate (=0) and the
Minor Defect Density =0,7, and an inspection rate (=1,5-2) and a Minor Defect Density =0,4
(so: (0,7-0,4)/0,7).
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In the next Figure 7 we carried out the same analysis for the major defects.

Figure 7: Density of the Major defects (# major defects / # pages) - the Inspection Rate (#
pages/unit time).
The relation between the Major Defect density and the Inspection rate follows is a quite
constant one. With respect to the curve from Figure 7, the strong decrease in the beginning
and later the constant values can also be explained by Figure 7. The explanation is that in the
beginning the curve in Figure 6 drops very fast because reviewers are much more focused on
finding major defects than on finding the minors.
Summarizing it has become clear that the review speed has a significant effect on the
number of defects found. So the time allocated per page in a review has to be determined
carefully. Further we found that when reviewers are reviewing faster they are more focused
on finding the major defects (probably taking less care of finding the minor defects).

4.3. Review variable 3: the number of participants in a review
To answer research question Q6 (see section 3.2) we analyzed the relation between the
number of defects found and the team size. The result is shown in Figure 8. The regression
curve first increases till 10-12 people, and then decreases. This confirms earlier research
results that adding more people to a review team does not mean that more defects will be
found (Biffl and Halling, 2003).
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Figure 8: Total Defects (# defects) - the Team Size (# participants) (cubic approximation)
Interesting in Figure 8 is that there exist a broad range of values for the number of
participants in review teams in the industrial company. Normally, the recommended team
size is between 4-6 (see section 2). From the data from our company the team size can
increase till 15! Statistical analysis details: significance (p-value<0), and a high correlation
between the variables (R-sq(adj)=24%).
To answer question Q7, see section 3.2, and to find the optimum number of participants
(i.e. the review team size) we have to focus on the balance between benefits and costs of a
review. Therefore we investigated the relation between the Defect detection effectiveness
(benefits) and the team size (costs). The Defect detection effectiveness has been calculated by
dividing the total number of defects found (i.e. the benefits) by the (number of participants
multiplied by the inspection time (i.e. the costs)). In Figure 9 we have calculated the mean
Defect detection effectiveness of each team size.
On the basis of the list in Figure 9 the graph in Figure 10 could be made. Figure 10 shows
the relation between the Mean effectiveness and the Number of participants.
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Figure 9: The Mean effectiveness (# defects/(# participants*time unit)) of each Team Size (#
participants)

Figure 10: Mean effectiveness (# defect found/(# participants*time unit)) - Team Size (#
participants)
Figure 10 shows an optimum team size (with a higher effectiveness). The optimum team
size is 5, but also the effectiveness of teams from 4 to 6 participants is quite good. This is in
conformance with (Gilb and Graham, 1993). Interesting is that the effectiveness of review
teams with more than 8 participants drops sharply.
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5. Conclusion
In this research we showed that a statistical analysis on real-life data from a software
development company can provide interesting insights in an important quality assurance
process, i.e. the review process. The three review process variables, respectively the review
size, the review speed and the review team size appeared to be interesting focus points in our
research to get more insight in reviews as well as to validate some (often quite intuitive)
statements about review effectiveness in literature.
Regarding the review variable review size we conclude that it is beneficial to review short
documents. On the one hand we found that an increasing review size doesn’t lead to a
proportional increase in review time, but to a lesser review time, and that consequently
influences the number of defects found. On the other hand we found that the costs of a review
don’t decrease in case that the review size increases.
With respect to the review speed a significant effect has been discovered regarding the
number of defects found. We concluded that the time allocated per page in a review has to be
determined carefully. Further we found also that when reviewers are reviewing faster they are
more focused on finding major defects, taking less care of finding minor defects.
Regarding the team size we determined for our company a clear optimum for a team size
(with a higher effectiveness). This optimum team size is 5, however the effectiveness of
teams from 4 to 6 participants is also quite good. This is more or less in conformance with
literature. Interesting is that the effectiveness of review teams with more than 8 participants
drops sharply.
Summarizing we can conclude that a statistical analysis on well-collected data form
review processes can provide interesting insights into the actual review process of an
industrial company. However, this will not lead to a ‘one big step’ improvement of the
review process in that company. The results have to be discussed subsequently with the
different stake-holders, such as the responsible software management, the software engineers,
and the quality assurance staff. On the basis of these discussions the applied review variables
and the found insights have to be validated, and eventually actions can be defined to improve
the review process further, e.g. with respect to the review data to be collected, the review
variables to be defined and new research questions identified.
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Management Information System Maturity Model (MIS-MM)
and its effectiveness – a case study
Saira Anwar, Anthony Nabeel, Shahid Mahmood

Abstract
Educational institutes in the country like Pakistan are considered as the key factor for the
promotional growth of the country. It is currently evident that all educational institutes differ
in terms of multiple aspects, from resources to needs, from principles to processes, from
motives to goals, from infrastructure to capabilities. To provide a standard model for all
aspects for all kinds of institutes is roughly impossible. Higher Education Commission of
Pakistan though layout certain standards for standardisation, but they most play their roles
towards curriculum, infrastructure needs, faculty needs etc. This research based study
intends to provide a standard for assessing the MIS standard of institutes by following the
processes and best practices. The purpose of this paper is to develop Management
Information System Maturity Model (MIS – MM) in context of Pakistani educational
institutes whilst considering the role of Information Technology as a vital factor for growth
and establishment. This model shall help IT policy makers to evaluate existing MIS practices
and shall provide an improvement plan in the light of key process areas, practices and
metrics by keeping in view the promotional growth and needs of the country from future
perspectives. The model is tested on 4 different educational institutes and results are
compiled to indicate the viability and need of certain practices and principles within the
educational institutes for incorporation of Information system and stable growth in longer
run. The MIS –MM get it its roots from the existing models such as CMMI, ISO 9001,
PCMM, P3M3 etc and carry up their basis for accessing the maturity of MIS systems in
educational institutes.

1. Introduction
Management information systems are the integral part of today business and educational
institutes are the key source of producing entrepreneurs in 21st century. Education institutes
are the place where numerous kinds of data are processed and shared both within the
organisation and with outside worlds. Today in the rapidly changing world, manual systems
are the not much dependable. We can say that Management Information Systems [13, 14, 15,
16] are the “Need of the day”. Many MIS [13, 14, 15, 16] related practices and strategies are
being followed educational institutes and so far prevailing strategy is “build and fix”. Thus,
practices and procedures related to management information system need an improvement
within the current scenario of educational organisations in Pakistan.
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MIS maturity model shall help IT policy makers to evaluate existing MIS [13, 14, 15, 16]
practices and shall provide an improvement plan in the light of key process areas.
This paper presents the MIS Maturity and its different levels, key process areas at each
level and their practices and metrics for identification of status and improvements
suggestions. More elaboration and testing and validation of model is enlighten with the help
of four case studies and their respective GAP analysis. In end it concludes by a small
comparison of organisations and future enhancement(s) in maturity model.

2. Literature Review
Recent past researches and studies does not show any particular focus toward the
development of maturity model of management Information System. So far developed
models for industry do not comply with education system.
Daniel Teichroew, in [33], presented a framework and showed an interrelationship
between administrative information system and other areas of computer application. It
identified the practicality of use of computers in educational institutes. The primary concern
was to provide “framework for the activities of ACM curriculum committee on computer
education for management in order to help crystallise thinking about programs and courses,
Define research areas and aid organisations in their planning for staffing and education of
information processing departments.” However this position paper does not address the other
types of MIS like TPS, ESS etc.
Michael J. Gallivan, in [34] conducted a study as exploratory research to understand the
activities and beliefs of information system and line manager with regards to MIS [13, 14, 15,
16]. The study was too specific to the industrial firms and persuaded in context of managers’
plan. This study helps to map fewer questions of emerging and new technological
developments to find out future plans and visions of CIOs and to know more about MIS and
its vision.
Ronald R. Gauch, in [35] conducted a survey to know more about the difference of
management of information system between public and private sector organisations.
Differences found are not as prevailing as literature suggests and both sectors are equal
opportunity provider both for personal and professional growth.
Avi Rushinek and Sara Rushinek in [36], has shown that content of information control in
complex organisation continues to be a source of interest for both researchers and business
manager.
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Daniyal Aziz, Syed Adnan Shah and Deeba Gilani in [37] presented National
Reconstruction Information Management System (NARIMS). NARIMS is a decision support
system with its ultimate objectives to provide efficient service delivery though the use of
information technology. This concept is primarily designed and developed by Govt. of
Pakistan to work as an aid in support of local government (Pakistan) issues.
ISO in [38], had set management standards in 1987, providing with a framework of rules
known as ISO, 9000. ISO 9000 governs the production-line operations of major
manufacturers; however, in year 2000 ISO organisation broadened the rules to apply to
service companies as well. ISO 9000 encourages defining practices and procedures for
quality management systems.
CMMI [3,4,5,6,7,8] models provide guidance to use when developing processes. CMMI
models are not process to process description is process improvement. It helps organisations
to improve their performance.
P3M3 [19] is the basis for improving portfolio, programme and project management
processes. It is structured with five levels of maturity. P3M3 provides a structured way to
identify key practices and helps organisations to improve their capability.
PCMM [11, 12] [People Capability Maturity ModelSM, Software Engineering Institute
(SEI) at Carnegie Mellon University- September 1995] is about management of the people
resources necessary for the development and maintenance of software systems.
SEEMM [18] provides a framework for software engineering education processes. The
model helps in evaluating the strength and weaknesses of the software engineering education
program and suggests certain metrics for the purpose.
Above review of maturity models and other published papers does not provide a sound
grounds for MIS maturity. But these studies do provide some important key factors as basis
of our research. Hence, it triggers a new research for MIS maturity model.

3. Research Methodology
Researches and above literature review clearly opens a new horizon for us to conduct
research related to MIS [13, 14, 15, 16] and develop a maturity model. Literature review also
provides us key factors like data processing and information sharing, public and private
sector organisations, staged improvement plans and people management etc.
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Following sequences and approach was adopted for this research.

Figure 1: Research Methodology

4. MIS MM
Management information system maturity model is specifically designed for Pakistani
educational organisations. This maturity model has a basic inspiration of Capability Maturity
Model Integration-SEI, PCMM [11, 12], P3M3 [19], and Software Engineering EducationMM. MIS-maturity model follows staged improvement plan as presented in CMMI
[3,4,5,6,7,8] and other models studied. It defines five levels of maturity which are
• Level 0 Adhoc
• Level 1 Manual
• Level 2 Semi automated [MIS development product and processes].
•
•
•

Level 3 Fully automated [MIS-deployment with defined set of processes and
procedures].
Level 4 Optimise processes
Level 5 Continuous Improvement

MIS maturity model is divided into levels where each level serves as a foundation for next
level. Management information system maturity model starts with first level where
organisations are working with traditional manual systems for data processing. It finishes at
level 5 leading an organisation to shift from manual to fully, an optimised, automated
technology solution with continuous improvement.
Management information system maturity model also has secondary focus at each level.
Level-1 is an initial stage where organisations are working with manual register system. At
level-2 organisation has a responsibility to initiate development of management information
system. Level 3 provides an opportunity for deploying MIS [13, 14, 15, 16] solution within
organisation. Level 4 and level 5 ensure that all practices are optimised and have continuous
improvement.
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5. MIS MM Description
5.1. Level 0 Adhoc
This is the level in which no practice on MIS scale is followed, and if followed they are
really adhoc in nature. People lack MIS awareness and looking for no reason to incorporate
technology.

5.2. Level 1
People are the key resources for organisations [1] and every task is dependent on their
skills. Level-1 is initial stage where organisations are working with manual register system.
Key process areas at Level 1 provide an opportunity to prepare the organisation to work with
MIS solution.
5.2.1. Key process areas
• MIS awareness;
•
•
•

MIS categorisation;
Technology awareness;
Work load division.

MIS awareness
Management Information System [13, 14, 15, 16] is the set of tools and techniques
comprises of computer applications, people and information. Information is useful only if it is
delivered in time. Management Information System [13, 14, 15, 16] helps strategic and
operational level management to take decisions and perform necessary action within the strict
and short limit of time. "MIS awareness" key process area helps to create awareness within
the organisation. It has further two generic goals to create awareness about Management
Information System [13,14,15,16].
Practices
• Practice 1 Realises the importance of management information systems;
• Practice 2 Create strong vision of management information systems;
• Practice 3 Convince top level management realises the importance of management
•
•
•

information systems;
Practice 4 Involve strategic and operational level into awareness program;
Practice 5 Create awareness within the organisation;
Practice 6 Arrange guest lectures from industry, initiate media campaign.
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MIS categorisation
An educational institute may have different departments. For the novice in educational
sector, we propose Accounts, Alumni, Academics, Communication and publication, Career
counselling, Health care service, Hostels, Information services department, Library,
Proctorial board, Research and development, Security office, Students & staff financial
assistance, Students’ affair department and Transport department for the system as an initial
step towards management information system.
Practices
• Practice 1 Make an independent MIS department within organisation;
• Practice 2 Define different departments within organisation. (See appendix E for
help);
•
•

Practice 3 Encourage proper procedural development tasks for various departments;
Practice 4 Document all defined procedures.

Each of the department performs different tasks or functions. For details, please see the
annexure A. This categorisation is not rigid. Organisation can shift some functions to other
related department. For example Photo Gallery can be shifted to Library.
Technology awareness
Management Information System [13, 14, 15, 16] is dependent on integrated technology.
A semi automated system may result is slower performance with comparison to high
performance software solution specially integrated to suit the organisations' requirement can
provide on request MIS papers. Division of different tasks into goals helps to make people
aware of technology and its uses.
Practices
• Practice 1 Realise the importance of technology and create awareness of technology
solution;
•
•
•

Practice 2 Analyze manual working procedures of different tasks related to data
processing;
Practice 3 Prepare for swift shift towards automation of data processing;
Practice 4 Meet with different departments’ heads and discuss for future possible
software solutions.
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Work load division
Work load division KPA helps to divide the workload into different departments
according to their nature, i.e. cash handling is a part of accounts department.
Practices
• Practice 1 Perform an in-depth analysis of work procedures;
• Practice 2 Divide work load within concerned departments;
• Practice 3 Encourage uses of proper procedural tasks.
5.2.2. Proposed Metrics
Metrics

Description

OPTime

Count measure to determine, how many tasks/Operations are done on time

OPdelay

Count measure to determine how many tasks are delayed

DelayUnit

How many units of time any operation was delayed

PConduct

How many lectures/presentations were conducted to realise or for awareness of
MIS

DepProg

Determine the department progress by evaluating the gap between the task
assigned and tasks performed on time

5.3. Level 2
Level 2 can be conceived as development phase of an information system. All the key
process areas have a perspective and support for development phase. It also helps
organisations to manage the existing level 1 core functions to accelerate data processing and
information sharing with a semi-automated software solution.
5.3.1. Key process areas
• Requirements management;
• Supplier management;
• Technology Introduction;
•
•
•

Staffing;
Communication awareness;
Risk management.

Requirements management
Different departments have their own different requirements. They need different software
solution according to their needs and functionality. Requirements Management key process
area identifies and gather requirement of an information system which is about to build. It is
an indispensable phase of software or technical solution as requirements must be clear to the
vendor and to the user.
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There are three categories [2] of building software build and fix; plan and build and just
build. Out of above three categories, plan and build is most appropriate before starting
devolvement. All the gather requirements must be mapped to the users’ requirement. It is
highly recommended to review and document all the collected requirements before going into
the development phase.
Practices
• Practice 1 Introduce proper procedures to gather end-user requirement;
•
•
•
•

Practice 2 Introduce proper procedures to document end-user requirements;
Practice 3 Introduce proper procedures to analyze end-user requirements;
Practice 4 Introduce proper procedures to handle requirement inconsistencies;
Practice 5 Ensure proper procedures for requirements triage prioritisation;

•
•
•

Practice 6 Introduce proper procedures for requirements triage prioritisation;
Practice 7 Introduce proper procedures for change management in requirements;
Practice 8 Introduce proper verification and validation procedures for end-user
requirements

Suppliers management
‘Who will build our information system?’ Suppliers or vendors play an important role
towards information system development. They are key factor that may augment the
technology integration process. They may help to analyze requirements and usability of a
particular software solution in a professional manner.
Suppliers may take many forms depending on business needs, including in-house vendors
(i.e., vendors that are in the same organisation but are external to the project), fabrication
capabilities and laboratories, and commercial vendors. [3] Suppliers or vendors have three
main categories; self-source / in-source and out-source. Organisation may wish to choose any
of the supplier categories which suit particular need. A bad decision about selection of
development method and vendor may setback organisational goals and can delay in
qualifying maturity level.
Practices
• Practice 1 Realise the importance of involvement of vendors in management
information systems;
•
•
•

Practice 2 Promote proper procurement procedures for management information
systems;
Practice 3 Encourage transparent procurement procedures for management
information systems;
Practice 4 Do proper procedures of market survey for available technical /software
solutions.
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Technology Introduction
Requirement management and supplier management helps in analyzing some of the
available technology solution. Introducing new technology in an organisation may be quite
complicated. All available technology options must be keenly explored and observed while
introducing technology. Exploring means a testing the functionality of different software /
technical solutions for the existing system.
Staffing
Staffing refers to hiring people for available positions. As the new information system is
to be deployed soon, we must make things ready and good to go. Staffing new people is not
always as easy as may seem to be. Our proposed human resource department can help us in
hiring people.
All “home work” must be done before going into staffing. By “home work” we mean,
planning appropriate strategies for hiring, media campaign, available positions, and their
requirements. These requirements include degree qualification, interpersonal skills, papering
and evaluation procedures.[12]
Recruiting activities begin when open positions are identified [12]. These positions are
off-course for the computer literate people who are going to be our part of our information
system. Staffing can be done form inside the organisation or from outside the organisation
depending upon the nature of agreement between the organisation and staff. Early
incorporation of staff may a computer literate work force can work more efficiently with little
or no training.[3]
Practices
• Practice 1 Analyze current computer literacy and computer skills level of whole staff;
• Practice 2 Categorise staff skills in each department and if necessary, hire appropriate
new staff;
• Practice 3 Arrange computer literate people, at various levels, having adequate skills;
•

Practice 4 Provide training for existing and new software solution.

Communication awareness
The purpose of Communication is to establish a social environment that supports effective
interaction and to ensure that the workforce has the skills to share information and coordinate
their activities efficiently. [3]
Communication is sending information to receiver in timely and presentable form. There
are numerous existing ways to communicate both verbal and oral. Now, this communication
is far beyond letter writing. Emails, phone calls, text messages, and interdepartmental memos
are part of it. Information or data may have any of the presentation styles.
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Data may be in the form of text, audio, video may have all above forms. It must reach to
designated person in time with proper presentation and apart from its location.
Communication is a critical factor for the success of any organisation. This is the most
essential part of organisations’ quality culture [17]. An organisations’ culture must have a
support for top-bottom and bottom-up communications.
Practices
• Practice 1 Realises the importance of communication for organisational success;
•
•

Practice 2 Encourages people to adopt proper communication procedures;
Practice 3 Ask people to check their email, pigeon holes, letterboxes etc.

Risk management
Level 2 key process areas have more focus towards the development of information
system and risk cannot be neglected. Risk management includes the processes concerned
with conducting risk management planning, identification, analysis, responses, and
monitoring and control on a project. [20]
Risk management is a continuous [19] process which shall be taken into consideration
throughout the system development life cycle. There can be many types of threats associated
with triple constraints time, scope and cost. Based on our observations, market conditions,
here in Pakistan are not always good to as it may seems in the early stages of SDLC.
Risk management can be divided into three parts defining a risk management strategy;
identifying and analyzing risks; and handling identified risks, including the implementation
of risk mitigation plans when needed. [3]
Practices
• Practice 1 Realises the importance of risk management;
• Practice 2 Encourage use of various tools and techniques for risk management;
• Practice 3 Incorporate alternate contradictory plans to handle risks and threat.
5.3.2. Guidelines
To start with levels 2, a set of guidelines are as follow
• Group and distribute workload into different departments;
• Define stakeholders or users for each department;
•
•
•
•

Gather users and system requirements;
Engage computer literate individuals. (If not, already, are part of organisation);
Introduce computer and technology into existing system;
Initiate projects / software solution for different departments;

•
•

Define suppliers. (Self-source, in-source or out-source);
Create awareness about different ways of communication*. (*Interdepartmental
memos, emails, phone calls, text messages, pagers etc).
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5.3.3. Proposed Metrics
Metrics

Description

ReqReview

How many Requirements are reviewed for consistency

AmbReq

Ratio of ambiguous requirements and reviewed requirements

ValidatedReq

Ratio of validated requirements and reviewed requirements

Nofquote

No of quotation acquired for software solution

LitRate

Ratio of people who are computer literature to that of total staff

TrainingSession No of training sessions conducted by the organisation in a year
RiskH

State the ratio of proactive risks with respects to total number of risks

5.4. Level 3
Level 3 provides an opportunity to establish procedures [3] for each department and
ensures that all processes are running smoothly. Following key process areas help to define
procedures.
5.4.1. Key process areas
• Technology incorporation;
• Training;
• Transition management;
• Quality management.
Technology Incorporation
Deploying new information system into organisation has a cost. Newly developed
software of technical solution must be tested as a beta version with anticipated users before
considering it as a default solution for daily operations. Faster data processing and swift
informati9on sharing were primary triggers for technology development. This integration of
newly developed system must take the existing functionality towards the expectations.
Practices
• Practice 1 Build information technology infrastructure?
• Practice 2 Observes proper evaluation procedures for technology deployment;
• Practice 3 Ensure at least one computer for every individual.
Training
It is highly recommended to train people for the new deployed software solutions.
Technology is ever changing environment and our main concern here is to “develop skills”
[19] which people may lack to use new technology and its feature.
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Before sending staff for training, it is advisable to perform a little analysis of skills people
have. There are several modes for training are available including vendor training, in-house
and third-party trainings. Any of these can be acquired for the training purpose.
Transition management
Transition management is all about preparing employees to transit from one state to
another for the betterment of organisation. Proper planning must be done in order to run the
whole transition process smoothly.
Transition plans should be reviewed with respect to the business perspective to assure that
the organisation has sufficient flexibility, capacity and capability to manage the achievement
of each transition state as described in the plans. [P3M3 [19]]
Practices
• Practice 1 Observes transition management and proper procedures for it;
• Practice 2 Follow standard procedures for transition management;
• Practice 3 Make own created procedures for transition management;
•

Practice 4 Review transition plans for every new project / situation.

Quality management
Quality management includes planning, assurance and control [20]. “Quality culture is
basically incorporation of quality in the overall system of an organisation which leads to a
positive internal environment and creation of delighted customers. “ [21]. In order to bring
quality culture in organisation, management shall not only be responsible. Quality processes
and procedures must be institutionalised in the daily routine of employees.
It is proposed “Testing” as a part of quality management. Testing is not just making sure
the things are good during the development stages of SDLC but in the daily work routine.
This means verifying and validating defined procedures and processes. [22, 19, 3]
5.4.2. Guidelines
Level 2 guidelines suggest initiating software solution project for each department.
Following guidelines suggest staged improvement:
• Deploy acquired technical/ software solutions for departments;
•
•
•
•

Analyze staff skills level and train people for obtained technical/ software solutions.
Define procedures to perform different tasks;
Establish verification and validation techniques for defined procedures;
Ensure horizontal and vertical information flow within the organisation. Lead the
organisation towards paperless organisations;
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•

Build technology infrastructure, this includes:
o N- Tier Network structure, intranets and bandwidth management;
o ;Web / Email services;

o Information portals;
o Data centres;
o Backup procedures etc.
• Institute procedures for data / information privacy and security.
5.4.3. Proposed Metrics
Metrics

Description

CompRatio

Ratio of computers and employees

TrainingInSessions

Number of in house training sessions conducted

TrainingOutSessions Number of third party trainings conducted
EmpTrained

Number of employees who attended at least 80% of the training session

BackTime

After how much duration, data backup is taken

5.5. Level 4
System needs maintenance in order to run efficiently. Productive outputs are expected
within a conductive environment. Key process areas at level 4 help in creating a conductive
environment and optimising existing practices.
5.5.1. Key process areas
• Data management
o Back procedures and recover mechanism
•

Security management
o Data and Software
• Capacity management;
• Need based practices.
Data management
Data is organisations’ backbone in all operation and routine life. They generate, store and
process [31] large amount of dataData management is the process of developing data
architectures, practices and procedures dealing with data and then executing these aspects on
a regular basis. [30] Data management is quite a broad field of study but we are more
concerned about data backup procedures, and in case of loss, recovery plan. There are many
ways to store and manage large set of data into an organisation. Most popular ways are
Relational database management system along with data warehousing. Operation databases
can be connected to both online and offline data warehouses for the back-up.
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While storing the data into databases or data warehouses, data retrieval and recovery plans
should also be the vital part of data management.
Practices
• Practices 1 Install data storage tools;
• Practices 2 Make proper procedures for data / information backup;
• Practices 3 Back-up data and information;
• Practices 4 Replicate data backup to multiple sites;
•
•

Practices 5 Perform consistency checks of data backup;
Practices 6 Takes paper (hard copy) backup of necessary data.

Security management
Inside the open world, where there are people with white hats, there is also a reasonable
and a fair number of people with black hats in shared communication channel. And in
presence of black hat guys, everyone wants to protect their information against unauthorised
access.
Authentication and authorisation [28] are the two primary methods in securing data within
organisation. One of the many ways to secure information against unauthorised access is to
control the transmission [27] of data throughout the organisation. Data transmission and data
flow can be controlled through cryptography. One of the other ways, access control [26] is
one of the very good examples that can be taken into consideration while designing security.
Practices
• Practice 1 Employ proper security procedure for data and information protection;
• Practice 2 Installed state of the practice / art tolls of security management;
•

Practice 3 Design security policy according to organisation’s need.

Capacity management
Resources are always used carefully within organisation. Developing countries like
Pakistan have fewer resources to manage its projects and information system within the
educational sector.
The purpose of capacity management is to ensure that the organisation has the necessary
resources to meet the demands of the business, in a cost effective and timely manner. [19].
Capacity management is a ‘two-way relationship” [19]. This relationship is requires a good
understanding of organisational goals and with the business strategy and planning processes,
leading to a good understanding of the strategic intent and the likely capabilities necessary to
meet business demands. Capacity plans should ideally be reviewed by senior management on
a periodic basis. There should be regular reviews programme and project capacity
requirements to verify that they continue to utilise resources in a cost-effective manner.
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The performance of existing resources should be reviewed and correlated with the
capability requirements of programmes and projects.
Practices
• Practice 1 Properly define procedures for capacity management;
• Practice 2 Generate usage papers of its resources and technology;
• Practice 3 Generate performance papers of installed technology.
5.5.2. Guidelines
Data / Information, technology and people [23] are three key resources of management
information system. The following guidelines help to bring quality within the organisational
performance
•
•
•
•

Generate performance papers of technical/software solution;
Generate technology infrastructures’ utilisation papers;
Acquire technology utilisation control plans;
Ensure on-request MIS papers generation;

•
•
•
•

Ensure networks’ 24/7;
Availability;
Accessibility;
Reliability;

•
•
•
•

Restore data backups and perform consistency check;
Ensure replication of data backup to multiple sites;
Assure and simulate disaster recovery procedures for the bad time;
Take hard copy backup for critical data/information.

5.5.3. Proposed Metrics
Metrics

Description

HardData

Boolean Metrics to indicate hardcopy data backup is taken or not

BackTime

Duration between each backup of any form

NoSites

How many sites are used to take data backup

Avail

Count delays between each network failure

5.6. Level 5
Level 5 is the stage where organisation can be seen as mature with fewer improvements
left. The following key process areas focus on continuous improvements. Our guidelines at
this level help the organisations to excel in their data/information processing.
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5.6.1. Key Process areas
• Technology innovation.
o Technology never remains the same and changes after just a short period of time
•
•
•

Need based practices;
Change management;
Institutionalisation.

Practices
• Practice 1 Vision for technology innovation;
• Practice 2 Proper plans to improve management information systems on the basis of
learning outcomes;
•
•
•

Practice 3 Upgrade software packages as soon as they are available;
Practice 4 proper procedures for version control of its management information
systems;
Practice 5 follows-up outputs of management information systems;

•
•

Practice 6 monitors drastic changes;
Practice 7 take appropriate actions to controls drastic changes.

5.6.2. Guidelines
• Bring home technology innovation;
• Improve / upgrade existing technology infrastructure, technical/ software solutions;
• Adapt proactive risk management;
• Introduce artificial intelligence solutions into the system for automated evaluation of

•

system;
Write routines for detection and prevention of critical system errors. Make them in
working condition without human trigger;
Introduce human factor in decision to evaluate procedure results;

•
•

Discuss evaluation results with stakeholders and take appropriate actions;
Introduce Technology management. (Right decision at right time).

•

6. Pilot Implementation
Management Information System-Maturity model is tested on 4 different case studies on
rich sample of different originations from public, private and semi-public sector. First, we
discuss about their organisation type, their overall and individual rating at different levels. In
the last we provide some suggestive improvements of those levels in which they lack.
70% is a threshold value to qualify certain level. Each level will be judge according to its
threshold value which is either below, above or normal. We have adopted this approach as
there will be some practices followed in certain level but may be not all.
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Our first case study is of well-established, well-reputed and one of the leading educational
institutes of Pakistan. The second case study is of semi-public which means that organisation
has public and private shares, and it belongs to both industrial and education sector. The third
case study examines the working of management Information System-maturity model in an
organisation which is primary owned and administrated by a “Trust (NGO)”. The last case
study presents an example of quite a low-profile educational institute.
Table 1: Summary Pilot Testing
Org A
Type

Org B

Semi Govt

Govt

Org C
and Trust

Org D
Semi Govt

Industrial
Level 1/40

32

80%

36

90%

18

45%

11

28%

Level 2/48

25

52%

34

71%

11

23%

5

10%

Level 3/24

13

54%

15

63%

8

33%

4

16%

Level 4/50

10

20%

12

24%

16

32%

6

12%

Level 5/16

8

50%

9

56%

5

31%

0

0%

Overall

88

49%

114

64%

58

33%

26

14%

Performance/178
Qualified Level

Level 1

Level 2

Level Adhoc

Level Adhoc

Level to attain

Level 2

Level 3

Level 1

Level 1

Figure 2: Summary Analysis
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Simple Function Point: a new Functional Size Measurement
Method fully compliant with IFPUG 4.x
Roberto Meli

Abstract
The IFPUG Function Points method has originally been developed almost 35 years ago.
The need was for a way to capture in numbers the functional value for users of a certain
software application. At that moment the development process was largely “handmade” and
“Lines of Code” was the main measurement method available. Detailed statements of
functional user requirements (in terms of elementary fields, logical files, references to files
etc.) are still used to produce a measurement of the functional value of an application.
Unfortunately producing such a measure is quite costly and time consuming and requires
very high professionalism in counters. In addition there are often endless discussions
between customers and suppliers about complexity of Base Functional Components (BFC)
due to extreme detail in elements to be used and the ambiguity of many counting rules when
applied to actual specific systems. Production people are often forced to accept measurement
as a necessary step but unsatisfied by the subjectivity and cost of the measurement process.
Essentially, analysts and programmers consider measurement as an “unavoidable waste of
time”. The need for a simpler, faster and cheaper functional measurement method is there.
On the other hand there are a lot of studies, contracts and asset measures made up using the
IFPUG method so it is a pity to lose those resources. Simple Function Point (SiFP) is a new
measurement method based only on two BFCs which is totally compliant with the IFPUG
one. All the resources and contractual frameworks developed for IFPUG are valid for Simple
FP as well, starting from the ISBSG productivity data base. The usage of the new method
reduces cost, time and disputes, the translation of an entire measured application portfolio is
immediate.

1. Quick overview of existing functional measurement methods
As of January 2011 there are two main methods for functional measuring of software that
are competing on the market: IFPUG and COSMIC. There are also other ISO certified
methods but they are basically limited to the territories from which they come from
(Netherlands, UK, Finland). All methods include the steps of identifying very granular BFC
and the appreciation of complexity is based on a very detailed view of functional information.
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The IFPUG method identifies transactional and data BFC types while the COSMIC
method identifies only transactional BFC, although it is also necessary to identify business
objects that have a strong correlation with data elements but which do not contribute directly
to the numerical value in FP.

1.1. Advantages and disadvantages of the existing FSMM
The main advantages of the IFPUG method are that:
•
•

It is established by some decades of long usage;
There are many benchmarking data available in the public domain.

The main disadvantages of the IFPUG method are that:
•
•

It does not provide a layered model compatible with a modern architecture for the
development of components;
Valorising the shared static component of data, it brings the metrics not to satisfy the
distributive property of the counts: FP (A union B) is generally lower than FP (A) +
FP (B) where A and B are two sets of requirements considered in the first case as a
single application and the second as two separate applications sharing logical files.
This is because of the rule for the elimination of identical BFC within the same
Measurable Software Application (ASM);

•

It is usually considered not adequate for technological software.

The main advantages of the COSMIC method are that:
• It is suitable for a wide range of types of software (business, real time, networks .);
•
•

It introduces the concept of layers and layered architectures;
It introduces the concept of measurement “viewpoint”.

The main disadvantage of the COSMIC method is that:
•

The numerical value of a measurement strongly depends on the selected viewpoint.

•
•

The main common disadvantages of both methods are that:
They require a very detailed documentation of functional user requirements;

•
•

They provide a large amount of rules that are not always easy to apply;
They are relatively easy to calculate for development by scratch but difficult to apply
to ordinary maintenance and asset management measures (the detailed functional
information is usually very unstable and the alignment among measurements and
“living software” it is costly and time consuming).
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1.2. Market Needs
The market requires fast, agile measurement methods, with low impact on production
processes and that require not too much specialised skills, which is reliable in results, not
dependent on technology, correlated to work, cost, duration of a project. The current metrics
only partially address these needs.

2. Research Project Goals
Establish a new functional size measurement method consistent with the framework of the
ISO 14143 family of standards that is fully compatible with the IFPUG method at the level of
results if applied to the same extent, but which is:
• Easier to apply;
•
•
•
•

Easier to learn;
Less subject to interpretation;
Less subject to "manipulation" by the technical personnel;
Easier to keep aligned with the evolution of operational systems;

•

Quickly convertible from the IFPUG method.

3. Assumptions of “functional size / effort” correlation
Functional metrics are generally considered useful to give a significant contribution to the
estimation of effort, durations, staff and costs for a development by scratch or a functional
enhancement maintenance intervention.
Until the availability of public productivity data (ISBSG essentially) the expert’s
community has accepted an implicit assumption like the following:
“To obtain an acceptable statistical correlation between work necessary for the
development or enhancement maintenance of software and functional size one must
necessarily consider both the number AND the internal complexity of Base Functional
Components.”
Research conducted by DPO on a sample of over a thousand projects, counted with the
IFPUG method, showed that this assumption, at least in the context of this methodology, it is
not true. Instead the following is true:
“The accuracy of a model of relationship between work effort and functional size of
software does not diminish even when you consider exclusively the number of BFC in the
same class (transactions or data type).”
These findings (documented below) allow to consider redundant the whole system of
IFPUG rules aimed at differentiating between EI, EO, EQ and between ILF and EIF and for
determining the complexity of the single BFC (using DETs, RETs, FTRs). The consequences
of this discovery are truly extraordinary in terms of impact on the method and process for
measuring Function Points.
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Using only the number of BFC, however, does not allow an immediate adoption of all
models and results obtained by the application of the IFPUG method. The research, therefore,
had also, as an essential objective, to find a weight for the new adopted BFCs that would
make the two metrics (IFPUG FP and SiFP) reliably convertible.

4. Simple Function Point base features
The new Simple Function Point (SiFP) metrics has the characteristic of measuring the
functional user requirements with the same accuracy of standard IFPUG method and of being
fully compliant with it in terms of results: that is, the conversion ratio between IFPUG FP
and SiFP is equal to 1. This means that all the available results based on the IFPUG
measures, from ISBSG productivity data to the FP unit prices in contracts, from the defect
rates to asset valuations, can be used without any modification or conversion calculation!
The Simple Function Point method is not a new technique for estimating IFPUG Function
Point metrics but it is an easily convertible alternative.

5. The measurement model
The underlying measurement model of the SiFP metrics coincides with the IFPUG 4.x
regarding the general approach, the boundary, scope, definition of the elementary processes
and logical files, with its practice, the formulas. It is different for the introduction of
viewpoints and layer (that may be used when a conversion from IFPUG is not needed) and
the use of only two BFCs:
• Unspecified Generic Elementary Process (UGEP)
• Unspecified Generic Data Group (UGDG)
The first is a transactional function type while the second is a data function type. No need
to differentiate EI, EO, EQ, ILF and EIF, the 'primary intent' and inherent complexity.
The values associated with each BFC provided are:
• UGEP = 4,6 SiFP
• UGDG = 7,0 SiFP

6. Conversion between IFPUG FP and SiFP
To check the convertibility of the measure from IFPUG FP and SiFP we used a sample of
768 ISBSG counts for which we had the detail count in terms of BFC and whose distribution
of the FP value (after log transformation) has been very next to the normal distribution
allowing the application of all the typical tools for statistical analysis.
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The linear regression on logarithmic transformed data (UFP vs. SiFP) indicates a
coefficient of exchange rate of 1.00045341, the statistical correlation index is equal to
0.998001323. This result indicates that the two metrics are nearly coincident. Analysis of
residues is smooth and normally distributed.
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The “assets error” - or the difference between the sum of all measures with the sign made
with the IFPUG method and the sum of all measures with the sign done by the SiFP - is equal
to 0.4%, which means that the absolute errors are compensated by combining the counts as if
they were a large portfolio of applications. In fact, the overall SiFP measure exceeds the
IFPUG value of FP of only 1101 from a total of 291'139 !
An audit was also conducted on a sample of 140 other projects independent of the ISBSG
DB providing similar results.
The transition from assets counted by IFPUG FP to SiFP values is immediate if one only
knows the number of EI, EO, EQ, ILF and EIF.

7. Functional Size/Effort correlation
The correlation between effort and SiFP is identical to that between IFPUG FP and effort
for a new development and for the enhancement maintenance. The two measurements can be
used interchangeably in the determination of cost models and with the same unitary prices in
outsourcing contracts.

8. Strengths of the SiFP method
The SiFP method meets all the goals set up in the research project, since it is:
• Easier to apply;
•
•
•
•

Easier to learn;
Less subject to interpretation;
Less prone to "manipulation" by developers;
Easier to keep aligned with the evolution of operational systems;

•

Immediately convertible from IFPUG FP.

In particular, we observe that the alignment of asset values as a result of the continuing
operations of small enhancements conducted within the ordinary maintenance involves a very
low cost because there is no need to document DETs, RETs and FTRs changed but only BFC
added or deleted from the baseline.

9. Future research
It is ob obvious interest to understand if similar results may be obtained using the
COSMIC FP approach. The research is undergoing.
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8.45

Registration

9.00

Opening Remarks

9.15

Keynote: Heisenberg uncertainty principle applied to software measurement
Roberto Meli
DPO, Italy

“The more precisely the position is determined, the less precisely the momentum is known
in this instant, and vice versa.” Werner Heisenberg formulated the uncertainty principle (best
known as “principle of indeterminacy”) at Niels Bohr's institute in Copenhagen, while
working on the mathematical foundations of quantum mechanics. His findings influenced not
only physics in the last century but also philosophy . From that moment, reality is not certain
anymore but only understandable on an experimental and statistical base. The theory does not
predict a number any more, but a set of values associated with a probability. The theory is
tested on large numbers: the experiment is repeated many times, to ensure that the solutions
appear as often as predicted by theory. Unfortunately, the more precise the measurement, the
more it is invasive and disturbing the phenomenon being measured.
The software measurement process has much to deal with the “principle of
indeterminacy”: as the ISBSG data base shows, for example, the relation between FP and
effort is not deterministic and needs statistical investigation. In addition, it is definitely true
that if you try to measure a process or product attribute in order to use it for management
goals, that attribute – for example Function Points, productivity, defect density, unitary cost
and the like - will be influenced (voluntarily or not) by the operational context. An effort
estimation is not a scientific guess of an independent variable describing reality but a social
contract statistically based for giving a more or less “comfortable” and “agreed” framework
to the project team in using organisational resources. If this is true it is definitely useless to
detect – in a costly and long way - very (technically) accurate metrics for producing “social
agreed” estimates.
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9.50

Estimate faster, cheaper... and better!
Harold van Heeringen
Sogeti, The Netherlands

Nowadays, Sogeti Nederland gets more and more questions from clients like: “What is
your productivity rate for Java projects?”, “What is your duration for building an application
of 1000 Function Points?” and “What is your price per function point for a .Net project?”
Literature shows us however, that there is no good answer to these kinds of questions.
Putnam is one of the people that show us that the amount of effort needed for a project highly
depends on the duration chosen. Other factors that influence the answer to these questions
might be: size, complexity and the amount of work that is being carried out on an offshore
location (like India). It is therefore necessary to consider all the relevant factors when
preparing a project estimation. However, if this has to be done on an ad hoc basis (whenever
a client asks, or whenever a Request for Proposal comes in), it will take a lot of time to
analyse the right projects. To make things faster and easier, Sogeti has developed a tool to
estimate projects and to answer questions like the questions mentioned above. In the paper
the tool and its underlying principles are introduced and the preliminary results are given.
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10.25 Exploiting Physical Tables to Estimate the Functional Size of Operating Applications:
a Case Study
Filomena Ferrucci, Carmine Gravino
University of Salerno, Italy
Guido Moretto
InfoCamere, Italy
•

The functional measurement of operating applications can represent a complex and
time-consuming task since the company software stock contains applications
developed in past projects, in many cases developed by others, with long standing
technologies, and without useful documentations supporting it.

•

The aim of the paper is to assess the contribution of applications specific components
in estimating their functional size instead of using all the information characterising
the applications.
Design of the performed case study using a data set from industry to show the

•
•

effectiveness of the approach to estimate software functional size.
Discussion of the benefits deriving by estimating the functional size of operating
applications exploiting only information on physical tables.

11.00 Coffee break
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11.30 What aspects predict the costs of maintenance projects? Often not the size
Eric van der Vliet
Logica, The Netherlands
Estimating maintenance costs
• Aspects that influence maintenance;
• Size often doesn’t matter;
•

Difference for estimating of functional and technical maintenance.

Predictability of the development of software projects is important but the estimation of
effort for maintenance is probably even more important. For a development project of one
year the maintenance period can be many years. Sometimes the organisation that developed
the software product will also perform the maintenance but often the maintenance is
outsourced. As a service provider for software maintenance it’s very important to be able to
predict the maintenance costs for an application especially if this organisation didn’t develop
the product. But what knowledge do you need from the application? How can you predict the
required maintenance effort? Quite some papers show that maintenance costs can be
determined based on size, but this paper will show, based on practical experience, that this is
often not the case and that other aspects influence the maintenance effort.
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12.05 A Deployment Process for Strategic Measurement Systems
Henning Barthel, Jens Heidrich, Martin Kowalczyk, Jürgen Münch, Adam Trendowicz
Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software Engineering, Germany
Explicitly linking software-related activities to an organisation’s higher-level goals has
been shown to be critical for several purposes, such as aligning activities to strategies or
linking budgets to strategic objectives. GQM+Strategies provide mechanisms for explicitly
linking goals and strategies in an organisation based on goal-oriented strategic measurement
systems. Deploying such strategic measurement systems in an organization is highly
challenging. Experience has shown that a clear deployment strategy is needed for achieving
sustainable success. In particular, an adequate deployment process as well as corresponding
tool support can facilitate the deployment. This article gives an overview of GQM+Strategies
modeling and associated means of tool support and introduces the systematical
GQM+Strategies deployment process. Additionally, it provides an overview of industrial
applications and derives success factors and benefits for the application of GQM+Strategies.
Finally, next steps and future research questions are sketched.
GQM+Strategies is registered trademark No. 302008021763 at the German Patent and
Trade Mark Office; international registration number IR992843.
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12.40 Metrics and SCRUM in Real Life. Enemies or Friends?
Christian Facchi, Peter Trapp
University of Applied Sciences Ingolstadt, Germany
Jochen Wessel
Nokia Siemens Networks GmbH und Co. KG, Germany
•
•
•
•
•

Summary and conclusions of the use of metrics in a bigger distributed SW
development project;
Experiences have been condensed in 6 hypotheses for the better use of Metrics in
SCRUM;
Benefits of using metrics for non-functional requirements during the complete SW
development project;
Hints for using Metrics in SCRUM to reduce negative impact of metrics;
Motivation for using metrics to measure properties in a floating product's
development.

13.15 Lunch
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14.30 Measuring Design Metrics in Websites
Emilio Navarro, Ronan Fitzpatrick
Dublin Institute of Technology, Ireland
The current state of the web demand web designs that engage with consumers in order to
consume services or generate leads to maximise revenue.
This paper describes the process and architecture required to build a tool to measure
design in websites. It explains the steps required, the architecture, the problems encountered
and how these problems have been overcome. The software measure a set of criteria counts
based on Engagibility, determine the success of a website without reliance on website traffic
data.
The paper also proposes a set of new criteria to be measured for current modern websites
including social network features.
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15.05 Measuring Software Development Processes with Six Sigma
Thomas Fehlmann
Euro Project Office AG, Zurich, Switzerland
•
•
•
•

The Deming value chain provides the structure necessary for measuring software
development processes;
Software development processes are measured best with Design for Six Sigma
transfer functions;
The paper presents a measurement programme for software development following an
agile approach;
Cost and defect density predictions become much easier thanks to the Six Sigma
transfer functions.

While there is a vivid discussion and a bunch of literature available on software metrics
and measurement programmes, surprisingly many authors still ignore the emerging businessprocess management methodology Design for Six Sigma (DfSS). DfSS is used whenever the
production process to be measured first needs to be designed and thus cannot be executed for
measurement and analysis purposes.
This is typically the case for software processes. They are executed once, and the results
are the final output. Software is therefore not suitable to the statistical methods used for
predicting manufacturing processes; each software development project is more or less
unique. Nevertheless, we can measure software processes and predict the outcome of a
software project using DfSS. It uses linear Transfer Functions that transform measurements
done for process controls into metrics for process output.
This paper aims at explaining the measurement programme needed for DfSS in software
development, and what kind of predictions are possible based on Six Sigma Transfer
Functions.
15.40 Tea break
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16.05 Empirical investigation of selected software review process variables, results from a
case study
Jos Trienekens, Rob Kusters
TU Eindhoven, The Netherlands
•
•

Software review process data;
Statistical analysis;

•

Efficiency and effectiveness of software reviews.

This paper presents the results of a statistical analysis on real-life data from an industrial
software development company in The Netherlands. The data have been collected from the
actual review processes which have been carried out in the context of quality assurance
regarding the software products and software processes. The goal of this research project is to
get more insight in the efficiency and effectiveness of the review processes. Based on
questions from the software management in the company, and on findings as reported in
literature, three review process variables have been defined, respectively the review size, the
review speed and the review team size.
Based on a statistical analysis of the data interesting insights have been gained in the
review process, some selected statements from literature have been validated, and
recommendations have been given to improve the review process.
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16.40 Management Information System Maturity Model (MIS-MM) and its effectiveness –
(A Case Study)
Anthony Nabeel, Anwar Saira, Mahmood Shahid
Forman Christian College, Pakistan
Role and need of MIS Model in educational institutes of Pakistan
• Development of MIS Maturity model;
•

Pilot Testing and its result on Pakistani Institutes.

This research based study intends to provide a standard for assessing the MIS standard of
institutes by following the processes and best practices. The purpose of this paper is to
develop Management Information System Maturity Model (MIS – MM) in context of
Pakistani educational institutes whilst considering the role of Information Technology as a
vital factor for growth and establishment.
This model shall help IT policy makers to evaluate existing MIS practices and shall
provide an improvement plan in the light of key process areas, practices and metrics by
keeping in view the promotional growth and needs of the country from future perspectives.
The model is tested on 4 different educational institutes and results are compiled to
indicate the viability and need of certain practices and principles within the educational
institutes for incorporation of Information system and stable growth in longer run.
The MIS –MM get it its roots from the existing models such as CMMI, ISO 9001, PCMM,
P3M3 etc and carry up their basis for accessing the maturity of MIS systems in educational
institutes.
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17.15 Keynote: Software Estimation Maturity
Ton Dekkers
Galorath International Limited
In the CHAOS Standish report the estimation (process) is mentioned as a potential cause
for challenges in a project of program. A wrong estimate is most of the time double-trouble,
challenges are seen in a financial context (cost) and in a delivery context (duration, effort).
Over the last two decades a lot of improvements are made. This is reflected in ISO
standards for sizing (IFPUG, NeSMA, COSMIC, Mark II and FiSMA) and benchmarking
initiatives (e.g. ISBSG – International Software Benchmarking Standards Group).
However, looking at other industries, the IT industry doesn’t have implemented the basic
Cost Engineering principles as part of their standard way of working. You can find depending
on personal interest, market position or services portfolio, elements of Cost Engineering
implemented.
To be able to assess the level of “maturity” and to assist in improving the organisation, the
estimation maturity model is designed. Based on lots of lessons learned when implementing
estimation processes, measurement programs and project management offices the required
level for a specific organisation can be defined and related to that an implementation /
improvement plan can be created.
In this presentation, the software estimation maturity model is described and some
recommendations how to implement: what kind of activities, which procedures are useful and
how it could be organised the best. Here is a link to the implementation approach MOUSE
that will be explained as well.
17.45 Closing
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•
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KEYNOTE: Heisenberg uncertainty principle applied to software measurement

141
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